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Government of India has initiated the Sustainable Urban Transport Project (SUTP) with support from Global 
Environment Facility (GEF), World Bank and UNDP. The primary objective of SUTP is to facilitate urban 
transport infrastructure in a sustainable environment and under the ambit of National Urban Transport 
Policy (NUTP). 

Component 1A of GEF-SUTP project aims at capacity building amongst practitioners in the field of sustainable 
urban transport. The objective of the initiative is to create an enabling institutional framework for 
sustainable urban transport in India. This is to be accomplished by enhancing the capacity of policymakers, 
planners, researchers, executive agencies, service providers, managers and other professionals involved in 
urban transport to plan, implement, operate and manage sustainable urban transport. 

To achieve the objectives of Component 1A, as part of the program 5 sub-components have been identified 
which include the following:

• Sub-Component 1 – Institutional capacity development, focusing on strengthening of Institute of 
Urban transport (IUT)

• Sub-Component 2 – Individual capacity development 

• Sub-Component 3 – Preparation of manuals and toolkits

• Sub-Component 4 – Promotion, awareness and dissemination of information to expand and enhance 
the impact of GEF-SUTP

• Sub-Component 5 – Technical assistance to cities to address emerging issues encountered during 
project implementation.

Sub-Component 3 aims at providing step by step guidance to cities and other concerned authorities to 
enable them to plan and implement projects related to urban transport and also facilitate public decision 
makers and transport planners/ engineers in overseeing urban transport projects. It will include briefly 
the concept behind the subject of the tool kit, applicable planning standards and norms (most up to-date 
version to be used) and IRC reference to a code of practice where necessary. The toolkits are as follows: 

1. Land use transport Integration

2. Urban Travel Demand Modelling

3. Transport Demand Management 

Preface
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4. ITS for Traffic Management System

5. Public Transport Accessibility

6. Urban Road Safety & Safety Audits 

7. Planning, Design and Evaluation of Urban Traffic systems

8. Finance and Financial Analysis

9. Environmental Analysis/SEA & SIA

10. Social Impact Assessment and R &R plan

The present toolkit would deal with the subject of “ITS for Traffic Management System”. The aim of this 
toolkit is to empower city officials to maintain the charter of Traffic Management System using or applying 
the “ITS” based tools, with specific objectives as follows:

• Users can understand what “ITS” is? 

• Understand the benefits of ITS based TMS solutions 

• To choose ITS tools as per priority for their city 

• Steps for procurement of ITS tools 

• Testing or evaluating the implemented tools 

• How to establish the effectiveness of tools 
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The techniques of traffic management are the first line of action adopted in order to regulate and control 
the vehicular traffic flow for safety and efficiency of traffic operation in a city. The traffic management is 
generally carried out as per available ground situations without making any major interventions in the 
present infrastructure. The conventional techniques experience their own limitations as discussed in  
this toolkit, but by adding the capability of “ITS”- Intelligent Transport System, the effectiveness of traffic 
management system increases in manifold times. This toolkit aims to provide a step by step approach to 
select and implement ITS tools for traffic management system of a city. This toolkit is meant for selecting 
and implementing ITS based Traffic Management System and can be used by city officials, administrators 
and network managers responsible for safe and efficient operation of vehicular traffic in the city without 
resorting on to much application of transport planning. Further it may be said that application of traffic 
management measures is an important step to be undertaken before any city embarks upon adopting 
comprehensive transporting planning programme to be accompanied by a large scale capital investment 
for its implementation.

The first section of this toolkit covers the scope of toolkit. What one can achieve using this toolkit is a 
part of this section. The primary users for this toolkit are also explained with structure of this toolkit in 
this section.  What are different types of conventional methods used for traffic management in a city 
are discussed in this toolkit. The main concern of any traffic management system is further explained in 
this section. Although it is not expected to use any major infrastructural intervention as a part of traffic 
management system but some issues that are planning related need to be addressed while implementing 
any traffic management system in a city. This aspect has also been discussed in this section.

1. This toolkit first of all explains through chapter III,” what is “ITS”, it’s definition, how it works and 
what are the tools used for traffic management in India and throughout the world”. The context of 
traffic management system is highlighted. What are the benefits of “ITS” based system for traffic 
management is described in this section. The other benefits like use in monitoring law and order 
issues in city which are an added advantage are also discussed. The ITS system also provides the on-
line and in real time data continuously that is highly useful for future projects/ planning exercise in 
city. This section also explains the components of functioning of ITS system. The need of ITS policy and 
architecture at national level, state level and particularly city level is highlighted in this section.  

2. Various case studies with comparisons are discussed in chapter IV, so that user can appreciate the 
various issues of traffic problems in that city where the ITS tools are implemented. The details case 
studies with benefits are shown in appendix. 

3. The different types of tools used for traffic management system, their working and components are 
explained in details in chapter V. The traffic management system as alone is of limited use but if the 
safety concept is added then the traffic management shows much better results. In light of this, the 
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relevant ITS tools for safety are also shown in this section. The essential support system required for 
successful implementation of ITS based traffic management system is also discussed in this section. 
The workings of all these tools in details are discussed in this chapter V. The benefits of each individual 
tool are described along with system architecture (where ever possible) is included in this section. 
Where ever possible the examples are shown in diagram/ picture (of real installations) forms Some 
basic principles like writing/ developing messages for variable message signs (VMS) are also explained. 
The word of caution is provided for implementing these tools is highlighted in this section related to 
use of ITS based tools. The importance of data warehouse and very important role of control room is 
explained in this section along with how to use equipment to collect the traffic data. The features and 
performance of the equipments are included.  Further the applications of uses of ITS tool for Traffic 
management system in public transport are also discussed.

4. The step wise approach for selecting the appropriate ITS tools is the main feature of this toolkit shown 
in chapter VI.  This section helps the users to identify the problems of city in more technical manners 
well supported by facts and figures. How exactly one should start is shown in diagram form. On the 
basis of facts collected, one can easily choose the appropriate tools using the flow chart as shown in 
this section.  How to delineate the area and where the project is to be implemented are discussed 
with help of diagrams for easy understanding. Finally what one should work out for finalizing the exact 
locations on ground to fix the ITS equipments that have also been explained. 

5. The quick ready reckoning of the toolkit in form of matrix is also presented in these last pages of this 
section. These matrix forms help administrate to correlate the issues of city with appropriate ITS tool 
at a glance. The working with these steps as shown in this section does not require any help from any 
consultants or experts. Simply the working knowledge of traffic/ network management is sufficient 
to implement these tools. The functional specifications and scope of work of each individual tool are 
described in this section. This step helps the users to draw the scope of work, and functionality of work 
for tendering purposes also. 

6. The detail performance, testing and evaluation parameters of individual tool are discussed in chapter  
VII, such that the user can choose appropriate equipments (produced or supplied by different vendors) 
and compare the various options of his own. Using these parameters the user can detail out the 
acceptance procedure/ parameters of any project before releasing the money to vendors. Actually 
it may also be used in describing the testing or evaluating parameters of the project for purpose of 
preparation of tender documents. Some parameters may be duplicated due their importance at some 
places.  

 The role and importance of maintenance of database is highlighted in this section because for any ITS 
based project, the role of database is of immense importance.  What type of data, city should maintain 
for its development is underlined. The need of regular post evaluation is also emphasized.

7. What are the challenges in implementing the ITS tools are discussed in this section along with some 
hard fact that how and why the anticipated benefits could be washed out with in no time. So words 
of cautions are written specially to draw the attention for implementing/ approving agency for that 
project in this section. 

8. One real life case study on ITS based transport project in chapter VIII is shown to demonstrate the 
benefits of ITS project. The steps as discussed in previous section related to data collection are used 
in this exercise.   It consists of primary data along with secondary data collected from the different 
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sources. The data was analyzed to understand the different issues related to this study area.  The 
problem area was delineated as per the guidelines of the toolkit. 

9. On the basis of facts collected from ground conditions, the appropriate ITS tools are selected after 
defining the scope of work. The complete technical details, features/ functional specifications of each 
related ITS equipments/products were collected and finalized. Where ever these equipments are to be 
installed and exact locations as per international guidelines are identified on ground. So administrators 
are advised to involve transport planners for finalizing the exact number of equipments required for 
their city as per application.

10. The detail costing is worked out for these equipments as per requirement calculated in above. These 
calculations can be workout by anybody with some knowledge of mathematics (accounts). At some 
instances, an approximate figure (on basis of previous project including the cost inflation) is taken due 
to non-responses from number of vendors.  Due to same reasons, thumb rules are used for taking the 
maintenance cost.  

11. The financial savings are calculated for further five years (assuming the life-cycle or technology of 
equipment is of five years) with assumption that maintenance cost will increase every year (due to 
cost inflation). The economic benefits are also analyzed using IRR and NPV. The results are highly 
encouraging. This exercise can be used by the administrators/ implementers to demonstrate the 
worthiness of their projects. 

12. The different types of funding options that can be used for ITS based projects are suggested in chapter 
IX. The role and importance of ITS infrastructure is highlighted in this section. The responsibility and 
importance of operations, maintenance management, maintenance strategy, inventory control and 
management are discussed in detail. The operation and management agency has to take care of 
the assets and its management in effective manner which is the key to success of ITS project. The 
administrator should also have to take care for replacement strategy and safety standards as highlighted 
in this section. 

13. As ITS based projects are generally equipped with the applications of software, therefore the 
administrator has to consider this option and should finalize the system backup, system upgradation 
policy before awarding the work to vendors. At the time of finalizing the project, the administrator 
should also finalize the data sharing or data acquiring agreement with other related government 
departments for success of project. Thus these policy type matters are discussed for betterment of any 
ITS based project in last chapter IX. The word of caution is advocated at desired places in this toolkit in 
order to make it useful and successful project. 

14. The appendix includes the survey formats for collection of data. The IRC standards and technical 
specifications of ITS tools are presented for reference purposes. The certificate for performance for 
automatic vehicle counter and classification (AVCC) equipment taken by vendor from IIT Madras is also 
shown such that user can demand the certificate for performance from suppliers/ vendors for their 
supplied equipments. 

15. It is suggested that the certificate from recognized government laboratory or government laboratory 
(like National Physical Laboratory, IITs, CRRI etc.) may be obtained where ever possible. 
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1

1.1 Introduction
One of the defining characteristics of modern civilization is the congregation of people in urbanized areas. 
Another characteristic is the need of high mobility for people living in these areas. Mobility is needed for 
the basic purpose of commuting from home to work as well as to fulfil a number of other needs, such 
as, health care, recreation, social interaction, and education. The need for mobility is met increasingly by 
private modes, not only in the developed countries but also in emerging nations such as India. According 
to the Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India, between 1981 to 2001 population in 6 major 
Indian cities increased twofold while motor vehicles increased eightfold. This situation is not going to get 
any better as can be seen from Figure 1.1, which shows the rate of urbanization in India and other regions 
of the World in 1950 and 2005 along with the projected rate for 2030 (ADB 2006).

Figure 1.1: Urbanization Trends
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The figure shows that the percentage of people living in urbanized areas in India is lower than those in 
Asia as a whole or the world. According to the projection by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) India’s 
urbanization rate will also remain lower than that of the other two regions in the future, but it will be over 
40%. One direct consequence of this increase in urbanization combined with the growth in motorized 
modes of travel will be that the level of congestion on urban roads will also increase. If urban roads in 
Indian cities are considered to be congested now, they will be even more so in the coming years unless 
some drastic measures are taken by road managers. 

Chapter 1
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A poor road network is one of the other major factors contributing to the rise in traffic congestion. But 
most cities find it difficult to augment the supply of roads or widen roads in built-up areas. It is also noted 
that there is only 10-12 % of land allocated to the road transport sector in most cities in India except in the 
capital city of New Delhi. When it is difficult to augment the supply facilities to improve traffic conditions, 
traffic management (TM) is the only option available to engineers and planners. Medium and long term 
solutions like widening roads, providing flyovers, and construction of bye-passes and urban expressways 
are costly and time consuming. TM solutions are simple and inexpensive and can help to tide over the 
crisis for some time.

The conventional methods for traffic management are effective but the use of technology in form of 
intelligent system enhances the benefits further. The application of intelligent system in traffic management 
is termed as “Intelligent Transport System for Traffic Management System”.

This toolkit will help the agencies involved in managing the traffic in a city to monitor or supervise the 
ITS implementations work carried out by any agencies (including consultant’s work) more effectively. This 
toolkit can also helps them to select, implement, measure and test the performance of appropriate ITS 
based tools of their own. 

1.2 Scope of this toolkit
The scope of traffic management system is to ensure smooth flow of traffic on the network. It helps 
in maintaining or increasing the mobility on roads as per road capacity. The safety is added feature for 
any traffic management system. Further the role of traffic management system (TMS) is mainly around 
junction, corridor and at area level.  

This toolkit will empower the city officials to maintain the charter of traffic management system using or 
applying the “ITS” based tools. 

1.3 What to achieve?  
The main objectives of this toolkit are

•	Users can understand what “ITS” is?

•	Understand what ITS tools are typically available from the market

•	Understand the benefits of ITS based TMS solutions 

•	To choose ITS tools as per priority for their city

•	Steps for procurement of ITS tools

•	Testing or evaluating the implemented tools

•	How to ensure the effectiveness of ITS tools 
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1.4 Who will be the user of this toolkit?
The primary beneficiary or users for this toolkit are those who are responsible for managing traffic in a city. 
This toolkit can also be used by secondarily user who are maintaining or managing the network.  

1.5 Structure of toolkit
The toolkit is discussed in has been categorised into the following sections 

Chapter I – Need of Toolkit

This section describes the need of toolkit, what is the scope of toolkit? and who will be the user of this 
toolkit

Chapter II – Introduction

This section deals with different issues and challenges related to traffic management (including safety). 

Chapter III – “ITS”

This section describes, what is ITS? Why ITS? Benefits of ITS, Components and Working of ITS, Importance 
of ITS architecture.

Chapter IV – Case studies

This section shows some success story around worldwide. 

Chapter V– ITS tools for TMS

This section addresses the various ITS tools used for traffic management system and safety. This section 
also discuses about the working of these tools.

Chapter VI – Selection of ITS tools

This section describes the step wise approach for choosing ITS tools for city as per priority. This section 
also informs the users, how to describe the functional specifications for procurement of ITS tools? 

Chapter VII – Performance and evaluation  

This section shows how to design the performance and evaluation parameters for installed system. The 
challenges faced in ITS based project. What are the reasons that derail the effectiveness of ITS project?  

Chapter VIII – Demonstration of one project 

This section describes one live case study where it is demonstrated how the ITS tool should be selected, 
implemented and estimate its benefits. 

Chapter IX - Financing options and Infrastructure operation, maintenance, upgradation

This section discuses various financing options available for ITS projects. The need and steps required for 
proper operation of system along with maintenance and upgradation issues 
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2.1 Growth Percentage in Road & No. of Vehicles
As the traffic on the existing road system in a city grows, congestion becomes a serious problem. Most 
of the cities in India are increasingly confronted with rapid rise in vehicular growth due to accelerated 
economic development in the country resulting in severe traffic congestion and haphazard movement on 
the road network. The following table shows that the growth in vehicle population is most of times higher 
than increase in road network. This ultimately increases the congestion of network. The conventional 
methods are having its own importance but the ITS solution increases the benefits further. 

Table 2.1: Vehicle** growth vs growth in road* 

 States growth of 
vehicles%

growth of 
road length%

growth of 
vehicles%

growth of 
road length%

growth of 
vehicles%

growth of 
road length%

  2004/2003 2004/2003 2005/2004 2005/2004 2006/2005 2006/2005

1 ANDHRA PRADESH 14.75 2.10 14.35 59.81 15.19 2.30

2 ARUNACHAL PRADESH 0.00 0.33 0.02 12.98 0.00 -3.01

3 ASSAM 1.40 20.33 1.76 8.19 1.98 3.37

4 BIHAR -7.40 -6.24 12.02 62.47 1.60 0.14

5 CHHATTISGARH 2.80 1.74 3.18 -2.26 3.32 2.17

6 GOA 0.78 0.09 0.92 0.89 0.94 0.86

7 GUJARAT 11.58 0.63 14.59 -0.17 16.09 0.95

8 HARYANA 5.38 0.57 6.12 -0.06 4.66 1.39

9 HIMACHAL PRADESH 0.40 1.69 0.24 -28.02 0.66 0.69

10 JAMMU & KASHMIR 0.80 4.06 0.78 3.39 0.92 1.06

11 JHARKHAND 2.32 3.44 2.80 53.08 2.96 0.09

12 KARNATAKA 4.78 0.20 29.17 5.15 15.67 1.80

13 KERALA 4.80 2.64 6.60 18.31 8.74 10.40

14 MADHYA PRADESH 6.90 0.33 7.68 -0.86 8.42 0.54

15 MAHARASHTRA 16.69 0.48 19.33 -18.98 20.59 -0.22

16 MANIPUR 0.18 0.04 0.16 30.98 0.20 0.00

17 MEGHALAYA 0.00 1.43 0.38 -0.40 0.24 0.30

18 MIZORAM 0.10 -0.31 0.10 10.78 0.10 10.10

Chapter 2
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19 NAGALAND 0.20 0.60 0.00 27.09 0.24 -15.84

20 ORRISA 3.32 0.36 3.80 0.62 4.34 0.03

21 PUNJAB 4.42 14.35 6.94 1.58 3.18 -2.85

22 RAJASTHAN 4.94 3.38 8.54 3.35 9.86 1.79

23 SIKKIM 0.04 1.98 0.06 0.63 0.04 2.02

24 TAMIL NADU 11.40 2.01 13.63 3.15 15.93 1.78

25 TRIPURA 0.20 7.00 -0.06 32.95 0.66 0.05

26 UTTRAKHAND 1.18 67.23 1.14 -38.58 1.40 1.13

27 UTTAR PRADESH 10.64 -5.96 17.67 5.01 12.89 2.68

28 WEST BENGAL 3.64 1.35 2.66 118.15 3.82 1.72

Further when it is difficult to augment the supply facilities to improve traffic conditions, traffic management 
is the only option available to engineers and planners. Medium and long term solutions like widening 
roads, providing flyovers, and construction of bye-passes and urban expressways are costly and time 
consuming. Traffic Management solutions are simple and inexpensive and can help to tide over the crisis 
for some time. 

These solutions can be adopted quickly and efficiently as a part of short-term measures to minimize traffic 
congestion. It is a set of relatively low-cost strategies and methods used to make better use of the existing 
transportation system. 

2.2	The	egs	of	Conventional	Traffic	Management	Solutions
• Better signalization (timing, phasing and coordination)

• Restrictions on turning movements

• One way streets

• Tidal-flow operations

• Exclusive bus lanes

• Closure of side streets

• Traffic calming 

• Targeted traffic enforcement

• Congestion pricing

2.3	Concerns	of	Traffic	Management	System
• Optimise capacity/throughput

• Minimise journey time

• Ensure safety
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In implementing any traffic management solution the authorities use to face lot of issues and challenges 
whenever they want to address concern related to safety, efficiency and capacity.

2.3.1  Safety

•	Over - speeding vehicle - how many? At how many points? What is the proof?

•	Red light jumping - how many? At how many points? What is the proof?

•	Regular offender – how to detect?

•	Not paid the penalties or pending court case - how to detect? 

•	Having not valid documents or legality of documents (Insurance, driving license, registration 
certificate, PUC, fitness) – how to detect?   

•	Lane violations – How to detect? What is the proof? 

•	Vehicle coming from wrong direction - How to detect? What is the proof? 

•	Most of Traffic rules violators‘ should be captured and prosecuted – How? Quantum of work load?

•	Detect accident or incident at the earliest – save live – minimum journey time of Emergency response 
team (Ambulance, fire brigade, police vans …) 

•	Clear/open the network/ lane for traffic in minimum time after accident/ incidence

2.3.2  Efficiency

•	Ensuring minimum journey time for most of the travellers – How?

•	Automatically incidence (fallen objects) or accidents are detected and quick reaction – How?

•	Ensure constant traffic flow/ speed – How? 

•	Provide green wave to top priority vehicles on whole network – how?

2.3.3  Capacity

•	Ensure maximum vehicles pass the network in minimum time – How?

•	Ensuring minimum delays for most of vehicles on most of traffic signals on whole network – How?

The issues and challenges that are mentioned above are not addressed effectively by conventional traffic 
management system. But it can be handled easily using ITS tools.   

Thus the ITS and conventional methods are compliment to each other in place of substitute. 

*Road length data from form TRW, M/o Road Transport & Highway and Basic Road statistics published by 
TRW, M/o Road Transport & Highway

**Vehicle data from Road Transport Year Book published by TRW, M/o Road Transport & Highway

Introduction
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2.4 Issues Related to Planning
• Rapidly increasing number of vehicles on the network 

• Narrow roads, close intersections, encroachment on roads and haphazard on-street parking 

• High density area  not per according to master plan 

• Chronic congestion on major roads specially in the CBD and the old city area 

• Heterogeneous traffic, old (poorly maintained) vehicles 

• Non availability of proper maps and network inventory 

• Non availability of traffic data Inadequate power supply to traffic signals – manual management of 
traffic at corridor, area level  

• Lack of coordination among related agencies 

• Poor intersection geometry, roadside obstructions 

• Lack of proper signage, information display system 

• Lack of public awareness, driver behavior 

• Misuse (encroachment) on side roads 

• Lack of facilities for pedestrian, pedestrian crossing, poor maintenance of foot over bridge, and 
footpath 

• Poorly designed road side infrastructure that is unable to handle weather events such as heavy 
rains 
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3.1 What is ITS
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) apply a wide variety of technology 
tools to aid traffic management. ITS measures typically aim to optimise 
the efficiency of the existing transport infrastructure, without having 
to resort to expensive infrastructure upgradation. It is capable of 
opening up new ways of achieving sustainable mobility in this age of 
the information technology. ITS tools are often deployed in 
combination with conventional (non-ITS) traffic management 
measures; ITS tools fit into the general context of traffic operations 
and management. The integration of various technologies (systems) 
often brings synergy through shared information and infrastructure of 
transportation system. 

The general context of traffic management is shown below in  
Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1: Context of traffic management system 

Definition
• Intelligent Transport Systems 
(ITS) comprise of a wide range 
of tools (IT, Communication, 
Electronics, Electrical…) for 
managing transport networks, 
as well as services for travellers 
also called “Transport 
Telemetics”.
• Intelligent transport system 
(ITS) is set of interrelated 
systems of (IT, Communication, 
Electronics, Electrical…) that 
work together to deliver 
transportation services 
Systems that combine the 
advances in information, 
electronics and communication 
technologies to manage 
the transport system are 
collectively known as 
intelligent Transport System 
(ITS)
• Intelligent transport system 
(ITS) is interrelated systems 
that work together to deliver 
transportation services
It is a communication of the 
site conditions, processed by 
the system and informing the 
road users

Traffic management comprises of the continuous process of monitoring the road network, assessing the 
state of the network based on the monitored information, determining what action should be taken and 
then implementing the traffic management intervention on the road network and then monitoring the 
road network for determining the effect of the intervention. In addition to these core operational functions, 

Chapter 3
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3.2	Benefits	of	ITS
The ITS can provide number of benefits in terms of traffic management and to the road users. The key 
benefits are summarised below.

Efficiency: ITS services help in reducing the congestion and improve the efficiency of the transport network. 
Typical ITS tools used to achieve this include intelligent Traffic Signal Management and Area Traffic Control 
(ATC) system. These systems collect near-real-time data from the road network using traffic sensors and 
use optimisation or expert-system based methods to optimise signal timings to minimise overall vehicle 
delay on the road network.

Capacity: Overall capacity, or the number of vehicles crossing congested areas in unit time, becomes the 
concern of traffic managers under over-saturated traffic conditions. ATC systems also optimise the signal 
timings to maximise throughput at critical junctions, thereby improving the capacity of the road network 
during peak hours.

Safety: Violation of traffic rules is one of the common causes behind accidents in India. A number of ITS 
technologies such as red-light violation detection system and automatic speed limit enforcement systems 
can increase the detection rate of offending drivers, and ITS tool such as e-challaning systems can improve 
the efficiency of the enforcement process, thereby improving the overall safety of the road network.

Environment: Start-and-stop traffic is common feature of urban traffic flow in India. It is well known that 
vehicles pollute more under start-and-stop traffic conditions. ATC systems can provide green waves to 
traffic in the direction of dominant flow and reduce the overall number of stops, thereby reducing pollution.

ATC systems can also provide public transport priority, which aims to reduce the delay of buses at junctions 
often at the cost of increased delay to cars. This will make public transport more attractive, encouraging 
modal shift to public transport leading to reduce pollution over time.

Accessibility: Modern traffic control systems, including most ATC systems provide pedestrian signals, 
thereby helping pedestrians, senior citizens and differently challenged persons at junctions to cross the 
road safely. Pedestrian signals also make walking easier, making walking more attractive.

ITS and Traffic Management

ITS

Compu�ng

Communica�on

Sensing

Traffic Management

Improve 
Traffic 
Quality

 

Thus ITS in traffic management 
system is Collection of systems 
sensing the traffic Conditions. 
On the basis of received data it 
Processes it and communicate to 
different take holders in order to 
meet the goal of “Improve Traffic 
Quality”. 

road network managers need to concern themselves with safety, environment and driver compliance with 
rules and regulations. The ultimate goal is to “Improve Traffic Quality”. ITS tools available in the market fit 
into the above framework and fulfil a function in one or more of the above areas. 
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Economy: ITS reduces overall delay of vehicles in the road network, thereby reducing the time people 
spend commuting. An economic value can be attached to this time saving based on the value-of-time and 
vehicle operating costs.

There are number of other benefits of ITS tools used for traffic management system and few are describes 
below for knowledge sake.

• It provides traffic data and other transport system related data continuously in real time that can 
be used for making forecasting. This data can be used for making plan for future by administrators, 
researchers, planners and users.

• This collected data can also be used to predict the life span of any management scheme.

• One of the ITS tools traffic surveillance and monitoring (fixed or mobile) can also be for monitoring 
law and order situations on streets.  

• It provides the visual proof for any crime, rules violations and that are very helpful to city officials to 
prove it law of court. Ultimately it benefits to whole society and make city safe for all

3.3	Why	ITS
The above benefits itself make a strong evidence and also on the basis of various case studies for using ITS 
tools for traffic management system. 

3.4 How ITS works
ITS tools for traffic management consist of one or more data collection elements such as traffic sensors. 
ITS tools then process and analyse the collected data to determine what intervention actions need to be 
applied to the transport network. The intervention could be information provided to travellers to influence 
their short-term travel behaviour and choice. Interventions also could be made on the road network in-
frastructure; common examples include changing of traffic signal timings, displaying messages on Variable 
Message Sign (VMS) boards or other traffic management interventions. 

Various ITS elements are integrated to form ITS sub-systems that deliver specific functions. Communica-
tion is a key element in such systems, and communication networks are a key element of ITS. Through 
ITS, road network managers, transportation authorities and individual travellers are able to make more 
coordinated and intelligent decisions based on timely information.

Many ITS sub-systems that provide specific functions are now available off-the-shelf. Acceptance of “ITS” 
is at critical stage and the various stake holders need to gain an understanding and appreciation of its ca-
pabilities and opportunities for successful deployment

Intelligent Transport System
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Hence the working of ITS system can be explained in Figure 3.2. The other important aspect of system is to 
have feedback mechanism that helps in improving the working and utility of ITS services. 

Figure 3.2: The information Chain for working of ITS components

F eedback & Updation

3.5	Functions	of	ITS	components	
The main components of ITS are

• Data acquisition system

• Data processing system

• Information distribution system

• Communication system

The data acquisition system is used for acquiring the data from road side or from other systems. The 
data processing system is responsible for validating, verifying and processing the data as per pre-defined 
procedure and rules. The data processing system produces the results/ output as per design. Further 
these results are transferred to information distribution system. In some cases it is also possible that the 
data is processed at data acquiring unit itself and communicate the associated information to distribution 
unit their itself.  The information distribution system is mainly responsible for distributing the produced 
output to various units or users as per system design. The communication system is backbone of whole 
ITS applications.

The major benefits of ITS application are when its outputs are properly utilized. Its output is meant for 
common men, administrators, network managers as well as for researchers and planners along with 
decision makers. The efficiency and benefits of system can only be enhanced or maintained if it is properly 
having feedback and updating system inbuilt.  

ITS Policy

One of the major role of ITS 
policy to define or specify the 
ITS architecture at national, 
regional, or state level and 
then at city level.

Definition:

ITS Architecture

An ITS architecture defines 
the set of sub-systems and 
their interconnections and 
information exchanges 
between these sub-systems

ITS Architecture defines a 
framework within which a 
system can be built. 

It functionally defines what 
the pieces of the system are 
contained and the information 
that is exchanged between 
them
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Hence the working of ITS system can be explained in Figure 3.2. The other important aspect of system is to 
have feedback mechanism that helps in improving the working and utility of ITS services. 

Figure 3.2: The information Chain for working of ITS components
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3.5	Functions	of	ITS	components	
The main components of ITS are

• Data acquisition system

• Data processing system

• Information distribution system

• Communication system

The data acquisition system is used for acquiring the data from road side or from other systems. The 
data processing system is responsible for validating, verifying and processing the data as per pre-defined 
procedure and rules. The data processing system produces the results/ output as per design. Further 
these results are transferred to information distribution system. In some cases it is also possible that the 
data is processed at data acquiring unit itself and communicate the associated information to distribution 
unit their itself.  The information distribution system is mainly responsible for distributing the produced 
output to various units or users as per system design. The communication system is backbone of whole 
ITS applications.

The major benefits of ITS application are when its outputs are properly utilized. Its output is meant for 
common men, administrators, network managers as well as for researchers and planners along with 
decision makers. The efficiency and benefits of system can only be enhanced or maintained if it is properly 
having feedback and updating system inbuilt.  

ITS Policy

One of the major role of ITS 
policy to define or specify the 
ITS architecture at national, 
regional, or state level and 
then at city level.

Definition:

ITS Architecture

An ITS architecture defines 
the set of sub-systems and 
their interconnections and 
information exchanges 
between these sub-systems

ITS Architecture defines a 
framework within which a 
system can be built. 

It functionally defines what 
the pieces of the system are 
contained and the information 
that is exchanged between 
them

Finally ITS is meant for

o Pedestrian

o Passengers

o Drivers (personal vehicle, goods vehicle and public transport)

ITS can

Improve the traffic condition with respect to safety and efficiency by 
selecting suitable ITS tools or solutions for traffic management for city. 

Although ITS tools are used but

It is observed that ITS tools are used for traffic management in a city 
are implemented without designing proper ITS policy. 

In India there is no defined ITS policy yet. 

In absence of ITS policy, some states and cities are implementing ITS 
tools independently for TMS application (without integrating with 
other states or regions within the state also) – at least the architecture 
for TMS is also not visualized at city level 

(Some partial architecture are used in some states for selected tools)

3.6	 Importance	of	ITS	Architecture
• Architecture is important because it allows integration options to be considered prior to 

investment in the design and development of the of the system

• Used to illustrate and gain consensus on the approach to be taken by related stakeholders 
regarding their particular systems. 

Levels of Architecture 

The ITS architecture is described by means of physical architecture, system architecture and 
organizational architecture. 

• The physical architecture highlights the various functionalities/ subsystems of the systems

• The system architecture shows the linkage and stage of involvement of various functions/ sub-
systems within a system. 

• The organizational architecture defines the involvement of and role of various agencies in a 
system. 

It is the architecture that defines the various role and activities clearly. Once this is drawn then it is easy 
to cap the gaps in any system and easy to find out the reasons for failure of system

Intelligent Transport System
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4.1	Case	Study	Cities	in	India	and	the	World
ITS applications that are implemented in different cities of different countries are presented in tabular 
form describing the problems that force those cities to use particular ITS tool. Refer Table 4.1 It also shows 
the benefits the city got from those tools. Detail case studies of some cities of India are given in appendix. 
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5.1	 ITS	tools	for	Traffic	Management	System.
The various ITS tools used for traffic management system, safety and for traffic monitoring purposes 
worldwide are describes in following tables. The use of this tool, the involved stakeholders along its 
benefits are also discussed in Table 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.

Table 5.1 ITS tool for traffic management

System ITS tools Use of tool Who uses (owns)-
stake holder Benefits Purpose

Traffic 
management 
system 

• Intelligent Traffic 
signals (Vehicle 
actuated traffic signals)

• ATC system

• VMS

Traffic 
control and 
management

• Traffic police

• City local 
authority

• Reduced journey time

• Increase throughput

• Reduced emissions

• Improved speed for 
public transport

• Decrease congestion 
on network 

Increase 
the 
capacity & 
efficiency 
of the 
road 
network

5.2	 ITS	tools	for	Safety
The following tool is used for safety purpose, which ultimately strengthen the purpose of traffic 
management in a city. The traffic rules violations seriously effect of traffic flow. Once the traffic flow is 
disturbed then its impact is spell out over whole corridor or network. This impact reduces the effectiveness 
of traffic management solutions. Hence it is important to have this system to be placed along with traffic 
management solution. Not only that if there are more violation and violators are running away freely 
(even there is no traffic management problem), still one can opt for this tool.     

Chapter 5

ITS for Traffic Management 
System
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Table 5.2: ITS tool for Safety

System Sub-system (ITS – 
tools)

Use of tool Who uses (owns)-
stake holder

Benefits Purpose

Traffic rules 
enforcement 
system

Automatic speed 
detection system

Automatic number 
plate recognition 
system

Red-light  violation 
detection system 
Stop-line violation 
system

Wrong way vehicle 
detection system

Mobile Surveillance/ 
enforcement system 

e-Challan system

Capturing speed violations 

Capturing number plate 
automatically of vehicles 
violating the rules.

Capture the vehicles 
violating red-light, stop 
line violations and vehicles 
coming from wrong 
direction

Capture the traffic rules 
violators at any place on 
the network

Capture the regular 
offenders  

Law enforcement 
agencies 

Traffic police

Or traffic 
department

To capture traffic rules 
offender and collect 
fines from them

To book the traffic 
rules offenders, 
violating permit 
conditions, fake 
driving licenses and 
RC holders, stolen 
vehicles, in the law of 
court

Maintain the records 
of regular traffic rules 
offenders

Reduce 
the 
accidents 
and 
increase 
the safety 
of road 
users on 
network

5.3 ITS Tools for Surveillance
The following tool is used to check any obstructions created on network. Once any obstruction is detected 
then it helps to remove that obstruction at the earliest so that user can use the network uninterruptedly. 
Indirectly it is helping in managing the traffic on network. Even if there is not much issue of traffic 
management or traffic rules violations, it is suggested that this tool should be implemented only for 
gathering visual proofs for any violations, driver behaviour, obstructions, crimes, encroachments etc. Any 
city where traffic signal are installed (covering at least one main corridor of that city) then only to save that 
city from different types of security threats, this tool should be installed. 

Table 5.3: ITS Tools for Surveillance 

System Sub-system  
(ITS – tools)

Use of tool Who uses (owns)-
stake holder

Benefits Purpose

Traffic 
monitoring 
and 
surveillance 
system

Automatic 
Incident 
detection system

Automatic vehicle 
detection system 
(Automatic 
vehicle location, 
system - vehicle 
tracking system)

Helps to identify the 
incidence immediately 
so that authority 
can take appropriate 
actions

Helps in tracking 
vehicles or detect any 
stopped vehicle on 
network

Authorities  
managing, 
operating 
Road Network 
infrastructure

Traffic police

Or traffic 
department

To provide the 
network obstruction 
free at the earliest

To take actions 
after detecting any 
incidents To initiate 
action for providing 
help to road user, 
traveler and driver

For 
reducing 
causalities.

Safety for 
road users

Towing system*

Journey time 
monitoring 
system (traffic 
flow monitoring 
system)

To clear or provide the 
network for smooth 
flow of traffic, picking 
and removing any 
illegally parked or 
stopped vehicle on 
network

-do- To clear the network 
in time of vehicle 
breakdown for 
uninterrupted traffic 
flow

For 
providing 
obstruction 
free traffic 
flow on 
network 

*It is non ITS solution
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5.4	 ITS	Tools	for	Support	System
The following tools are used for maintaining better services of above stated tools. If tools are not maintained 
or serviced regularly then their efficiency will suffer. Some tools (especially traffic rule enforcement) will 
not work effectively provided support system is not in place. Similarly for any forecasting exercise the time 
series traffic data is highly useful. In that context it is advisable to have data warehouse system should be 
maintained. 

Table 5.4: ITS Tools for Support System

System Sub-system (ITS – tools) Use of tool Who uses (owns)-
stake holder

Benefits Purpose

Infrastructure 
Maintenance 
and 
Management 
system

Support 
system 

Traffic infrastructure 
maintenance (system – 
road side equipments, 
communication system, 
information dissemination 
system, hardware, software, 
manpower, training) system
Smart card based driving 
license/ permit / registration 
certificate system

Helps to 
keep track on 
system

Helps the 
enforcement 
agencies to use 
ITS in better 
and effective 
way

Authorities  
managing, 
operating 
transportation 
infrastructure

 

 Transport  
department

To help the 
system serves 
all stake holders 
uninterruptedly

Help to 
maintain 
the 
benefits of 
system 

Data 
warehouse

Automatic traffic counter 
and classifier system

Helps in 
creating 
correct 
database of 
vehicles for 
city

-do-

Policy makers

Decision makers

Planners and 
researchers 

It helps to 
planners 
and network 
managers to 
decide for future 
expansion of 
services 

For 
preparing 

future 
expansion 

plan

ITS for Traffic Management System

5.5 Working of tools
In above the benefits and purposes of ITS 
tools are describe and now how they work is 
exhibited in following

 5.5.1  Area Traffic Control System (ATC)

The area traffic control system is one of the 
most important ITS tool used by city officials to 
maintain or increase capacity and efficiency of 
the road network. This is one step before using 
capital intensive solution for providing smooth 
traffic flow to commuters. The major benefits 
of this system are

• Reduction in travel time

• Reduction in number of stops on 
intersection

What is ATC

It is collection of electronic circuits, traffic control 
model, hardware, software that are placed skillfully 
together to optimize the network performance

Computer control real time traffic system that 
optimizes the traffic flow in an area as whole.

It is a traffic responsive system that use data from 
vehicle detectors and optimize the traffic signal 
settings to reduce vehicle delays, queue length and 
stops

Types of traffic control system
- Simple fixed time control
- Cable – less linking (time based coordinated
- Synchronized signaling
- Fixed time ATC
- Adaptive ATC (real time –on line)
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• Reduction/ elimination of manual operation that reduces the load on constables

• Reduction in traffic congestion

• Green signal for pedestrian can be incorporated 

• Green wave for public transport or emergency vehicle 

• Reduction in overall delay at all intersection

• Less waiting time at traffic signals 

• Control and coordinated signal provides smooth traffic movement that reduces the tension to 
drivers

• Along with this the secondary benefits are 

• Reduction in fuel consumption

• Reduction in accidents

• Reduction in air pollution

Fixed time ATC Real time, on line ATC 
Based on historic data Based on real time and on line data
Historic data becomes out of data very 
quickly

Predict the traffic flow & provide the plan automatically using the 
pre-defined model

Benefit is lost within a year Optimize the traffic movement in real time

Working of ATC 

It uses the real – time data received from various detection 
system installed on the whole network at road side (traffic 
junctions and upstream). On the basis of that, it optimizes the 
signal timing of network. These signal timings are generated 
with logic that overall (whole network) waiting time on queue 
length at red lights will be minimum. Further using time series 
data, this system is able to generate the optimum cycle time for 
each intersection for different time periods. 

Figure 5.1 System architecture for ATC system: (Source DTP)

Typical ATC System

OUT 

TRAFFIC
CONTROLLER

DATA TRANSMISSION
EQUIPMENT

CONTROL
PANEL

VEHICLE DETECTORS STREET EQUIPMENT

COLOR VDU'S
PRINTERS

CENTRAL CONTROL
ROOM

GUI

 

Operation of ATC
- An area is sub divided into zone or 
corridors
- Corridors operates on common 
background cycle
- Signal timings and cycle lengths 
updated dynamically based on real-
time demand
- Signal synchronized for green wave
- Offset deviation corrected at plan 
transition
Major components of ATC
- Traffic signal controller
- Vehicle detector 
- Application software, server, 
workstation, printer 
- Central control station/ center
- Communication network
(Source: C - DAC)
In India mostly two models are in 
use
- SCOOT and
- CoSiCoSt
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   Figure 5.2 Traffic signal controller: Source C-DAC

Some popular ATC models/ system are

• SCOOT – Split Cycle & Offset Optimization Techniques

• CoSiCoSt – Composite Signal Control Strategy  

• SCATS – Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System

• OPAC - Optimization Policies for Adaptive Control 

• RHODES – Real time Hierarchical Optimized Distributed and Effective System 

• ACS -lite – Adaptive Control Software Lite 

• SPOT/ UTOPIA – Urban Traffic Optimization by Integrated Automation 

• MOTION – Method for the Optimization of Traffic Signals in On-line Controlled 

• ITACA – Intelligent adaptive control area 

• RTACL – Real time traffic adaptive control logic 

CoSiCoSt is developed by C- DAC, Thiruvananthapuram, Govt. of India. As per comparison shown by C – 
DAC the difference in most popular system SCOOT, SCATS and CoSiCoSt are

Table 5.5: ATC Models / System

SCOOT SCATS CoSiCoSt
Centralized System

medium Scalability

Hierarchical system

Limited scalability

Distributed system

High scalability
Upstream detection

At every lane

Good for homogeneous traffic and prediction 
limited for heterogeneous traffic

Stop line detection

For critical junction only

Good in ideal conditions

Stop line detection

For every lane with filters

Good congestion 
management

Fallback - fixed Fallback - fixed Fallback - VA
Model based

Time generated

Algorithmic 

Plan selection

Model based

Time generated

ITS for Traffic Management System
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Signal time composition
Classical method
Calibration issues

Signal time composition
Classical method
Calibration issues

Signal time composition
QAP method - 2
Self calibrating

(Source: C-DAC)

Factors affecting ATC System:

• Lane indiscipline, slip roads, on-street parking, Heterogeneous and non motorized traffic, power or 
communication reliability are major factors that affect the performance of ATC system. 

ATC system for public transport, emergency vehicles and pedestrian. 

Now a day’s most of the ATC system take care of signal timing for pedestrian and provide green wave to 
public transport and emergency vehicles like ambulance, police vehicles, VIP vehicles. But the real benefit 
can only be seen when the buses, emergency vehicles are equipped with GPS based onboard unit (OBU). 

This OBU unit transmits the signals to traffic controller unit at road side and traffic control unit immediately 
process the request and manage the green signal to provide priority to that vehicles. In this way the ATC 
can take provide priority to public transport system? Similarly automatic pedestrian detection system at 
intersection can take care of green signals for pedestrians while crossing the road. 

Figure 5.3: Working of RFID system for providing priority to public transport at traffic signals (Ref Photo. 
Steve Muench and www.scribd.com)

As it is not in the scope of this work so further details are not provided. 

What is e-Challan?

It is mobile electronic (or 
electro-mechanical) device 
capable of challaning 
electronically the traffic 
rules violators’ instantly and 
maintaining the integrity of 
system.

It is an electronic (electro 
– mechanical) device 
that removes most of 
the difficulties of manual 
enforcement of traffic rules 
and regulation system. 
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Signal time composition
Classical method
Calibration issues

Signal time composition
Classical method
Calibration issues

Signal time composition
QAP method - 2
Self calibrating

(Source: C-DAC)

Factors affecting ATC System:

• Lane indiscipline, slip roads, on-street parking, Heterogeneous and non motorized traffic, power or 
communication reliability are major factors that affect the performance of ATC system. 

ATC system for public transport, emergency vehicles and pedestrian. 

Now a day’s most of the ATC system take care of signal timing for pedestrian and provide green wave to 
public transport and emergency vehicles like ambulance, police vehicles, VIP vehicles. But the real benefit 
can only be seen when the buses, emergency vehicles are equipped with GPS based onboard unit (OBU). 

This OBU unit transmits the signals to traffic controller unit at road side and traffic control unit immediately 
process the request and manage the green signal to provide priority to that vehicles. In this way the ATC 
can take provide priority to public transport system? Similarly automatic pedestrian detection system at 
intersection can take care of green signals for pedestrians while crossing the road. 

Figure 5.3: Working of RFID system for providing priority to public transport at traffic signals (Ref Photo. 
Steve Muench and www.scribd.com)

As it is not in the scope of this work so further details are not provided. 

What is e-Challan?

It is mobile electronic (or 
electro-mechanical) device 
capable of challaning 
electronically the traffic 
rules violators’ instantly and 
maintaining the integrity of 
system.

It is an electronic (electro 
– mechanical) device 
that removes most of 
the difficulties of manual 
enforcement of traffic rules 
and regulation system. 

5.5.2  e-Challaning System

The e-Challaning system is one of the most effective ITS tools for traffic 
rules enforcement. This system generates lot of respect for law. It is 
sure that once this system is working with its full potential then the 
chances of escape is very less. Not only that this system brings some 
transparency into system. 

The major benefits of this system are:

• Catch the repeated offenders, exact violation type or multiple 
violations can be recorded. Offence history can be seen.

• Check the stolen vehicles instantly 

• Check the validity and authenticity of driving licenses, 
registration certificate of vehicles and permits. 

• Brings the transparency and helps in curbing the corruption. 

ITS for Traffic Management System

• The exact location of challaning, time of challans is recorded automatically.

• The photo of vehicles can be taken and transmitted to control room in real time

• Only authorized person can do the challans

• The signature of violator and challaning officer can also be recorded

• e– Payment is also possible. (Payment through credit/ debit cards) 

• Increase the speed of challaning and efficiency of challaning officer. It is an instant challan system 

• Large number of offenders booked in less time results in increase in revenue 

• Less number of forces can handle more loads that results in more effective use of force 

• Pending court case or previous challans are instantly available 
• Better MIS reports/ on-line reports for monitoring the efficiency 

of the whole system 

• Tamper proof system and control over redundant and 
duplication work. 

• Ease to use and less stress on police force 

• Chances of mistakes are very less 

How it Works?

The working of e-Challaning system starts with the authentication 
of officer using that hand held device. This handheld device is 
continuously connected with main server at control room. As soon 
as officer catches the violators then using pop up based menu driven 
software, he enters the details of violation, driver details, vehicle 
details etc in system. Some hand held devices are capable of capturing 
driver details; vehicle details from smart card based driving license 
and registration certificate directly and instantly. This facility saves lot 

Components of system

- Hand held device 

- Printer - Inbuilt in hand held 
device or remote

Communication network – 

- Mobile/ 2G/ 3G/ VPN

- GPS feature
Control room, Server

- Workstation at traffic post/
units
- Printers
- Application software 
- Supporting database 
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of time of filling the details in challan form. The GPS facility fill the 
location of challaning, time, date and officers details (in case of court 
challan then court name, time and date of appearance) will be part of 
challan automatically. 

The on-line connectivity immediately generate alerts in hand held 
device in case of pending challans, stolen vehicle. On the basis of 
feedback and current violation the officer is in better position to take 
appropriate action as per law. 

The facility of working in off-line mode is also available and as soon as 
connectivity is restored the whole data is pushed in main server. 

If needed the photo can also be taken and attached with the challan. 
Once the process is over then the device is capable of receiving the 
payment electronically. Finally the printed challan with all details is 
printed and handed over to driver. At the same time the database of 
violation is also updated in real time instantly. The system architecture 
for this system is shown as (source: Delhi Traffic Police)

        Figure 5.4: System architecture for e-Challaning system     

 

The system must ensure 

• Continuous connectivity 
to all handheld devices in 
whole implemented area. 

• No network failure 
(especially due to heavy 
network traffic) at any 
location is acceptable. 
If possible, provide 
dedicated network of 
desired bandwidth

• Capable of switching from 
one network operator to 
other without any extra 
cost and extra equipments. 

• Secure network from 
hacking and virus  

What is ASDS – ANPR?

- This system is collection of 
laser system, infra red system, 
communication system, 
hardware, software clubbed 
as a system together to 
measure the speed of moving 
vehicle and recognizes its 
number plate.  
- This system is capable of 
measuring the speed and 
position of all incoming and 
outgoing vehicles
- It can recognize the number 
plate with reasonable 
accuracy automatically
- At the time of no 
connectivity still the data 
captured remains saved.  

5.5.3  Automatic Speed Detection System (ASDS) and Automatic Number Plate 
Recognition System (ANPR)

Over speeding is a major concern for almost all traffic rules enforcement agencies, highway authorities 
and governments. The economic growth of country and prosperity brought the era of ultra modern 
and efficient vehicles. The use of good quality new technology car by this generation of rich people has 
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become a status symbol of the society. One of the ways to show their 
power on road is over speeding (which indirectly shows the power 
of their advance vehicles). This over speeding driving causes a lot of 
fatal accidents on roads. Throughout country the numbers of fatal 
accidents are more than 350 per day. Hence in any metro the major 
headache of traffic police is to book the drivers for over speeding. 

But the efficiency and capability of this system increases manifold 
time when it is equipped with automatic number plate recognition 
system. So here it is taken as both systems as one single system. 

• The main benefits of this system are

• If whole section of road is covered, then more than 95% to 99% 
offences of over speeding can be registered. 

• Visual proof (with vehicle photo, its number plate, location, 
speed and time stamped on it) is available for presenting it in 
law of court (now Courts are also accepting this evidence) 

• It works in 24x7 modes in whole year (provided power supply 
and connectivity is maintained). 

• It works in night and poor visibility also in bad weather. 

• Camera can even take snap of driver (in capturing series of 
photos) that helps to book the real culprit (otherwise rich 
man always put blame on his poor driver in case of violation 
committed by him) (If camera is installed at lower height than it 
can capture the driver photo more easily) 

• Higher degree of transparency exists. There is no manual 
intervention at any stage. 

• Through IP based system, each location can be supervised 
remotely 

• Safe to use by police force. 

• Some systems are capable to capture vehicle class and length 

• They can capture multiple incidents in a lane. Can also differentiate approaching and receding 
vehicles. Can handle even snow and desert type environment conditions 

Using this system the control room (through web browser) can do the traffic surveillance/ monitoring 
easily. The lane indiscipline can be booked easily using this system. The journey time can be measured 
that helps in traffic management and even for incident detection (based on journey time data). The 
actual vehicle count can be carried out through this system which is a basic requirement for any traffic 
management exercise. 

How it Works? 

As soon as any vehicle enters into camera’s field of view the laser system provides a trigger to camera unit. 
At the occurrence of trigger the laser simultaneously measure the speed of vehicle and camera captures 
the series of images of that vehicle (video frame can also be captured).

Components of system

Field equipments

- ASDS/ ANPR camera unit, 
Infra Red illuminator (dual 
beam precision laser speed 
measuring device – dual beam 
for higher accuracy) or as one 
unit comprising of all these 
features

- Infield storage device

- Power system and backup 

- Civil infrastructure for all 
these fittings

Communication and data 
transmission system 

Back-end/ control room

- Server, workstation

- Printer

- Application software

- Database – minimum SQL 
(probably at least level of 
Oracle) 

- IP based interface for web 
based solution

ITS for Traffic Management System
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The trigger also produces a time and date stamp on those photos for complete proof of violation. The 
IR system illuminates the number plate to get better focused photo of number plate (some system are 
supported by flashing units). This data cannot be tempered.  

The application software correlate with location details, speed details, focus photo of registration number 
and transmit the data to control room. At any moment if connectivity is lost then the whole data is stored in 
storage unit provided with field unit. As soon as connectivity is restored then the whole data is transferred 
to control room automatically.

The control room’s server store the whole data received from field and correlate with associated database 
(like vehicle registration database) available in server. It decodes the number plate photo using ANPR 
application and print the challan for further relevant action. The information generated through this 
system can be attached with web based system. 

The software is also capable to send an alert of over speeding on-line 
to mobile enforcement unit to take preventive actions. The threshold 
value for speed measurement can also be altered remotely. 

This instant alert system used by field unit can help to challan the 
speeding vehicle at the spot and curb on accidents.

If one chooses high end system then it can also be used for traffic 
monitoring and surveillance, data warehouse along with other jobs of 
traffic rules enforcement.

The working of this system is shown in Figure 5.5 (Source: www. Simcon.
com) 

      Figure 5.5: working of automatic speed detection system

One international model “CORDON” is multi target photo radar system can capture the data from four 
lanes simultaneously along with wrong lane detection and lane violations automatically. 

Figure 5.6: “Cordon Model. Its working methodology is shown as

Figure 5.7: Working Methodology of Cordon machine Source www. Simicon.com)

What is Red light violation 
and stop line violation 
system?
It is a system comprising of 
sensor/ detection system, 
camera system, software 
and communication system 
to capture violations 
automatically 

Types of system
- First one is using the 
inductive loop detector based 
system
- Second one is using above 
ground sensors like radar/
microwave/ laser based 
system
- Third one is using the 
capability of camera for 
sensing 

Limitations

Most of the available system 
captures one single lane data.

Lane camera cannot take 
care of vehicles straddle the 
lane dividing lines. For that 
more camera (systems) are to 
be installed, that makes the 
whole system costly and put 
more strain on communication 
bandwidth. 

In India, a large number of 
vehicle are not equipped with 
standard (number written 
in different language, stylish 
number plate) registration 
number plate. In that case 
manual intervention is 
required to decode that 
number.

It is a fixed structure, then 
in long run the regular road 
users takes care of that area 
and follow the rules in focused 
area only

Regular calibration and 
configuration between the 
units is required

But due to security reasons 
the other limitations are not 
listed 
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Figure 5.8: System architecture for Automatic Speed Detection 
System

5.5.4 Red-light Violation Detection System and Stop-line 
Violation Detection System

This system is normally taken care by previously mentioned system or 
more specifically by CCTV based system. The scope of above stated 
system is vast and requires more advanced system configuration. The 
above stated system is capable for handling multiple objectives but 
due to cost it is not desirable to cover the whole city or major network 

The software is also capable to send an alert of over speeding on-line 
to mobile enforcement unit to take preventive actions. The threshold 
value for speed measurement can also be altered remotely. 

This instant alert system used by field unit can help to challan the 
speeding vehicle at the spot and curb on accidents.

If one chooses high end system then it can also be used for traffic 
monitoring and surveillance, data warehouse along with other jobs of 
traffic rules enforcement.

The working of this system is shown in Figure 5.5 (Source: www. Simcon.
com) 

      Figure 5.5: working of automatic speed detection system

One international model “CORDON” is multi target photo radar system can capture the data from four 
lanes simultaneously along with wrong lane detection and lane violations automatically. 

Figure 5.6: “Cordon Model. Its working methodology is shown as

Figure 5.7: Working Methodology of Cordon machine Source www. Simicon.com)

What is Red light violation 
and stop line violation 
system?
It is a system comprising of 
sensor/ detection system, 
camera system, software 
and communication system 
to capture violations 
automatically 

Types of system
- First one is using the 
inductive loop detector based 
system
- Second one is using above 
ground sensors like radar/
microwave/ laser based 
system
- Third one is using the 
capability of camera for 
sensing 

Limitations

Most of the available system 
captures one single lane data.

Lane camera cannot take 
care of vehicles straddle the 
lane dividing lines. For that 
more camera (systems) are to 
be installed, that makes the 
whole system costly and put 
more strain on communication 
bandwidth. 

In India, a large number of 
vehicle are not equipped with 
standard (number written 
in different language, stylish 
number plate) registration 
number plate. In that case 
manual intervention is 
required to decode that 
number.

It is a fixed structure, then 
in long run the regular road 
users takes care of that area 
and follow the rules in focused 
area only

Regular calibration and 
configuration between the 
units is required

But due to security reasons 
the other limitations are not 
listed 
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by this system. In that case remote red light (or those intersections if brought in above stated system makes 
the whole system uneconomical) can be covered by dedicated red light violation detection system. This 
does not require any big infrastructure. Further this same system can also take care of stop line violations.  

The major benefit of this system is that it is cost effective and can work in standalone mode. 

• Visual proof (with vehicle photo, its number plate, location, speed and time stamped on it) is 
available for presenting it in a court of law (now Courts are also accepting this evidence) 

• It works in 24x7 modes in whole year (provided power supply and connectivity is maintained). 

• It works in night and in poor visibility also in bad weather. 

• Higher degree of transparency exists. There is no manual intervention at any stage. 

• Safe to use for police force. 

• It can capture both type of violations – red light and stop line violations

(Source: Turbo)

How it works?

The system interfaces with the traffic controller to determine when the light is red for a given traffic 
movement. The traffic sensor is typically installed downstream of the stop-line, and the system 
monitors the traffic detector for vehicle presence during the red phase. The detector could be an 
on-the-road sensor such as a loop detector a magnetometer, or an over-the-ground detector such 
as a video based detector, microwave detector or infra-red detector. When the vehicle presence is 
detected, the system takes a photograph of the offending vehicle and generates the evidence for 
challaning. The violation details are sent to a central server for downstream back-office processing and 
challan generation through the communication device. The evidence is also stored locally and sent to 
the server at a later time when the communication network is unavailable

Components of system

At field

- Ist Type: Sensor loops 
(inductive loops) detection 
system, Camera unit (video 
camera, still camera, 
flash light/IR illuminator)                                         
- IInd type: laser detection 
system/ radar/ microwave 
system, camera unit                                                    
- IIIrd type: Camera unit (itself 
capable of detection also)

- Controller unit, storage unit

Communication system

- Back – end system

- Server

- Application software

- Workstation, printer

Working of systems is shown in the Figure 5.9 and 5.10.

Figure 5.9 Photo of RLDS and STDS     Figure 5.10: Working of Red-light Violation Detection System

       (Source: Ravi Kumar, C - DAC)

Working of IIIrd type

In this type of system the 
sensing job (with help of 
software also) and camera 
work is carried out by one 
unit itself. Rest of the working 
is same as shown in above 
mentioned types 

The KRIA Company provides 
software “T-EXSPEED” that 
converts ‘CORDON’ camera 
which works for sensing also. 
In that case there is no need 
of any additional sensors. But 
adding infra red facility the 
system is capable for taking 
snaps in night also. 
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This system is also capable of capturing stop line violations.

          Figure 5.11: Showing stop line violation detection system

                (Source: Ravi Kumar, C - DAC)

Figure 5.12: Photo of Red-light Violation Detection

                               

Working of type II is shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: Working of type II model for Red-light Violation 
Detection System

(Source: Turbo)

How it works?

The system interfaces with the traffic controller to determine when the light is red for a given traffic 
movement. The traffic sensor is typically installed downstream of the stop-line, and the system 
monitors the traffic detector for vehicle presence during the red phase. The detector could be an 
on-the-road sensor such as a loop detector a magnetometer, or an over-the-ground detector such 
as a video based detector, microwave detector or infra-red detector. When the vehicle presence is 
detected, the system takes a photograph of the offending vehicle and generates the evidence for 
challaning. The violation details are sent to a central server for downstream back-office processing and 
challan generation through the communication device. The evidence is also stored locally and sent to 
the server at a later time when the communication network is unavailable

Components of system

At field

- Ist Type: Sensor loops 
(inductive loops) detection 
system, Camera unit (video 
camera, still camera, 
flash light/IR illuminator)                                         
- IInd type: laser detection 
system/ radar/ microwave 
system, camera unit                                                    
- IIIrd type: Camera unit (itself 
capable of detection also)

- Controller unit, storage unit

Communication system

- Back – end system

- Server

- Application software

- Workstation, printer
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    Figure 5.10: Working of Red-light Violation Detection System

       (Source: Ravi Kumar, C - DAC)

Working of IIIrd type

In this type of system the 
sensing job (with help of 
software also) and camera 
work is carried out by one 
unit itself. Rest of the working 
is same as shown in above 
mentioned types 

The KRIA Company provides 
software “T-EXSPEED” that 
converts ‘CORDON’ camera 
which works for sensing also. 
In that case there is no need 
of any additional sensors. But 
adding infra red facility the 
system is capable for taking 
snaps in night also. 
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                  Figure 5.14: Output generated by RLVD system (Source: www. Kria.biz)
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5.5.5  Mobile Surveillance/ enforcement System

Normally it is not feasible or economical to cover the whole city or 
complete long corridor using above conventional automatic speed 
detection along with ANPR system. It also happens that even the 
above stated system is placed on long corridor but still there are some 
blank spots (the portion of road which is not in the range of installed 
system) and then number of times the drivers used to take advantage 
of blank spots and violate the traffic rules. Even in case of developing 
countries, it is not economical and feasible to cover the whole area.  
In these situations the mobile surveillance / enforcement system is 
used. The latest equipments and software makes the system to 
monitor the vehicles while the police (enforcement) vehicle is in 
moving mode in place of stopped mode. 

The major benefits of this system are:

• Its mobile capability makes the range of this system unmatchable 
in comparison to fixed structure system. In that sense its range is 
almost reachable at everywhere. 

• In short time this system can start operating anywhere even in 
small streets.

• Its capability is same as of fixed structure system. 

• This system can be used for multiple purposes i.e. along with 
traffic rule enforcement, traffic surveillance system also for 
capturing visual proof for violating law of land i.e. for tracking 
street crimes. 

• In developed countries it is also used for road policing (for anti 
social behaviour, littering at public place), traffic surveillance 
especially near bus stops, pedestrian crossing, no waiting, no 
halting, no parking area and at festival or event management area.

• In developed countries it is also used to watch the driver 
behaviour especially at on-street parking or for enforcement of 
on-street parking

Figure 5.15: Interceptor van of Delhi Traffic police 

 

Mobile Surveillance/ 
enforcement system

- It is collection of camera 
system, laser system, 
infrared system, hardware, 
software, storage units  and 
communication system, 
clubbed together and fitted 
in a vehicle to capture speed 
and number plate along with 
visual proof of traffic rule’s 
violators

- This is same as standard 
automatic speed detection 
and automatic number plate 
recognition system fitted in a 
vehicle

- Now days the system is 
available worldwide which 
can work while the vehicle is 
moving

- The system is also capable to 
send the data in real time to 
control room

Types

- Attendant mode: in which 
the operator focus on target 
(zoom, pan..) and on basis 
of speed reading he triggers 
the system to capture the 
evidence of violation.

- Automatic mode: it detects 
the violation automatically 
and captures evidence 
without any manual 
intervention and can transmit 
to control room in real time

ITS for Traffic Management System
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How it Works?

Once the location is selected and vehicle is stationed such that the drivers should not watch it or recognise 
easily

  Figure 5.16 Other model of Interceptor Vans

Components of system 
In vehicle
- ASDS/ ANPR camera unit, 
infra red unit (handheld/ fitted 
on tripod/fitted in vehicle/ 
top mounted on vehicle – 
hydraulic or mechanical mast
- Laptop, printer, application 
software
- Recording, playback, editing 
and storage system
- GPS system
- Secondary power system 
with sufficient backup
Communication and data 
transfer system
Back-end/ control room
- Server, workstation
- Printer
- Application software and 
image processing-video 
analytic software,
- Support database system

Limitations
This system is also having some limitation especially for single camera based 
system. The system work on the basis of input received from camera/ laser 
unit. The range and view angle creates a limitation of this system. What so 
ever violation falls in their range only that will be captured

   Figure 5.17: Limitations of Radar system

The other limitations are not discussed due to security reasons (Source. 
Photo www.  copradar.com) 

  Source: www. Roadflow.co.uk

If vehicle is fitted with mast then erect the mast and check the 
orientation of camera. 

If it is first type of system in which the operator has to operate the 
system then operator should take his defined seat to watch the 
violation. It is also called old or first generation system. In this case the 
operator focus on incoming vehicle by targeting camera towards (or 
for outgoing as per setting and facility available) vehicle. He can move 
the camera, zoom, pan, tilt at object. On the basis of speed readings 
or any visual violations, he manually triggers the system to record the 
evidence. Naturally it is tiring job for operator to sit in vehicle and this 
usually decreases the efficiency, ultimately productivity.

In automatic system, once the system is on i.e. set to work, then there 
is no need for operator to interact with the system. It will detect the 
violations automatically in the view range of system. The ANPR system 
recognizes the number plate and the system records the offence and 
visual evidence. The available mobile communication system can 
transmit the whole data to control room in real time.

If the system is supported by GPS system then Global Positioning 
System (GPS) coordinates/location, date, time through real time 
clock, vehicle image with registration plate, speed limit, vehicle 
speed, distance, laser beam width and ID of equipment with date of 
last calibration will be recorded as a part of challan. The same data 
will be transmitted to control room.   
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How it Works?

Once the location is selected and vehicle is stationed such that the drivers should not watch it or recognise 
easily

  Figure 5.16 Other model of Interceptor Vans

Components of system 
In vehicle
- ASDS/ ANPR camera unit, 
infra red unit (handheld/ fitted 
on tripod/fitted in vehicle/ 
top mounted on vehicle – 
hydraulic or mechanical mast
- Laptop, printer, application 
software
- Recording, playback, editing 
and storage system
- GPS system
- Secondary power system 
with sufficient backup
Communication and data 
transfer system
Back-end/ control room
- Server, workstation
- Printer
- Application software and 
image processing-video 
analytic software,
- Support database system

Limitations
This system is also having some limitation especially for single camera based 
system. The system work on the basis of input received from camera/ laser 
unit. The range and view angle creates a limitation of this system. What so 
ever violation falls in their range only that will be captured

   Figure 5.17: Limitations of Radar system

The other limitations are not discussed due to security reasons (Source. 
Photo www.  copradar.com) 

Other equipments available worldwide: One of the systems developed by 
Russian company “SIMICON” is a handheld speed measuring device, named 
“BINAR”, which can not only measure the speed and also take visual of that 
vehicle simultaneously. This system can also be fitted in car. It consists of two 
embedded video cameras one with wide-angle lens and second with long-
focus lens and speed meter system. This simultaneously records the traffic 
violation and its video clips  

   Figure 5.18: Simicon Model, 

Its features 

- Select the target 
oncoming and 
outgoing 

- Work in stationary 
mode and mobile 
mode

- Recording in two 
modes, wide angle and 
zoom type

- Record speed, 
date, time, location 
and target image 
simultaneously

- Accuracy up to 150 
meters in recognising 
the registration 
number plate of 
vehicle 

- Recording and saving 
video clips in SD card 
up to 32 GB capacity

- Automatic self 
testing, Logging of all 
events 

- Bluetooth 2.0 
wireless connection to 
external device

- PC based software for 
data transfer and for 
printing the clips with 
event

- Rechargeable from 
vehicle power and 
facility of battery 
backup

- Fitted in car with 
the help of mounted 
bracket, also having 
remote control

ITS for Traffic Management System
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5.5.6 Video Image Processing Technology

CCTV – Combination of Different types of Camera System (traffic surveillance and monitoring system, 
incident and stop vehicle detection system, journey time monitoring system and wrong way vehicle 
detection system, pedestrian detection system) 

It is highly capable system that can be used for multiple purposes. The advanced software (video imaging 
software- video analytic software) converts the CCTV system to do the job of traffic surveillance, traffic 
monitoring, crowd monitoring, incidence detection, and wrong way vehicle detection and pedestrian 
detection system. The combination of these cameras can also do the job of journey time monitoring 
system, red light violation and stop line violation detection. These advanced camera system are capable 
of doing the job of automatic speed detection system (ASDS) and automatic number plate recognition 
system (ANPR). If CCTV system is coupled with public address system and VMS system then it can be used 
to disseminate the information very fast and issue warning to road users. Even CCTV system available in 
Indian market is coupled with infrared illuminator and laser based speed measuring device, then it will 
also works as automatic speed detection system (ASDS) and automatic number plate recognition system 
(ANPR). If control room connects the camera output with web portal, then anybody can see status of 
traffic on that stretch or on that junction from anywhere and accordingly he can plan his trip. This facility 
is provided by Bangalore Traffic Police (B-TRAC system). It is to be noted that, if one wants to make CCTV-
Camera system as for traffic surveillance cum monitoring system, incidence detection system, wrong-
way vehicle detection system, journey time monitoring system, red light violation and speed detection 
system along with information dissemination system, then it requires combination of different types of 
CCTV-Cameras to be installed at different positions along with installation of information dissemination 
equipments in the project area to work as one complete unit/ system. Some examples of these systems 
are shown in the following figures. 

Figure 5.19: Capturing the people count, left luggage, loitering the wall, perimeter intrusion and 
vehicle from wrong direction

Source. Photo www.venturacctv.com
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  Figure 5.20: Capturing the fallen objects, vehicle crossing median (lane violation), park vehicle or 
incidence, congestion and number plate of vehicle

Source Photo. www.jacksound.cn and www.  traficon.com. It also converts information into statistical data.

How it Works?

Whenever any object or vehicle enters (come) in the range of camera’s view field, the intelligent software 
(device) use the video detection technique (like Trip line or closed loop tracking or data association tracking 
or any other) to detect and generate a signal to system. On that basis system

ITS for Traffic Management System
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• Records the information and prepare the relevant statistics in 
graphical form and in tabular form like lane occupancy, type of 
vehicle, average speed of vehicles, headway distribution

• It also detect and records parked or stopped vehicle or 
pedestrian in influence zone

• The data also raise an alarm for any fallen object or incidence

• The captured data also raise an alarm for vehicles crossing 
median or lane deviation or coming from wrong direction.

On the basis of different type of data detection by system it takes 
series of snaps of vehicle or incidence and using ANPR facility the 
number plate of vehicle is recognized by the system. Then location, 
lane number, date, time, direction, speed is stamped on photo 
showing visual evidence of violation. The data is stored in local data 
storage unit (as a part in CCR unit) if there is no connectivity. 

The Camera Control Receiver (CCR) unit is used for sending the data 
from camera unit in field to control room and at same time it can 
receive the instruction from control room to the camera system in 
field for defined action (like adjusting camera, zooming etc.). The data 
is transferred to control room through communication system either 
using optical fiber or mobile or 2G or 3G method. 

In control room the relevant software (video analytic software, image 
processing software, supporting database, and web portal software) 
analyzed the data in real time and prepare the challan or send 
necessary alerts to concerned units for necessary actions.

Components of System
In field 
- Combination of PTZ (Pan 
Tilt Zoom) and fixed type of 
cameras
- Camera control receiver 
(CCR) unit with camera control 
software
- Data storage unit 
- Secondary power system and 
backup system
Communication system
- Back end/ control room
- Server, workstation, printer
- Video analytic, image 
processing and other 
application software
- Support database system
- Web connecting and 
associated software and 
system
- If needed information 
dissemination system like 
VMS, Website, SMS etc.

The benefits of this system; this system is capable of generating following data along with above stated 
data using combination of cameras. It can produce most of data required for traffic management system 
and transport planning purpose like (however the different uses of this system is shown in side box)

Traffic volume (number of vehicle per lane up to 8 lanes simultaneously in real time depending on type of 
cameras), people counting

• Average speed per vehicle class per lane

• Headway gap per length class per lane

• Occupancy per lane and congestion

• Density (number of vehicles) per km per lane

• Average vehicle length per lane

• Vehicle length and Queue length

• Intersection stop delays, stop sign delay

• Saturation flow rate

• Spot speed, travel, journey time

• Red light and wrong way violation

The video image processor 
/ CCTV system can be used 
again in almost all applications 
related to TMS as well as travel 
demand management like
- Intelligent traffic management 
system
- Traffic monitoring and 
surveillance system 
- Pedestrian/ biker detection 
system
- Traffic rules enforcement 
system
- Emergency and accident 
response system 
- Advance traveler information 
system
- Parking management and 
information system, checking 
illegal on-street parking 
- Ramp metering system
- Data warehouse system
- Planning and assets 
management system
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The most important benefit is in economical terms. Even one life is 
saved still the system is successful. It is sure by implementing this  
system the respect for law increases. Once the congestion reduces 
then pollution also reduces.

The improvement in journey time has direct impact on value of time 
and vehicle operating cost. Ultimately this system improves efficiency 
and capacity of network. The incidence detection system is of great 
help in mobilizing emergency response team. The quick response of 
emergency response team saves lot of time that is called golden hour. 
This golden hour is very important to save valuable life of accident – 
victims. 

But the accuracy of this system depends on number of following 
reasons like height of camera mounting, viewing obstructions, 
weather, strong winds, snow, shadows, vehicle projections in adjacent 
lanes, occlusion, transition time (day to night and night to - day), 
vehicle/ road contrast, vehicle-induced vibrations, water on road, salt 
grime, icicles and cobwebs on camera lens. Hence one has to install 
camera system as one unit in weather and rain proof unit on which 
these conditions has minimum effect. 

5.5.7 Information dissemination system - Variable 
Message Signs (VMS)

It is one of effective method for information dissemination. The role 
of signage is well defined in transport planning. The use and 
importance of signage is well known and established. But this fixed 
(static) signage helps for providing the information that is permanent 
in nature. Whenever the different type of information is to be 
conveyed on the basis of different situations then the static signage is 
not of much use. In those cases the variable message sign system is 
very useful. This is one of the most important and popular method for 
information dissemination. This method is meant for providing latest 
information to road users (transport infrastructure users) in real-time 
while using or moving on road network (using transport infrastructure). 
This system helps the road user to take decision on the basis of 
information provided. The effectiveness of traffic management system 
increases manifold times when it is supported by variable message 
signs. The VMS is basically meant for informing road users about -

Variable Message Signs (VMS)

 It is an electronic method 
in which the message is 
displayed in illuminated form. 

The illumination attracts 
the driver (or road user or 
transport infrastructure user) 
attention in much quicker 
way in comparison to non-
illumination techniques. 

This illumination method 
in which the messages are 
displayed electronically called 
variable message signs (VMS). 

It is also called Changeable 
Message Signs (CMS) or 
Dynamic Message Signs (DMS) 
or Electronic Message Signs 
(EMS) 

The benefits of this system; this system is capable of generating following data along with above stated 
data using combination of cameras. It can produce most of data required for traffic management system 
and transport planning purpose like (however the different uses of this system is shown in side box)

Traffic volume (number of vehicle per lane up to 8 lanes simultaneously in real time depending on type of 
cameras), people counting

• Average speed per vehicle class per lane

• Headway gap per length class per lane

• Occupancy per lane and congestion

• Density (number of vehicles) per km per lane

• Average vehicle length per lane

• Vehicle length and Queue length

• Intersection stop delays, stop sign delay

• Saturation flow rate

• Spot speed, travel, journey time

• Red light and wrong way violation

The video image processor 
/ CCTV system can be used 
again in almost all applications 
related to TMS as well as travel 
demand management like
- Intelligent traffic management 
system
- Traffic monitoring and 
surveillance system 
- Pedestrian/ biker detection 
system
- Traffic rules enforcement 
system
- Emergency and accident 
response system 
- Advance traveler information 
system
- Parking management and 
information system, checking 
illegal on-street parking 
- Ramp metering system
- Data warehouse system
- Planning and assets 
management system

ITS for Traffic Management System
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• Congestion 

• Incidences/ accidents

• Road repair work

• Speed limit zone or corridor or speed control

• Hazard warning

• Advice alternative routes

• Road/ weather conditions

VMS Display type system: There are two of methods used for VMS display system like matrix display and 
rigid plate display. The flexibility of showing information using rigid plate is limited while the matrix display 
is having maximum flexibility for showing different size, type of messages. There are three types of matrix 
display techniques.

Character matrix; Characters are displayed in form of three lines and in each line 8 characters (or greater 
than 8 characters) can be displayed. Each line and character is separated from each other. At the most any 
message of 24 characters (for 8 character mode) can be displayed. Different models are available that are 
capable of displaying the message in 4 lines and in each line 18 characters can be presented. Hence in that 
case, the message consisting of 72 characters can be created.  

Line Matrix; the message is again created in three/ four lines in line matrix method. But here the characters 
in a line are not physically separated. 

Full Matrix; there is no separation between lines. The shape can also be displayed that is not possible in 
other two methods. 

Full matrix typeLine matrix type 

Figure 5.21; Types of VMS

Character matrix type
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Categories of VMS: Basically the VMS can be used in two modes i.e. Fixed text message sign and defined 
text message sign. The fixed type is more or less same as static types of signage with difference that it 
can be switched off when it is not required while static type is displayed all times. On content basis the 
VMS can also be classified as informative type, directing type, guiding type, warning type and multiple 
informative types. These types are displayed in followings figures. 

Figure 5.22: Different types of VMS system

Defined text message sign; pre-defined or stored 
message are displayed depending on traffic 
conditions. It is capable to display any type of 
message, figures and symbols.  In advanced system, 
the video image can also be displayed, but that is 
against the basic use of VMS. 

Fixed text message sign; fixed message is 
displayed when the message is to be displayed. 
Otherwise it is in off mode. There is no choice 
to change the message

Guiding; these messages guide the driver for alternative 
route 

 Warning; gives message to follow the rules 

 

Informative type; gives information 
about traffic jam, congestion conditions, 
construction notices, special event 
notices, weather conditions and travel 
time between two destinations

Directing; gives direction to motorists to move in 
particular direction 

ITS for Traffic Management System
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How it Works? 

Depending on traffic condition or as per requirement the message is displayed on VMS units installed on 
network. Actually the set of messages for different situations are already stored in server and operator 
has to simply choose the message as per direction and push to VMS unit. It is also possible for operator to 
deliver/ send different type of messages to different VMS units.  The facility is also available that in case of 
connectivity failure the VMS unit can display pre defined message with the help of local controller/control 
unit. If there is no power or any malfunction in VMS unit the information will be communicated back to 
control room (using power backup system) instantly so that operator can take appropriate action. 

The system architecture for VMS system as part of traffic management system defined by Hannes Kulovits, 
Christoph Stogerer and Wolfgang Kastner is shown in Figure 5.23.

                 Figure 5.23 system architecture for VMS system

Source: 10th IEEE Intl. Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation (ETFA ‘05) Volume 2, September 
2005 

The major benefits of VMS can be seen in reduction of frustration of drivers. The slow traffic or congestion 
usually increases the frustration and impatience among drivers. This impatience is converted in form of 

Components of system

In field

- Display system

- Controller and control unit

- Power backup system

Communication system

- Control room

- Server, workstation

Multiple Informative Types;
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incidence or accident or road rage. Thus VMS is of great help to drivers and also in saving the travel time 
which ultimately helps in reducing air and noise pollution. VMS gives an opportunity to drivers to change 
the route on the basis of information provided.    

Properties of VMS: The basic purpose of VMS system is to help the drivers to prepare them from 
facing the different traffic situations or to help him or guide him to reach his destination using network 
resources optimally. So these signages should have the following properties 

• Conspicuity; it means the driver can notice or detect the sign easily. It depends on luminance, 
contrast ratio, font size and location of sign with respect to driver’s line of sight. At the same time it 
does not mean that the signage should block the views or obstruct the light. 

• Legibility; it means the driver can read it easily

• Comprehension; the driver should understand the meaning and take the right decision accordingly 

The VMS design considerations – message composition principle;  
The composition of information should be in such a way that it must be understandable by driver at 
different vehicle speed

       Figure 5.24 VMS Message Composition 

If message is to be displayed in phases, then the top line should present the problem, centre line should 
display the location or distance ahead and bottom line recommends the action for driver.

In order to detect the sign, read it and understand the sign by the driver and then on that basis he/ she 
can make an appropriate decisions (like use of brakes, initiate a control response or complete the required 
manoeuvre of vehicle), it is very essential that proper viewing distances are given.

Figure 5.25: Detection zone for VMS

ITS for Traffic Management System
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Thus the font size of signs and sight distance (detecting, reading and decision) are very important in design 
of VMS system. Actually these aspects also depend on the speed of vehicle (which is also correlated with 
corridor type). The font size of rural roads on highways should be bigger than those of urban areas. As 
per RTA (The Road and Transport Authority, NSW, Australia) guidelines, the driver used to take on average 
3 seconds to screen the complex message. On this assumption, the RTA (RTA guidelines PN 028/G, TDT 
2005/02b) provided the table for legibility/ sight distance and VMS types (given in appendix). The various 
combinations of approaching speed, offsets and suggested VMS types are shown in that table. The 
placement of VMs is also provided in appendix. 

5.5.8 Portable/ Mobile VMS

This type of VMS system is required when there is an urgent need to communicate the road users about 
road and traffic conditions, and no static sign or permanent VMS is installed at that location. Its requirement 
is totally temporary in nature. As soon as the requirement is over, then the static sign or permanent VMS 
system does not serve any purpose. This type of situation occurs 

• When some schedule or unscheduled event is organised 

• Some incidence occurred (like some heavy vehicle broke down and it requires considerable time to 
move it) or some accident occurred and a lot of time is required to bring back the normal conditions 
on road.

• Use of road/lane is restricted due to some repair (including emergency repairs also) or construction 
work

The portable VMS system is self sufficient system (power supply, message communication etc.) and mostly 
it is trailer mounted. The LCV or SUV mounted VMS system are also used as per the type of information 
communicated 

The portable VMS system is also used in rescue operations. It requires some additional lights to illuminate 
its surroundings and PA system to provide verbal guidance. The mobile VMS system are deployed under 
the following conditions 

•	the driver has to response to it (may change the lane or change the route, or reduce the speed)

•	 It is not meant to inform that information which the driver is already aware of for that corridor.   

As soon as conditions return back to normal, the mobile VMS system is removed. It is supplement to 
conventional signage and not its substitute. 

Figure 5.26: Portable/ Mobile VMS System
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5.5.9 Support System

This system is very essential to get the complete benefit of traffic enforcement system. This system is 
consisting of database for driving license, vehicle registration and permits for commercial vehicles. 
This database is a property of state transport department, which are already in use by different states 
transport department. The database structure or data field or software of these data is all propriety of 
that department which is not in the preview of other departments. But the above stated tools for traffic 
enforcement system are being operated by traffic police.

Under the circumstances the traffic police have to use the same data format provided by the state 
transport department. Most of the equipments or solution providers for traffic enforcement units are 
having patching system to access the database of state transport department. Hence it is not discussed in 
this toolkit. 

However the central government is already in process to provide a national level standard database of 
driving license and vehicle registration named as “Sarathy” and “Vahan”. In order to make a successful 
traffic enforcement system for whole state, it is better that the traffic police should ensure from service 
provider that their system must be compatible with national level database or at least at state level 
database (if one uniform database for that state exists).     

5.6	Data	warehouse-	Data	processing-	Control	room
It is very much essential for development of any country to have time series (historical) data for assessing 
the demand in any sector properly. Once the demand is estimated properly then government can regulate/ 
manage the supply accordingly. The accuracy of demand estimation is highly based on accuracy of data 
through which the demand is estimated. In that sense the data collection (from any source primary or 
secondary) exercise has to be carried out at regular intervals (depending scope of applications) in order 
to have better estimation. In case of traffic management system (even for applying any transport related 
projects in city) it is essential that traffic related data must be collected in regular interval for all cities of 
India. So it is highly recommended that Indian cities must have a permanent system to collect different 
type of traffic data on regular bases.

It is suggested to have following type of data (in map, thematic maps, tabular form and graphic form) in 
data ware house system for traffic management exercises. 

• Network data

• Traffic volume data

• Journey Speed data and delay 

• Accident data

• Traffic signal timing plan of different traffic signals

• Vehicle registration data

• Driving license and vehicle permit data base

• Transport infrastructure details

If possible for other transport related projects the Origin- Destination data, public transport data, IPT data, 
goods vehicle and movement data, passenger and goods terminal details, railway traffic movement data 
should also be maintained on regular basis. 

ITS for Traffic Management System
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It is highly recommended that the city should have the capability of relating, analysing and displaying 
the above stated data on GIS maps on multiple big video walls, web sites etc. 

Further a proper IT system should be developed for above job and it should have following provisions and 
it is also a word of caution whenever any city develop IT based system for this type of project.

• Easy transportability on other platforms

• Easy to store, analyze and maintain it

• Easy to generate and customization of report should be possible

• Updates are easy to implement and available within same cost

• The branded software should be provided in place of using open source code

• Security features, back up processes, virus protection must be inbuilt

• Training/ manual of system should be regular feature. 

Data processing is carried out at one common place known as control room or central room or 
command centre for ITS application. The designing, capacity and facilities are highly dependent on type 
of applications. Area traffic control application of ITS may require a small room having server, desktop, 
printer and hub of communication links. The traffic surveillance or monitoring requires much bigger room 
or hall or even floor depending on the coverage/ scope of application. In that situation the bare minimum 
equipments required for control room comprises of big video wall, high end servers, desktop, printer, hub 
of communication links etc. The video wall is used to see the traffic flow on different corridors/ junction in 
real time in order to take quick decisions. The road side system will automatically transmits the situation 
of congestion, incidents, obstructions, slow speed data to whole system, which can be seen graphically or 
in picture form on video wall. The size of wall may be of 9000 x 4000 or 10000 x 4500 mm with aspect ratio 
of 16:9 or 4:3. This should be capable of showing all types of digital and analogue video signals (like PAL, 
NTSC, SECAM) in high density mode also. Depending on the scope of application the capacity of server can 
be decided. It is advisable to have separate servers for application, database, backup, data recording etc.  
All these system must be secured using latest firewall and antivirus systems. The application and related 
software is again dependent on supplier. Hence the design of control room is highly dependent on type 
of applications and requirement of system. So it is advisable that before commissioning the control room 
the consent or advice of system supplier should be taken into account in light of future expansion plan.         

The other aspect is the data communication systems. Communication is either with wire based system 
or wireless based system. Most of the data communication system (wire and wireless) is again propriety 
or monopoly item. Very limited players offer these services in India. So the word of caution is that the 
preference should be given to that service provider who can provide

• Uninterrupted services in whole area with same signal strength

• Proper backup in case of any eventuality

• Provide same bandwidth as promised/ as per contract

• Jam free or no congestion in communication/data transferring at any point of time in the system 

• No data loss even in case of system failure

• Secure data transfer among different nodes/equipments 

• Transportability /switching from one method to other (like 2G to 3G or to 4G etc.)  
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The optical fiber must be preferred over copper wire based system. 
The wireless system (mobile/ 2G/ 3G) is preferable over optical fiber 
system.

Data collection in simple way: 

In following one system is discussed for which the manufacturer claims 
that it is low cost and highly accurate equipment to collect road side 
traffic data. An Australian company “CEOS” developed a equipment 
“TIRTL” (The Infra red Traffic Logger/ Transportable Infra-Red Traffic 
Logger) that can counts, classify, determines the lane and speed of 
passing vehicle. 

Single system that is non-invasive, capable of monitoring/ collecting 
data for multilane, uni-directional and bi-directional traffic. (Source 
CEOS Industries)    

Figure 5.27 AVCC machine 

Major applications of TIRTL

- Automatic vehicle detection, 
counting, vehicle classification 
and speed measurement

- Speed and red-light 
enforcement (if connected 
with camera system)

- Incidence detection (if 
installed at an interval of 500 
meter each)

- Auditing toll data

- Heavy vehicle enforcement 
– over height and over-length 
vehicle detection

- Bus lane enforcement, lane 
violations

- Traffic monitoring for real 
time applications

- WIM support providing 
vehicle count and classified 
data, communication and data 
logging

How it Works? 

A TIRTL installation consists of Transmitter (Tx) and Receiver (Rx) pair located on opposite sides of the 
road. The transmitter unit is essentially a torch of light with two different frequencies (or infra-red beams) 
which then produce two Parallel beams and two crossed beams called “beam event”. Whenever any 
vehicle enter in its influence zone then these beams break called “break beam event”. Once the vehicle 
crosses then the beam is once again return back to its original path and it is called “make beam event”. 
These events create light pulses. The Receiver unit detects these “event” from these four infra-red Beams 
caused by the wheels of passing vehicles, and uses the intelligent software to analyse the timings of the 
light pulses to produce vehicle classifications (Source CEOS Industries).

    Figure 5.28: working of AVCC machine 
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The Vehicle Classification; the vehicle classification is carried out using the Wheel base size and number 
of axles to determine the Vehicle type. The TIRTL software will analyse the timings of the light pulses to 
produce vehicle classifications. This system is capable to classify the vehicle in following categories in 
Indian conditions. 

#  0     Unclassified
#  1     Bicycle
#  2     Cycle Rickshaw
#  3     2 Wheeler
#  4     3 Wheeler       
#  5     Tractor
# 6      Tractor with Trailer 
#  7     SCV 2 Axle Small Commercial Vehicle
#  8     LMV 2 Axle Light Motor Vehicle
#  9     LCV 2 Axle Light Commercial Vehicle
# 10     MCV 2 Axle Rigid Truck or Bus
# 11     HCV 3 Axle Rigid Truck or Bus
# 12     HCV 3 Axle Articulated Truck or Bus
# 13     MAV Rigid Truck
# 14     MAV Articulated Truck
# 15     OSV Oversized Truck

This system is equipped with GPS unit for time synchronisation, GPRS/3G/GSM modem for transmitting the 
data in real time to control room. The RS232 port provides connectivity with laptop and other equipments. 

  Performance

- The vehicle speed measurement accuracy is 
0.5% up to 250 kmph (NATA certified)
- Operates with uni and bi-directional with up 
to 9 lanes
- Vehicle counts and classification accuracy up 
to 98 to 99.9% with dense multi-lane traffic
- Transmitter and receiver distance up to 200 
meters
- Can store traffic data for 30 million vehicles in 
its memory
- Body compliance with IP67 for dust and 
water proofing
- Can work in temp range of -40 to +85 degree
Compliance with C-tick, CE, FCC, EMC/EMI and 
other standards 

Features

- This system is having following features
- It is light weight, easy to install non-invasive 
equipment
- Vehicle classification is based on axle counts 
and separation with pre-defined and user defined 
classes
- Speed measurement based on parallel beam 
breaks
- Lane identification based on parallel & cross 
beam breaks
- Traffic data including count, class, speed, 
direction, lane, headway gap, occupancy, date 
and time and other fields
- Provide real time access and traffic log retrieval
- Portable and fast & easy to install
- Operate with fixed power, solar power or 
batteries
- External enclose for permanent installations

Source CEOS Industries)

Figure 5.29: Basis of vehicle classification
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6.1 Selection of ITS Tools 
The next step is how to select or choose the “ITS” tools for traffic 
management system for a city by the user. 

In above three main aspect of ITS tools are discussed for traffic 
management for a city. But which tool is to be selected and when? 
What is the basis for selection for that tool? Where these tools in city 
should be implemented? Further how to define the functional 
specification for those tools? This is the first step towards the 
procurement procedure. For this it is suggested to follow the following 
steps.

6.1.1  Identification of problem

This step will help the user to identify the type of problem and 
justification for implementing ITS tool for that problem i.e. it provides 
basis for implementing “ITS” tools for traffic management system. This 
step also explains how to find out the influence area of problem and 
delineating the area for implementing these tools in a city (i.e. where 
to implement). The following steps are suggested to achieve that

a. Have a network map of city (Figure 6.1). 

b. Plot the journey/ running speed/ time on network as shown in 
attached map (Fig 6.2) using speed and delay  survey. This survey 
also collects the data on vehicular delays and place of occurrence.       

Steps for choosing tools 

Step 1: Identification of 
problem – this step guides to 
identify what is the type of 
problem? How to find out the 
influence area of problem? 

Step 2: this step helps in 
selecting appropriate ITS tool 
for problems as identified 
in first step and where to 
implement it

Step 3: this step helps in 
delineating the area for 
implementing ITS tools.

Step 4: this steps helps in 
designing the specifications 
for procuring those ITS tools 

Step 5: this step helps in 
finalizing the exact location for 
fixing the field equipments 

Chapter 6

Selecting (choosing) and 
Procurement of ITS tools

c. Draw the black spots of the network as shown in Figure 6.4 using accident data of that city.

d. Analyze the accident data and find out the causes of fatal accident for each black spot shown in above 
map like

■ Type of vehicle/ vehicle involved

■ Pedestrian/ cyclist involved in fatal accident

■ Time of accident

■ Cause of accident – over speed, traffic light jumping, etc.
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        Figure 6.1: Showing the zone centroids and junction number of Delhi University 

e. Draw the level of service (volume/capacity) on each link/ corridor of network as shown in following 
map (Fig 6.3)

The journey time/ speed map describes, where the desired level of speed is not maintained. It should 
be created by using speed and delay survey. The various reasons for delay of vehicular traffic can also be 
plotted with respect to particular corridor. The delay of vehicular traffic may be related to corridor level or 
at intersection level. Thus the problem areas of the city are where the speed of traffic flow is much slower 
as per designed speed or enforced speed. It also shows that the speed is slow due to any bottlenecks on 
corridor or due to waiting time at traffic signals. If the major reason is due to delay at traffic signals, then 
one should also study the signal timing, queue length or waiting time at intersections.  

The black spot map shows the problem of safety and where it is more severe. So this map shows the areas 
which require attention from safety point of view. The accident analysis guides to adopt which particular 
ITS tool of traffic rule enforcement system should be used in order of priority.   Hence, on this basis 
implementer is required to list down the problems with respect to place of occurrence. The level of service 
map helps to find out the impact of ITS tools selected using speed map. This map also shows the situation 
of congestion in a city and in terms of places of occurrence. Thus this map describes the problem areas in 
a city from congestion point of view. The congestion reduces the capacity and efficiency of network. Thus 
this map also helps to show that the ITS tools will be effective or not. 
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     Figure 6.2 Speed map and Right of way of network Kochi

      

      Source: IInd Semester M. Plan (TP) SPA, 2013

     Figure 6.3 Showing CW and level of service of Kochi

 

     Source: IInd Semester M. Plan (TP) SPA, 2013

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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6.1.2 Selection of tool

This step helps the administrator/ implementers to choose appropriate tool as well as to decide as to 
where to implement in their city on the basis of information compiled in Step 1. One may use following 
guidelines for choosing appropriate ITS tool for his/her city.

a) Journey time/ speed map shows, the slow speed of vehicles (journey time is more or journey speed is 
slow) on network that guides to select the ITS tool like Area traffic control system or traffic surveillance 
and monitoring system or both. The journey speed map shows the influence area of problem. This 
journey speed map is created using speed and delay survey. This survey not only gives us the speed 
map but also tells us the type of delay in terms of places of occurrence. Although the journey speed has 
an impact of delays at intersection. But still it is better to have waiting time survey to study particular 
issues at intersection level.

 The slow speed of vehicular traffic means, the vehicle are not able to travel as per designed speed on 
that corridor. The longer journey time may be depending on corridor characteristics or on intersections 
characteristics. 

 If it is due to corridor level, there may be number of reasons for that (1) due to physical obstructions/ 
bottlenecks or (2) due to temporarily/ manmade obstructions like illegal parking, stopped vehicles, 
vehicle coming from wrong direction or not following lane disciplines etc. it is also possible that the 
traffic volume composition of non-motorized vehicle is much higher than that of motorized vehicles.

 In (1) case, non-ITS base solution should be tried and, after that one should go for ITS tools. Otherwise 
the ITS tools may not be effective.

 In (2) case, the traffic surveillance and monitoring system is the ITS tool recommended to be applied. 
This system is more effective if it is used along with traffic rules enforcement system. But if the traffic 

   Figure 6.4 Black spot map of Bangalore and Kochi 
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volume composition of non-motorized vehicle is much higher, than that of motorized vehicles then its 
impact may be less. 

 Next if it is due to intersection level, there may be mainly two reasons (1) poor intersection geometry 
or (2) traffic signal timings

 In case of (1), the non-ITS solution should be used and then go for ITS based solution

 In case of (2), the ITS tool like vehicle actuated system can be used. But this system is addressing the 
issues at one signal or group of selected intersections. In that case the impact on overall journey time 
is limited. Hence the ITS tool ATC is recommended. Further the traffic rules enforcement system is also 
recommended that would lead to further efficiency and safety to the traffic operation.  

 The influence area is that area or corridors, where the actual speed is less than the design speed.

 Even though the ATC system provides traffic data, speed data and up to some extent, it also do traffic 
surveillance and monitoring job. But its scope is limited in comparison to dedicated traffic surveillance 
and monitoring system. At the same time, one can avoid the use of automatic vehicle classification and 
counting system for data ware house system due to ATC system.

 Still it is recommended that the ATC area must be under traffic surveillance and monitoring system 
and traffic rules enforcement system to get the best results as far to ensure better traffic management 
system. Further all the tools of traffic surveillance and monitoring system should be implemented, 
otherwise its utility is very limited as far as Indian conditions are concerned.      

Thus if speed map and speed and delay surveys shows that the journey time is more (Journey/ running 
speed is less) i.e. not as per designed speed, then ITS tools ATC and traffic surveillance and monitoring 
system for the problem area are recommended along with traffic rules enforcement system for better 
results.

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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The flow charts shows how this step works 

         Figure 6.5 Flow diagram showing the selection of ITS tool stage (a)
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Study the black spot map. The black spot on network shows the area of problem where traffic rules 
enforcement system and traffic surveillance and monitoring system should be implemented. 

The installation of traffic rules enforcement system should be started from those corridors where the black 
spots are occurring. After that, its scope of area must be extended to whole city for providing safe city to 
its habitants. Hence in beginning the influence area comprises of those corridors or area where the black 
spots have occurred. After the installation of traffic rule enforcement system, if there is no fatal accident 
or reduction in accidents, it is regarded as complete success.

It is generally seen where running speed is good, area is mostly accident prone area. Similarly it does not 
guarantee that where speed is slow, there are no accidents. It is therefore desirable to strongly enforce 
traffic rules enforcement system throughout city. 

As per priority of traffic rules enforcement system tools, it is suggested that

- Implement e- challaning system and mobile surveillance and enforcement system with scope to cover 
whole city. Even though there is no fatal accident or accidents in city, it is recommended to implement 
this tool so that drivers should respect the law. 

- It is better to use rest of all the tools of traffic rules enforcement system (because systems are available 
that cover the scope of all these tools) on those corridors where the black spot occurs.

- Otherwise depending on type of accidents the following tools may be chosen like 

• Where red light or stop line jumping is main reason for accident or violations then implement red 
light and stop line violation detection system along with ANPR system first 

• Where accidents are due to vehicle coming from wrong direction then use wrong way vehicle 
detection system along with ANPR system first

• Where over-speeding is main concern, then automatic speed detection and ANPR system should be 
chosen first. 

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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The following flow chart shows how to select these tools

        Figure 6.6 Flow diagram showing the selection of ITS tool stage (b)
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b) Now study the level of service map to see the overall impact of above selected tools in a city. 

 As speed is related with level of service so one should check the level of service map? It is fact the 
if level of service is “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, then there is no doubt that above stated tools will improve the 
speed. But where the level of service is “E” or above, in that case the impact of above tools will be 
limited. Depending on duration of level of service “E” or above, the impact will be proportional to that 
duration. Further it is again advisable that the above stated tools should be implemented with best 
spirit of mind to ensure desired safety and efficiency of the transport network.      

6.1.3 Delineation of project area

This step helps the administrator to set up the boundaries of project area or to decide where these systems 
should be installed.

For ATC

- As shown above identifying the influence area for implementing the ATC tool, next step is to delineate 
the project area. One should include at least the immediate adjoining corridors of influence area to 
describe as delineated area for ATC to get the better results.

- If influence areas are located in different zones, then join both the areas by adding in-between area of 
both influence areas as shown in Figure 6.7. This combined area is treated as delineated area for ATC 

- Number all junctions for identification purposes.

The area is shown as in followings

        Figure 6.7 delineating the influence area 

For traffic surveillance and monitoring system

- The delineated area for this system can be drawn in same manners as delineated for ATC area. 

For traffic rules enforcement system

- The delineated area for e-Challaning and mobile enforcement cum surveillance system will include the 
whole city area

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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- The whole area covered under ATC and traffic surveillance and monitoring system should cover the 
delineated area for traffic rules enforcement system in order to have best results. However depending 
on type of accidents or rules violations, the following area may be taken as delineated area. The 
corridors or junction where   

• Red light or stop line jumping is main reason for accident or violations. 

• Where accidents are due to vehicle coming from wrong direction 

• Where over-speeding is cause for violation or accidents.

Are the delineated areas for this system. 

6.1.4 Specification of tools for procurement

Once the tool is selected or priority of tools is finalized and area delineation is carried out on basis of 
above, then the next step is how to procure these systems. In procurement process the most important 
aspect is to have the specifications of the system as first step. There are two types of specifications, one 
is functional specifications and second is technical specifications. The authors do not want to mention the 
technical specification as part of this work because in mentioning the technical specification, sometimes 
biasness may occur in favor of particular model of equipment. Secondly by taking rigid stand or detailing 
out technical specifications in much detail, the vendors use to take advantage while in disclosing the actual 
performance of those equipments. However we are mentioning some generic technical specification for 
guidance purposes only for knowledge sake in appendix. The administrators are advised to do more market 
research before commenting on technical specifications.    

It is highly advisable that the administrator should restrain from mentioning technical specification and 
must work extensively on functional specifications. Further the functional or technical specifications are 
given that are generic in nature and should be used as guide and not as postulate. Administrator is advised 
to see the relevance of each statement for their specific need in light of scope of work for his city. Further 
the technology is changing so fast such that technical specification can be changed totally (for example 
now systems are developed with sensing device above the ground in place of below ground but not 
available in Indian market). Similarly the functional specification can also be changed (except few one) as 
per latest developments. Users are warned that, in this toolkit the functional and technical specifications 
are given for guidance purposes so before finalizing it they must check with latest technology and their city 
requirements. The functional specifications clearly describe the scope of work. What type of output, does 
user want? Here functional specifications are described for ITS tools used in traffic management system.

e-Challan

Scope of work: If one wants to procure complete working e-Challaning system for prosecuting traffic rules 
violators in real-time in 24x7 mode by the traffic police personnel operating at different location of city 
through hand held device to issue on-the-spot cash and court challans as per specifications for various 
type of traffic rules violations. The work includes the data maintenance, generation of prosecution reports 
and maintenance of offence history, other related reports and web based MIS reports etc. to have a total 
integrated solution. The system should be capable for issuing challans on-the-spot for prosecuting the 
violators for defined punishment as per central motor vehicle act, state motor vehicle rules, local rules and 
regulations applicable in the city and practiced by city traffic police force. 

The purpose of this system is to ensure that all types of traffic violations are recorded in real time in 24x7 
mode. Pending challans against those violators should be known in real time in field itself. The authenticity 
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of driving licenses or vehicle registration or no-entry permit etc can be checked at the spot. The stolen 
vehicle report must be available to officer in real time in field by means on alerts. The system may have 
“X” number of GPS enabled handheld device with or remote printer, smart card/ credit card reader and 
camera. The on-line  GPRS/3G connectivity for real time meta-data transfer to and from hand held device 
to servers at control room and at other police posts should be established. The system must be capable 
to take future load of “Y” or more number of hand held devices, along with servers, the storage devices, 
network devices, all types and levels of security measures (hardware and software level), workstations, 
printers and UPSs. The system must able to integrate with database of central authority/ state authority/ 
transport department (driving license, vehicle registrations, permits etc.) to get the required results

Functional requirements for system and application software

The system may have following functional specifications.  

1. The hand held device should be connected with central server in 24x7 environment working with 
GPRS/GSM/3G connectivity. Using hand held device the user can retrieve the following data and 
perform the jobs in real-time as given in the following  

• Access offence (rules violation) history related to driver, vehicle

• Check about any pending challans or payments

• Search the central database on basis of vehicle number, vehicle owner’s name, driving license 
number with wild card option

• To know that the vehicle is stolen or involved in any crime or not. Automatic alert for stolen vehicle 
should pop up in device.

• Prepare compounding challan or court notice (including the information provided in above steps) 
and total payment receipt in prescribed format. 

• Receive payment electronically as per protocol defined by Government of India

• Generate reports (as per specified format) required at his end and at his police post using desktop/
workstation.

• Send SMS or receive to and from senior officers.

• In case of no connectivity, the officer can store maximum 500 challans in this device and upload all 
these data to server in off-line mode.

• The on-line prosecution must able to update the central database in real-time 

2. All the equipments – servers, workstations/ desktop/ handheld devices must have provision of 
automatic backup facility. Server should also have mirroring capability. At the time of any data crash, 
the data recovery facility should be there.

3. All equipments must be supported by latest anti-virus software with automatic update facility. The 
firewall and other security measure should be provided for secure working.

4. Facility of regular updating of essential database. 

5. Reports should be customized as per user’s need with facility of generating different types of reports 
as per requirements in future.   

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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6. Only authentic person can use the hand held device using secure password. The system administrator 
must be capable of disabling the hand held device or change its password for security reasons. 
Administrator should be capable of changing the different privileges of hand held devices.

7. The system must able to serve “X” number of device simultaneously while all are working at same 
time along with handling of huge data base of driving license and vehicle registrations. The capability 
of attaching “Y” number of more devices should be established in future. 

8. All relevant reports (as per given format) must be maintained at each level

9. System should able to print and produce web based (also in standard formats like pdf, XLS, Word etc.) 
reports (e-mail also) on daily, weekly and monthly basis for different officers and departments as per 
desired format.

10. The system should allow easy maintenance and updating of master and transition files.

11. The application software should capable of working in web based environment; it should be user 
friendly and easy to operate. It should have minimum dependence on input from keyboard.

12. The application software must have automatic data backup and system restoration facility

13. The log of each activity should be provided for keeping track of each action.

14. The speed of connectivity between all device (while working simultaneously or working at the edges 
of project area) with sever should be maintained as per agreement such that the device should work 
on-line and process the data in real –time. The overloading on network should not crash the system. 
Otherwise VPN may be provided. 

15. The software should able to import or export data files in standard format (CSV, XLS, word jpg…).

16. It should be GUI based system for easy working in control room by operator 

Functional specification for hand held device and its software

1. The device should be GPRS/GSM/ 3G enabled with built in camera, smart card/ credit card reader, GPS, 
data card and printer.

2. The smart card / credit card reader should able to read and append the data from card as per format 
as used in device (server).

3. The facility of electronic payment should be there. Only full payment can be processed. If payment 
is rejected by clearing house then that should be reported to officer immediately in real time. The 
payment for notices or challans of expired periods should be rejected by device. 

4. The battery of device should capable of providing continuous working of device for 8 hours non-stop. 
Battery can be recharged using mains or car battery.

5. The equipments should have in build keyboard as one of input unit

6. The application software of device is capable to handle the work as mentioned in scope of this system. 
This software must be capable of printing at least 3 copies of challan on the spot.

7. The software should be in pop up form and one can move back to previous screen/ menu, edit, save 
and come back to present screen/ menu. 
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8. The software should validate and verify the input data as per set defined rules before pushing it into 
main database and before printing the challan.  

9. Each challan generated by any machine must have self populated unique id no (even it is working in 
off-line mode) with automatic stamping of device id, date, time, location, challaning officer name/id at 
the time of challaning.

10. In case of court challan, the name and address of court, date and time of appearing in court along with 
offence history should be printed as per specified format automatically.

11. The specified challans can be generated or issued as per authorization of officer concern.

12. The software should popup all information (including pending cases) on device in real time from 
database server as soon as any details related to driver or vehicle entered in the device.  

13. The software should able to generate total compounding fee and complete list of offences and 
applicable sections of law on the basis of previous violations and current offence. 

14. The device should have secure login system with facility to have electronic signature of officer as well 
as of driver.

15. Software cannot be tampered and software cannot be modify or reloaded except by system 
administrator.  

16. Data transfer from device to server should be automatic. 

17. Device should be able to generate specified summery report at the end of day.

18. The document seized should also be printed in challan

19. Once the challan is signed by the driver then nobody can modify or temper or change or edit in data 
in any case on that hand held device except by the system administrator.  

Mobile enforcement and surveillance system

Scope of work: If one want to have compact system capable to measure speed, take visual proof (still/ 
video) of speed norms violation and automatic number plate recognition of rule’s violating vehicle in day 
and night condition. The system can be portable or vehicle mounted (on top or dash board) or tripod 
mounted. The system should be supported by portable printer. The printer should print clear, legible 
pictures of violating vehicles, location, date, time, system/ equipment id, vehicle image with its registration 
number plate, prescribed speed limit and vehicle speed. As soon as any vehicle entering into range of this 
system with speed more than prescribed limits, it should immediately measure the speed and take clear 
pictures in day and night situation along with recognized registration number plate of the vehicle as proof 
for prosecuting the driver (with or without infrared illuminator system). If system is required to work in 
on-line mode along with features of e-challaning system, then those features can be part of this system. 
So administrator should include the features of e-Challaning in this system also)       

Functional specification for system

1. The system should able to measure the speed of coming or going vehicle from the distance of 3 meters 
to 500 meters or better.

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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2. The speed can be measured for all types of vehicle running at the speed of 10 kmph to 250 kmph or 
better

3. The system shell measure the speed in day and night 

4. The accuracy in measuring speed should be in range of ± 2 kmph

5. The threshold values may be in range of ± 5 kmph.

6. The system should able to recognize the number plate within range of 3 meters to 200 meters in day 
timing and in range of 3 meter to 50 meter in night or low visibility conditions.

7. System should be made weather proof and rust proof

8. The camera unit shall take still and video images of violating vehicles.

9. System shall print images in color or monochrome mode on paper in desired format and store in 
system with standard format

10. The secondary power back should support this system. The system shall work continuously for 8 hours 
using rechargeable batteries. 

11. The system shall produce different level of reports for different departments and officers as per format.

12. System shall be capable to work along with e-Challaning system.

13. System shall work on mounted platform in or outside vehicle or on telescopic foldable tripod that can 
be pan-tilt using manual mechanism.

14. The mounting shall aim and target subject dynamically.

15. The system should be capable of storing the records of 10 days @ 2000 violations/day (including visual 
and violations data of each violation record) 

16. The system should not require calibration with in less than six months and having capability of self 
calibration. The calibration should be supported by certificate of any government agency.

17. The system should work in varying temperature between 00 and 500 centigrade.   

Functional specification of camera unit

1. Camera with minimum zoom of 35X with in/out facility

2. Autofocus capability with dynamic targeting for taking video/ still photos. 

3. The camera view should be clear in sun light and target can be viewed in day and night.

4. The camera should be supported by viewing facility using LCD/LED screen of minimum size 5.6”

5. The image of violating vehicle should be stored with automatic stamping of location, date, time, 
prescribed speed limit, vehicle speed, capturing distance and equipment ID. 

6. The image should be stored in standard formats (like jpg…..) and capture multiple still pictures of 
images showing speed violations.
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Functional specification for application software

1. The software should be able to capture and store as specified in scope and in above functionalities. 
The data can be integrated, captured from camera unit, speed measuring unit and automatic number 
plate recognition unit as one record. 

2. It should maintain unique Id for each violation record

3. It should capture registration number plate along with other violation details as one violation record.

4. The print out should be 100% same as it appears in video frame of system

5. The captured records of this system can be down loaded on control room’ server through wired or 
wireless communication system 

6. Capable of accessing the records and generating report (in standard format like XLS, word…) on the 
basis of date, time, location, type of vehicle, type of violation etc. for different levels. 

7. The violation records should be stored in secondary storage device.  

8. It should be able to print records or challan at the spot.

9. It should be GUI based system for easy working by operator 

Red light violation/ stop line violation with over speed detection system

Scope of work: If one wants to install system at various junctions that can capture automatically multiple 
red light/ stop line and speed violations with visual proof for prosecuting the violators as per law. The 
system should transmit the legible pictures of violating vehicles, type of violation, location, date, time, 
system/ equipment id, vehicle image with its registration number plate, prescribed speed limit and vehicle 
speed (in case of speed violation) to control room using appropriate communication system in 24x7 mode. 

As soon as any vehicle jump the red light or crosses the stop line (while signal is red) or over speeding, 
then the system should immediately measure the speed and take clear pictures in day and night situation 
along with recognition of registration number plate of vehicle as proof for prosecuting the driver (with or 
without infrared illuminator system).

The system should able to generate challans, various types of daily/ weekly/ monthly reports using the 
received data from field. The system should have the capability of integrating with existing database of 
department.

The system may be used for capturing lane violations and speed violation (depending on the type of 
technology) at stretches on the corridor. 

Functional specification for system

1. The system should automatically detect the red light/ stop line/ speed violations using appropriate 
sensing technology

2. The system should be capable to capture violations along with visual proof in day and night in 24x7 
environment (with or without infrared or flash or any other latest technology)

Selecting (choosing) and Procurement of ITS tools 
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3. The digital images of violations either at rear end should be taken. 

4. Speed violation unit (or camera) should able to capture the violations  at least for two lanes 
simultaneously

5. Red light/ stop line violation unit (or camera) should able to capture the violations at least for three 
lanes simultaneously.

6. The camera unit or sensing unit should able to detect the presence of vehicle and able to process and 
recognition of number plate of  violating vehicles

7. The system must take at least three images (at least one image showing red light on along with vehicle) 
of violating vehicles with automatic stamping of location, lane number, equipment id, data, time and 
type of offence, vehicle image with its number plate, prevailing speed and captured speed.  

8. The accuracy of detection of violations should take into consideration of more than 95% even in high 
traffic volumes or congested traffic scenario. 

9. The system must be perfectly synchronized with respective traffic signals of that junction for accurate 
results

10. Camera unit should have appropriate zoom lenses/ lens to capture the accurate results.

11. The images can be taken in bright sunlight and even when vehicle’s head light on. 

12. Automatically verify speed, recognize number plate and generate trigger to capture the visual proof of 
violations.

13. It should have internal clock fully synchronized with control room server’s clock and capable to work 
even there is no real time communication. 

14. The whole violation data of one vehicle must have unique id (combining the records for other sources) 
and should be stored as one record. This record must be watermarked and time stamped automatically.

15. Local (in field) device must have storage capacity of storing violation data of 15 days and data must be 
stored in local unit before pushing to main server

16. The system must be supported by secondary power back up system. 

17. In case communication failure, the data should remains in local unit and pushed automatically to 
control room’s server as soon as communication is restored. 

18. All units (camera, flash, radar or any other unit) must be installed and worked as one single compact 
unit. This compact unit should be in rugged housing with IP65 specification and mounted on poles or 
through other arrangement such that it can be managed or maintained easily.    

19. System should have automatic restart function after the system is recovered from system failure

20. The system should work between 00 to 500 degree and in 5 to 90% level of humidity

21. The working and operation status of each unit should be displayed at operators’ consol or on video 
wall (on GIS map)
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22. System must have automatic fault management/ reporting system-like.  

23. System should be weather proof and rust proof

24. The camera unit can take still and video images of violating vehicles.

25. System can print images in color or monochrome mode on paper in desired format and store in system 
with standard format. 

26. It can be capable to work along with e-Challaning system.

27. If system is used (in case) on stretches for lane violations and speed violations, then it may be supported 
by video analytic capability to get the accurate results

Functional specification for application software

1. The software should able to capture and store data as specified in scope and in above functionalities. 
The data is to be integrated, captured from camera unit, speed measuring unit and automatic number 
plate recognition unit as one record. 

2. It should maintain unique Id for each violation record

3. It should capture registration number plate along with other violation details as one violation record.

4. The captured records of this system should be stored in local unit first and then pushed to control 
room’ server through with GPRS/2G/3G or appropriate communication system 

5. It should be capable of accessing the records and generating report (in standard format like XLS, 
word…) on the basis of date, time, location, type of vehicle, type of violation etc. for different levels. 

6. The violation records should be stored in secondary storage device also.  

7. It should be able to integrate various data base of department to generate challan.

8. System should able to print and produce web based (also in standard formats like XLS, Word etc.) 
reports (e-mail also) on daily, weekly and monthly basis for different officers and departments as per 
desired format.

9. The system should allow easy maintenance and updating of master and transition files.

10. The application software should capable to work in web based environment; it should be user friendly 
and easy to operate. 

11. The application software must have automatic data backup and system restoration facility

12. The log of each activity should be provided for keeping track of each action.

13. The speed connectivity between all device (while working simultaneously or working at the edges of 
project area) with sever should be maintained as per agreement. The overloading on network should 
not crash the system. Otherwise VPN may be provided. 

14. The software should be able to import or export data files in standard format (CSV, XLS, word jpg…)    
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15. Data transfer from field unit to server should be automatic.

16. It should be GUI based system for easy working in control room by operator 

Red light violation/ stop line violation without over speed detection system

The scope, functional and technical specifications are almost same as mentioned in above systems. User is 
advised to go through all the specification and remove those which are related with speed detection and 
are appropriate for their city.

Automatic speed detection system with ANPR

The scope, functional and technical specifications are almost same as mentioned in above systems. User is 
advised to go through all the specification and choose that are appropriate for their city.

Automatic incident detection system

Scope of work: If one wants to install automatic incidence or accident detection system at various stretches 
of network. The system can use any latest technology for sensing (on ground or above ground sensors 
devices) but should be a part of Adaptive Traffic Control System i.e. ATC working in that area (if any). The 
system should capture/ record traffic flow data and provide level of service on GIS based map that can be 
displayed in operator’s screen or video wall in control room in real-time. The system should capable to 
cover the defined range on each stretch as per requirement. 

Functional specification of system

1. The system must be able to capture data like presence of vehicle, volume of vehicles, occupancy, 
speed information in real-time and transfer to control room in real-time.

2. The system should able to provide congestion level in graphical form on GIS map.

3. The system should able to generate an estimate for travel time on network dynamically using on-line 
data.

4. The operator can access the data easily.

5. Appropriate communication should be provided such that all field units can transmit the data on-line 
in real-time.

6. The automatic alert may be generated in case of level of service crosses defined value.

7. Automatic alert should be generated in case of stopped vehicle/ vehicles

8. Should have facility of remote monitoring of different detection zones simultaneously on video wall or 
on operators terminals.  

9. Automatic alert in case of any fault occurring in system like no power in field units, no connectivity, 
field unit tempered etc. 

10. The sensors or other units should not harm in any way to any pedestrian or other road users. 

11. The system should work between 00 to 500 centigrade temperatures. The working and operation status 
of each unit should be displayed at operators’ consol or on video wall (on GIS map)
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12. System should be weather proof and rust proof

13. The accuracy of detection of incidence should be above than 98% 

14. The system must be supported by secondary power back up system

15. It should work in 24x7 mode in day and night conditions

Functional specification for application software

1. The software should able to capture and store data as specified in scope and in above functionalities. 

2. Data captured of each incidence from field unit must have unique ID number and stored as one record

3. It is capable of accessing the records and generating report (in standard format like XLS, word…) on the 
basis of date, time, location, type of incidence etc. for different levels. 

4. The records should be stored in secondary storage device also.  

5. The data can be used by ATC system also.

6. System should able to print and produce web based (also in standard formats like XLS, Word etc.) 
reports (e-mail also) on daily, weekly and monthly basis for different officers and departments as per 
desired format.

7. The system should allow easy maintenance and updating of master and transition files.

8. The application software should be user friendly and easy to operate. 

9. The application software must have automatic data backup and system restoration facility

10. The log of each activity should be provided for keeping track of each action.

11. The speed of connectivity between all device (while working simultaneously or working at the edges of 
project area) with sever should be maintained as per agreement. The overloading on network should 
not crash the system. Otherwise VPN may be provided. 

12. The software should able to import or export data files in standard format (CSV, XLS, word jpg…)    

13. Data transfer from field unit to server should be automatic.

14. It should be GUI based system for easy working in control room by operator 

CCTV – Camera system (Traffic Surveillance and Monitoring System)

Scope of work: If one wants to install the Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) camera system on various 
junctions and stretches for visual traffic surveillance and monitoring purpose. The system should able to 
integrate with existing ITS based system. All cameras shall have IP enabled output for linking with existing 
cyber system. The system should able to handle the load of “X” number of cameras and expandable to add 
“Y” number of cameras in future. 

The system must work in 24x7 modes in day and night conditions. Each junction may be provided by about 
4 fixed cameras and 1 PTZ camera (or better configuration) to cover the whole junction.
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Functional specification of system

1. PTZ (pan, tilt and zoom) camera system should be one well integrated unit with IP based solid state 
color camera with zoom lens, focusing, pan and tilt mechanism along camera mounting assembly.

2. The cameras units can be installed on cantilevers or poles or mast or sign bridges. So camera mounting 
unit must able to support the weight of camera unit and withstand maximum wind velocity expected 
in city.   

3. If camera unit is roof top mounted, then it must have minimum distance of 300 mm between mounting 
and building face. 

4. The field camera unit should have digital camera control receiver (CCR) that can receive or respond 
signals from control room.  

5. The CCR must be compatible with camera control software such that the operator can remotely control 
the zoom in/out, tilt up/down, pan right/left, focus near/far, iris open/ close, iris control manual/
automatic and camera on/off. 

6. The same features should also be available locally with main power switch, fuse etc. 

7. The CCR should able to communicate to control room about any malfunctions or fault.

8. The units are installed in a way so that maintenance job can be done easily

9. System should be weather proof and rust proof

10. The system must be supported by secondary power back up system

11. The system should work between 00 to 500 centigrade. 

12. It should work in 24x7 mode in day and night conditions

13. It should have facility of remote monitoring of different zones simultaneously on video wall of on 
operators terminals.  

14. The appropriate communication should be provided such that all field units can transmit the data on-
line in real-time

15. The working and operation status of each unit should be displayed at operators’ consol or on video 
wall (on GIS map)

16. System must have automatic fault management/ reporting system-like no power, no communication 
etc.

17. The user can set the frame rate of each camera for live, still or for motion recording.  

Functional specification for application software

1. The software should able to capture and store data as specified in scope and in above functionalities. 

2. The system should allow easy maintenance and updating of master and transition files if any.
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3. The application software should be user friendly and easy to operate. 

4. It should be GUI based system for easy working in control room by operator 

5. The application software must have automatic data storage, data backup and system restoration facility

6. The log of each day should be provided for keeping track of each action.

7. The speed of connectivity between all device (while working simultaneously or working at the edges of 
project area) with sever should be maintained as per agreement. The overloading on network should 
not crash the system. Otherwise VPN may be provided. 

8. The software should able to import or export data files in standard format (CSV, XLS, word jpg…)    

9. Data transfer from field unit to server should be automatic

Control room 

The working, designing and specifying the control room is a very specialized job. It is highly depended on 
type of ITS tools applied for that city, size of network and scope of work. Some tools like ATC, e-Challaning 
does not require much bigger space or infrastructure or staff. Only one or two rooms or halls are sufficient 
for these applications. In that case handful servers, workstations, secondary storage devices, application 
software, relevant database, printers, network system, internet services, UPS and small group of trained 
manpower with IT personals are sufficient to run the system. But for other applications especially for traffic 
surveillance and monitoring system one requires technically sound control room. The size and facilities are 
again related to coverage of ITS tools in city. 

It is advisable to have a group comprising of implementers, system supplier and O & M Company, sit 
together to make out the details as per scope of application. This group should decide functionalities, 
design, technical functionality, staff, electrical load, internet load, furniture, training facility, data storage 
facilities etc. should be decided. As for references purposes some functionalities are mentioned in following 
for guidance purposes to user     

1. The system must have features to save and protect data against from any threat (hacking, illegal/ 
unauthorized use–copying, editing, deleting, manipulating, virus, theft, crash etc.). Facility of automatic 
re-starts without any data loss after crash or system failure. 

2. The system should able to receive the data from all input systems installed in field working and sending 
data simultaneously in real-time in 24x7 on all days and night conditions. 

3. The system should be capable to sense the failure (or connectivity failure) of any subsystem/ field 
equipments and then capable of taking appropriate actions like generating automatic alerts or activate 
pre-defined systems accordingly.

4. The system must capable to support (existing) ATC system, VMS system or other systems like red-light 
violation system, stop line violation system, automatic speed detection system, CCTV system etc. The 
system may be capable of handling and operating complete ATC and VMS systems of city. The system 
may be fully integrating with city CCTV system with full functionality as discussed in CCTV system above. 

5. For VMS functionality the system must have message management system to do manually preparing 
message, deleting message, selecting pre-stored messages, sending standby message on VMS units.  
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6. The system should be capable for sending appropriate messages to various VMS units as per plan. 
In case of no connectivity or malfunctioning of VMS unit then it should take appropriate action (as 
defined).

7. The system should able to direct/ control the field units remotely. It should also make the field units to 
work manually if needed.

8. The system should be capable to generate automatic challans as per violations noticed and captured 
by different subsystem attached with this system with almost same functionalities as discussed in 
e-Challaning system above.  

9. The application software should be GUI based, menu driven and easy to operate. It should be capable 
to generate customized report (as prescribed/ specified) and also can be customized as per user needs 
in future. The outputs and reports must be in standard format (like XLS, word, pdf, jpg….). The output 
should be web enabled and can be transmitted to officers (or any messages or any alert generated 
by system) through automatic e-mail or SMS as per schedule or as per procedure. The system must 
keep the log of all events, performance history and defined performance and output statistics. The 
complete raw data and output must be stored in system for “X” days and then transfer to secondary 
storage units automatically. The automatic backup must be maintained all time.   

10. The system must capable of running self diagnostic test and generate an alarm for any fault.

11. The system should display network based output in real time on GIS based map (level of service, congestion 
level, vehicle’s movement, speed etc.) showing outputs in different colors. Similarly all facilities, field 
units, subsystem, network connections/domain should be displayed again on GIS based map. 

12. The GIS map should contain road network, public transport routes, bus stops, parking sites, landuse, 
network characteristics, street furniture, ITS equipment’s installations and related VMS messages for 
each VMS units in different layers. The traffic data must be displayed dynamically in real time.

13. The records/ database cannot be altered/ deleted/ edited/ modify without proper authentication. 

14. The system should do/ capable of taking pre-defined work as per schedule and procedure fixed in 
advance automatically.

15. The system should be compatible (import/export) with existing system of the department. The 
operator’s query (daily/ routine) or execution of command must be executed within ”x” seconds.

16.  The system supplier should take care of electrical supply cabling, network wiring, switches, router, 
UPS, furniture, software license, maintenance, air-conditioning, safety measure and other necessary 
accessories fitting or other related systems equipments.

17. The connectivity among different field units with control room must be GPRS/ 2G/ 3G or better. The 
bandwidth must be capable enough to take load of all field units working simultaneously on 24x7 on 
all days and night. If needed VPN may be provided.

18. In case of loss-connectivity, data must be stored intact in field units and transmitted to control room 
automatically when the connectivity is restored.  

19. The system should able to take care of future expansion plan.

20. The equipments/ system should able to handle configuration management, fault management, 
performance management, security management, software management and inventory management. 
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21. The system (if needed) may have different server for different jobs in (1 + 1 configuration) as 
application server, database server, VMS server, ATC server, communication server, web server etc. 
of latest configurations (with operating system and other related software). The required number (at 
least two monitor for each server) of workstations, laptops, (with operating system and other related 
software), printers, data storage units should be provided to take care the work as specified in scope 
and coverage of work. The configuration of all hardware must be latest as per industry standard and 
able to execute this project without any difficulty. The database may again be standard RDBMS based.  

22. The storage capacity of servers should be capable of handling all necessary software and data for 
uninterrupted operations of all systems (as covered in scope of work) in 24x7 for all days and night 
continuously. All raw data, processed data, reports, operational data, alerts, data log. GIS data (spatial 
data) and its analyzed reports, requests, replies to users should be available on-line. After defined 
number of days the data (except relevant one) should be transferred to secondary storage units 
automatically. It is expected that the capacity of on-line data may increase at @ “X%” in each year. The 
reliability of operation must be ensured more than 99% all times with up time 100% even in case of 
maintenance, system crash, capacity overflow and breakdown.

23. All equipments of system/ subsystem must consume low power and occupy minimum space without 
compromising the maintenance activity.  

24. The system should be able to generate automatically (as per predefined rules) alarms and alerts related 
to system and its subsystems. These alerts and alarms must be communicated to related officers in 
real time automatically through e-mail or SMS. 

25. The size of workstation/ terminal’s consol of operator should be such that the operator can view or 
monitor at least 9 cameras or units simultaneously comfortably.   

26. The video wall display system (VWDS) (video wall, video controller, video management software/ 
system) should work 24x7 for all days and night continuously. The system must have in-build redundancy 
of all its components.  

27. The maintenance of video wall can be done easily (including replacement of any fuse lamp or part) 
without interrupting any operation and fitted such that all operators can see it comfortably. 

28. The operation and functionality of video wall display system that can be expended in future

29. The VWDS (video wall display system) must be configured and integrated with existing system such 
that the outputs can be viewed on-line in real time.    

30. The system should be capable to detect any lamp failure automatically and capable for automatic 
lamp switching with no reduction in color and contrast. The system must be capable to raise an alarm 
automatically in case of any fault, malfunctioning, lamp failure, contrast/ color distortion, failure in 
displaying the output from particular input unit, over heated, calibration problem, projector issues

31. The image on VWDS should be flicker free and contrast/ color must be uniform all over the display 
area.

32. The ultra low bezel LCD or better to work in back-end office for video wall applications

33. The video controller should support an integrated streaming video input cards for getting seamless 
integration between network and video wall. It should have streaming video decoder cards with 
configurable buffer size to compensate for network congestion. 
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34. The VWDS should support various display layouts that can be accessed by simple clicking with mouse. 

35. The operator’s display unit must be perfectly synchronized with video wall and changes made by him 
should be displayed on wall through his keyboard / mouse.

36. The output shown on operator’s screen can be shown on video wall on big size without any distortion 
as and when required. The output of several display units of operators can be seen on video wall 
simultaneously in real time along with video streaming received from field on same wall. 

37. The software of VWDS should support web-based systems          

Variable Message Signs

Scope of work: If one wants to install variable message signs at different locations in city in order to 
disseminate different types of messages at different location in real time. The system should be capable 
of displaying messages that are sent through control room automatically in real time or as selected by 
operator of control room. The system should have the capability to go on standby mode in case of loss of 
connectivity.

The display message will be in bilingual form (English and Hindi or state language). The system should have 
the capability of displaying pictogram (color and shape as per IRC -67 codes) also.    

Functional specification of system

1. The VMS display may be mounted on sign bridges, cantilevers or poles.

2. The VMS should be as per guidelines of IRC SP 2009, IRC 67 and IRC 93.

3. The controller unit attached with VMS display unit should able to store messages in first step as 
received from control room or laptop and then display it on VMS display unit.

4. The controller can monitor the messages and report the display status to control room. 

5. The messages should be displayed as per schedule in optimum way

6. The appropriate communication system should be provided such that the data transfer from control 
room to VMS units should be in real time.

7. The system should be able to work even there is no power i.e. it should also work on standby power 
supply

8. In case of communication failure, the VMS unit should display pre-stored message.   

Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS) – ATC system

Scope of work: If one wants to install adaptive traffic control system of about “X” number of junction with 
features of pre-timed (fixed time) signal system for some isolated junctions, vehicle-actuated signal system 
for some junctions, semi-actuated signal system for some junctions, ATC for rest of junctions. This system 
should be combination of all these system. This system should detect the vehicle on network and optimize 
the traffic signal settings in project area to reduce travel time of most of vehicles, reduce queue length of 
vehicles at junctions with facility of green wave, public transport priority etc.
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Functional specifications of system; actually most of different types of functionalities are already covered 
in some way or other in above. Some specific ones are listed as under:   

1. The system should be capable of operating in fixed time, vehicle actuation with all stages preemption, 
vehicles actuation with fixed cycle time and full ATC mode of operation.

2. The system should be capable to configured and integrated with (any existing) traffic surveillance and 
monitoring system, CCTV-system, VMS system, crew (public transport) monitoring system and other 
related “ITS” based system.  

3. The data collection form field may either be inductive loop based or above ground sensing based 
system or from push button of pedestrian system or from any other device. But the data must be 
transmitted in real time in 24x7 on all days and night to central server. On the basis of data received 
form controllers (attached with traffic signal system), the system process the data and using the 
supplied program (as discussed in above chapters, like SCOOT, SCAT, CoSiCoSt……) the system return 
back optimum plan to traffic signal controllers for further transmitting it to signals. 

4. The system should have the facility to keep time series data. On basis of current data it should support 
the whole system to detect incidence automatically, show the level of service and congestion on map, 
actual data flow on web based platform. The system should be able to capture that data generated 
by vehicles not following lane discipline. This system should also show the queue length of vehicles at 
each junction and provide traffic volume on each corridor. The system should provide analyzed data on 
basis of time series data and actual data. 

5. The system should able to produce the traffic flow (traffic volume), vehicle delays, congestions, 
detector occupancy, travel time, speed etc. data for analysis.  

6. The system should be able to provide green corridor, VIP priority plan, emergency (public transport) 
priority plan, pedestrian plan at junctions. The system should take care of all types of modes in traffic 
flow. The system should provide to work in manual mode, fixed time coordinated mode, vehicle 
actuated and coordinated mode, pedestrian mode, priority mode also.   

7. The traffic controller system must be able to monitor the safe traffic control at junctions. In case of 
no connectivity with main server the controller should take care that junctions independently as 
pre-defined plan and also store the traffic data in controller during that time. As soon connectivity is 
restored the data must be pushed to main server automatically. It should also completely synchronize 
with system clock.

8. The traffic controller system/box must take care of future expansion plan in terms of sensing devices 
and signal controllers. 

9. The traffic controller should be capable to take actions as per commands received from main server 
and work in synchronize and coordinated manners with nearby other controllers of that network. 

10. The traffic controller should be capable to work in manual mode also. The software and other 
functionalities of controller can also be changed by attaching laptop with it. The controller should able 
to diagnose its system automatically for any fault, failure of lamp, conflict plans and any malfunctioning. 
The fault should be communicated immediately to main server. 

11. The traffic controller should support “x (like 32)” number of stages in steps of 8 phases with specified 
maximum and minimum number of green sets. The cycle length range may be in 30 to 300 seconds. It 
may have GPS based clock subsystem for all purposes.
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12. The system should support plan in association with event time table. The event time table describes 
the plan for different situation like for working days plan, Saturday & Sunday plan, plant related with 
different times of day etc. the traffic controller should support at least 16 timing plans.  

13. All road side equipments should be water proof, rust proof and vandal proof.

14. The system should be capable of storing all data for “X” number of days and then it should be transferred 
to secondary storage units automatically.       

C-DAC system provides ATC system with following features which is installed in Pune.

Hardware: ArTIC controllers, remote access camera, VMS (also on vehicle mounted), HP server, router, 
switch, operator’s workstation, LCD projector, laser printer and communication hardware

Software: CoSiCoSt (ATC) software, HMI software, Open source RDBMS, Linux O/S, vehicle detection 
software. 

Features of ArTIC controller: it is microprocessor based, fully solid state, ATCS compatible, GPS based real 
time clock, programmable – red extension, Intergreen, starting amber, minimum green, all red phase, 
night flash. Provide monitoring of green-green conflict, lamp burn out, microcontroller.

This system can be integrated with camera surveillance system, crew monitoring system and VMS. This 
system is also based on solar power system with IEC-60068 (ERTL) certification and can work in 0 to 50 
degree and 0% to 95% humidity. 

Hence on basis of functional specifications and technical specifications (as mentioned in appendix) along 
with other necessary requirements (asking supplier to do field study and survey etc.) the user can start the 
procurement procedure as per their department procedure. 
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6.1.5 Location for Installations

This step helps the implementers/ administrators to show where the field equipments or ITS infrastructure 
will be installed. First of all, have detailed map of the area or corridor or junctions as shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8. Showing detail junction and stretch (M.G. Road) layout and its cross-sections

Source: IInd Semester M. Plan (TP) SPA, 2013.

The administrator/ administrator are required to discus and finalize the exact location in consultation with 
municipality authority, system supplier and traffic personnel. The traffic police will give the input in form 
of practical difficulties as far as sight of signaling and other equipments that are installed on that road. The 
municipality person will provide information about any obstruction to install the equipments at that point 
and then give necessary permission for fixing the equipments in field. 
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6.2	Matrix	showing	 the	relation	between	 issues	and	 ITS	based	
solutions	for	traffic	management	and	safety	
The issues and ITS based solution as discussed above are presented in matrix form for easy and quick 
glance. Refer Table 6.1 to Table 6.3.
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7.1	Performance	&	Evalution	of	ITS	based	tools
In previous sections we have learned what are ITS based tools required for our city for Traffic Management 
System and why. Next the area where it is to be installed that is also finalized. Then we have seen how 
to define the functional specifications (along with some sample technical specifications mentioned in 
appendix) for those chosen tools. Once these steps are cleared then the next step is to go for tender etc. 
But tender procedure includes lot of legal aspects, financial aspects, relevant permission, civil work (if 
any), operation & maintenance issue etc., so one should follow his/ her department procedure for framing 
tender document. Again tender work itself is very specialized job that has to be handled by experts. In 
government environment it uses to take considerable time in framing tender document, selecting the 
suppliers and then finally implementing the project.  

The other difficult situation in ITS work is that the technology, which is changing so fast in today scenario. 
This aspect makes the whole job very challenging for user in describing the details of each and every 
thing about the whole system, sub system, equipments etc. of its own. Further depending on scope of ITS 
applications, one requires to define communication system, control room details, IT equipments, cabling, 
storage system, integration etc. that are not so easy to freeze. 

Thus if user wants to implement ITS based solution for his/ her city then it is very important that the 
user must able to define scope of work, functional specifications, performance parameter and evaluation 
parameter as clear as he/ she can. This job itself is big job and if user is able to define these aspects clearly 
then he is in best position to implement the project. Once it is defined then it is highly recommended to 
have expression of interest describing scope of work in details, functional specifications and performance 
parameters. On that basis the supplier should describe the complete solution showing the complete 
integrated system, with technical specification and detail working of that system. Now the user can 
compare his/ her conceived integrated system design and technical details and on that basis the user can 
finalize the project. 

It is very important that the user must ask from supplier to show/prove the actual functionalities before 
releasing the payment to supplier. In that situation the supplier must show the testing mechanism to 
prove the supplier’s claim about its system. In that case the user must have some awareness about the 
testing steps also.

Thus after functional specification the next step is to define the performance indicators and evaluation 
of ITS tools, which are discussed in following along with what user, should test form his side is also 
mentioned. Basically the performance indicators are used or required to compare the product/ system/ 
solution provided by different suppliers and on the basis of that one can choose which solution is better 
for that problem.  

Chapter 7

Performance and Evaluation
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7.1.1 e-Challaning system

Performance indicators - related with the output (or capability of meeting the objective or quantum of 
output) of system 

• Average time (by all personals) taken in issuing challans (complete process like registering, recording 
and printing of challan) for single offence/ two offences at a time/ more than two offences at time.

• Number of challans issued per officer per day/shift. 

• Number of times the officer caught the repeated offenders.

• Average time taken in validating the records (driving licence, registration certificate, past crime 
history, stolen vehicle, pending court case etc.)

• Revenue (compounding fee collected)

• Average time taken in receiving e-payment. 

• Number of times the exact location of challaning is not caught by the instrument.

• Customizing of reports on different platform and transportability of data and information from one 
source to another 

• Average time taken in charging the battery of hand held device instrument

• Average time of working of hand held instrument (battery life) once fully charged

• Data storage capacity (Meta data) in hand held instrument in case of lost Connectivity or no 
connectivity (off-line)

Testing – handheld device 

• Accuracy and average time taken in transferring the detail of offender/challans (complete Meta data 
- photo and text) from field to control room from different locations of project area.

• Accuracy and time taken when all hand held instruments transmit the data (complete Meta data - 
photo and text) from different location to control room at a time. 

• Actual time taken in charging the battery of hand held device instrument 

• Actual time of working of hand held instrument (battery life) once fully charged.

• Quantum of data lost when battery shut down due to any reason or connectivity lost or connectivity 
is very slow or connectivity is not continuous. 

• Average alert time signal given by instrument for low battery.

• Levels of Login security features and retrieval of password through administrator only.

• Once the record is locked, then tempering of records should not be possible

• Connectivity of instrument with control room at each location of project area.
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• Actual data storage capacity (Meta data) in hand held instrument in case of lost Connectivity or no 
connectivity (off-line). 

• Automatic or manual transfer of data to control room when connectivity restored.

• Accuracy in maintaining the unique challan number even some hand held instruments are working 
off-line and some are working on-line.

• Accuracy in automatic recording of location, date, time and other mandatory details at each location 
of project area.

• A normal eye-sighed person can read, operate the hand held instrument in sun light or in low lighting 
conditions

• Life of printed text on challan paper (in number of days/ months/ year) as per requirement?

• If printer is not attached then maximum range of communication between hand held instrument 
and printer is to be made available as per specification?

• Different types of charging facility (from AC main or from vehicle source) for hand held instrument 
and printer? 

• If thermal printer is not used then number of characters / photos (if required) can be printed on 
paper? 

• Visibility of key pad of hand held device in low light conditions 

• Actual time taken by the instrument for warm up and instrument’s validation  

• Resolution of photo taken by hand held instrument as per specification.

• Quantum of data retrieved in case of hand held instrument fall down and broken 

Testing – server 

• Data transfer/ mirroring/ back up capability in case of server crash

• Data security features (in house/ outside threat, hacking, virus etc.) and data retrieval feature and 
mechanism

• Data warehousing capability

• Response time of various function

• Reports generated as per specification

• Data / information transportability on other platform

• Testing of fault management system and of self- diagnostic system 

Evaluation of system 

Anybody without using this system can claim that it will give much better results in comparison to manual 
method. The best method of evaluating this system is considered in terms of man hour saved. 

Performance and Evaluation 
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• The user should calculate the man hours spent or manpower involved (in completing all stages of 
challaning) per challan or collecting per Rs 100 from compounding fee manual method. 

• Then the same procedure should be adopted (after all teething problems solved and system 
stabilised as per specifications) for this new method. 

• Find out how many times repeated offenders were caught for similar offences or different offences, 
at same or different locations. Further number of traffic acts used in challaning also gives the 
versatility of challaning procedure.  

The net saving will decide the value of system. If there is no improvement then there is definite some serious 
problem in configuration or in software or communication or in database or in specifications of equipments. 
So in that case it needs to get it checked the whole system by the team of multi disciplinary experts.

7.1.2 Automatic Speed Detection System – ANPR

Performance indicators 

• Average time taken in measuring the speed with given thresh hold values in day /night/ bad weather/ 
foggy days (if desired) i.e. when vehicle entered in defined range zone 

• Facility/ capability of changing the thresh hold values - manually or remotely or fixing different 
ranges for different corridors 

• Average time taken in recognizing the number plate (standard type) in day /night/ bad weather/ 
foggy days (if desired) i.e. when vehicle entered in defined range zone 

• Number of offences captured

• Total revenue collected

• Number (%) of accidents/ incidents reduced 

• Mean detection time for noticing and processing the alerts for over speeding vehicles in day /night/ 
bad weather/ foggy days (if desired)

• Number/ percentage of false alarms raised in a day /night/ bad weather/ foggy days (if desired) 

• Actual distance of coverage/ capturing range of rule violating vehicle in day /night/ bad weather/ 
foggy days (if desired)

• Average time taken in transmitting data by single or by all camera (of area) from field to control 
room 

• The storage capacity of data/ number of violations in field equipment at the time of no communication 

• Quantum of data loss at the time of communication failure

• Facility of automatic data push as soon as communication restored

• Number of still frames and size/duration in time of video recording captured for single case (is it 
fixed or programmable – manual or remotely) 
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• Capacity of power backup in field at time of power failure

• Time taken in restoring the server (using fault management system) by creating man made system 
faults / crash and quantum of data loss at that instance

• Camera cleaning technique - (manual or remotely or automatic) 

Testing – field equipments 

• Accuracy in measuring the speed of vehicle in day /night/ bad weather/ foggy days (if desired) i.e. 
with respect to different distances in defined range zone 

• Accuracy in reading/ recognizing the standard number plate day /night/ bad weather/ foggy days (if 
desired) i.e. with respect to different distances in defined range zone 

• Accuracy and average time taken in transferring the data (complete Meta data - photo and text) 
from field to control room from different locations of project area.

• Accuracy and time taken when all instruments transmit the data (complete Meta data - photo and 
text) from all location to control room at a time. 

• Actual time of power back up for instruments working in field.

• Quantum of data lost at power failure due to any reason or connectivity lost or connectivity is very 
slow or connectivity is not continuous

• Connectivity of instruments with control room at each location of project area.

• Actual data storage capacity (Meta data) in field unit in case of lost Connectivity or no connectivity 
(off-line). 

• Automatic or manual transfer of data to control room when connectivity restored

• Accuracy in maintaining the unique ID number for each case even some units are working off-line 
and some are working on-line.

• Accuracy in automatic recording of location, date, time and other mandatory details at each location 
of project area. 

• Resolution of photo taken by instrument as per specification

Testing – server 

• Data transfer/ mirroring/ back up capability in case of server crash

• Data security features (in house/ outside threat, hacking, virus etc.) and data retrieval feature and 
mechanism

• Data warehousing capability

• Response time of various function

• Reports generated as per specification

Performance and Evaluation 
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• Data / information transportability on other platform

• Testing of fault management system and of self- diagnostic system 

Evaluation 

 The system is to be evaluated by comparing the results of performance indicators measured in pre and 
post scenario. This evaluation is very useful in selecting or finding suitability of a particular tool for 
almost same conditions. Once the tools are selected for particular city and for particular purpose, the 
architecture is to be defined 

But still 

• This system works 24x7 in all weather environment while no police force can monitor/ surveillance the 
whole area for 24x7 all weather time.  (except at some important areas)

• This system is supposed to capture most of the all types of violations (as per the scope of project and 
capability or configuration of Cameras) again in 24x7 environments (although some companies claim 
for 100% accuracy, but in heterogeneous traffic flow as in India, it is not possible). To achieve this in 
manual system, one requires a large force of enforcement officers, which is not practical also. The 24x7 
monitoring manually in a limited area is possible (that is also for special occasions) but as duration and 
area increases, the chances of pilferages also increase

• Tempering with data in this system is almost impossible (if computer operator / staff of control room 
or any hacker (from outside) play mischief, then nobody can help it. Although system can be designed 
such that any black sheep may not able to do much damage to the system).  In manual system, nothing 
can be guaranteed.

• Very easy to identify the regular offenders while in manual system it is very-very difficult

• This system provides visual evidence which can be placed in court also while in manual system it is not 
easy to have independent evidence of violation

• Thus the system at the most may also be evaluated on the basis of most important aspect that, number 
of accidents are reduced, pollution level decreases etc.

In beginning the number of challans will increase but after a period when drivers develop the sense 
of responsibility then the number of violation and challans will decline. In that case decrease in the 
number of fatalities are sufficient to justify the system

7.1.3 Mobile surveillance/ enforcement system

Performance indicator, testing and evaluation can be drawn in same way as shown in above systems

7.1.4 Red light violation detection system

Performance indicator, testing and evaluation can be drawn in same way as shown in above systems

7.1.5 CCTV-System

Performance indicator, testing and evaluation can be drawn in same way as shown in above systems
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Some more performance indicators are

• Average detection time of detecting the incidence

• Average detection time of detecting the wrong-way vehicles (or no-entry detection) 

• Average detection time in detecting the vehicle crossing the median line

• Average Detection time of detecting the stopped vehicle, parked vehicle, debris, gravel, ash etc. 

• Mean Detection time of detecting the vehicle moving for banned turn (i.e. u-tern or right turn etc.)

• Overall detection rate

• Percentage of false alarm/alerts

• Average time taken to transmit the data from single camera and simultaneously by all cameras to 
control room’s server (overall communication network speed).

• Time taken in switching to standby system in case of total crash

• Period of power back up for field equipments

Some more points for testing 

• Accuracy in measuring the congestion level (in form of level of service)

• Accuracy in measuring the Journey time 

• Accuracy in recording from each camera, its coverage distance, covering of all directions or as per 
prescribed angles (by putting some fixed target in field)

• Accuracy in vehicle identification

• Accuracy in detecting different type of violations 

• Correctness in registering the number plate (standard type) of violating vehicles

7.1.6 ATC

Performance Indicator

It is not easy to judge the performance of this complex system because its efficiency depends on number 
of feature like level of heterogeneity in traffic (like large number of 2- wheeled vehicles (Cycles, 2- wheeler, 
motor cycle and 3 – wheelers, tongo, cycle rickshaw etc.). Due to this, it is very difficult to calibrate the 
system with actual traffic and then to judge the performance. The following performance indicators are 
generally considered for the evaluation.

• Average waiting time at traffic signals

• Reduction in signal timings

• Average queue length

Performance and Evaluation 
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• Average journey time 

• On the average number of green lights (out of total light points) got by priority vehicle (like emergency 
vehicles, buses).

• Saving in energy (fuel saving)

• Saving in VOT and VOC

Testing

Similarly the reason discussed above, the testing of this system is not so easy job. The accuracy of test 
results are heavily dependent on traffic flow composition, traffic density etc. So at the most one can test the 

• Accuracy in measuring the queue length 

• Accuracy in traffic count

• Accuracy in detecting the vehicles at junctions or in the corridor. 

• Accuracy in providing green light to priority vehicles.

• Accuracy in synchronization of traffic signals

• Number of times false estimation done in a working day

• Numbers of time the signal are not remotely controlled in a month.

• In case of connectivity or power failure the number of times the signals fail in coming back to pre-
planned cycle time or all red/ amber light system and its restoration the signal cycle starts from as 
planned cycle time.

• Number of signal phases supported by system as claimed.

• Self testing of controller and system and accuracy in reporting the fault. Accuracy of error log records

• Number of times the green-green conflict reported accurately 

Evaluation of system

The standard procedure for evaluating the system is mentioned as under

• Average reduction in stop time and delay at signals

• Average saving in fuel/ reduction in pollution

• Average saving in value of time

• Average increase in journey time of vehicles

• Creditable increase in journey time of priority vehicles.

On these bases, one can, at least, calibrate the system and configured its various components so that the 
system shows the positive results.
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7.1.7 VMS

Performance indicator

The performance indicators may differ from one country to other. Some of the indicators/ specifications to 
judge the system as per Wisconsin Department of Transport’s guidelines, RTA guidelines and FTA are as under

• In the form of reduction in congestion (like improvement in level of service)

• Number of drivers takes second best option on the basis of information seen.

• Decrease in challans, accidents, incidences

• Improvement in journey time, pollution level

• Availability of number of pre-defined stored messages

• Capable of working in flash on or off mode

• Capable of inverse character display on or off

• Capable of writing message at the rate of 60 characters per second

• Capable of incorporating a watchdog timer to detect an out-of-program condition and reset the 
microprocessor

• Capable of using fail-safe prevention system to prevent the improper information display in case of 
malfunctioning. 

• Capable of displaying the blanking feature in case of power failure or break in communication system.

• Capable of running the self-diagnostic routines to test the full sign operation

• Capable of running in local and as well as central mode (control room).

• The system can be connected with laptop in order to upload / download messages locally.

• The system housing should be such that any rainy water should not be collected in it. 

• The system should be capable of sensing the background ambient light level and provides a minimum 
of 7 field – adjustable intensities (dimming)

• The dimming system should contain 3 photoelectric sensors installed in watertight metal enclosure 
on the VMS housing. These sensors should be capable of being continually exposed to direct sunlight 
without impairment of performance. The sensors must be placed so that they view the front, rear and 
top of the sign.

• The system should be capable to determine its operating mode (local or central) and select the 
appropriate method of implementing the dimming.

• Should have power backup as per specification and displayed message retained as per required 
duration. 

Performance and Evaluation 
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• All pivots and bearing shall be non-corrodible and sealed such that dirt, moisture and rainy water may 
not degrade the strength of system.

• Complete housing (at least the screen should be water proof) should not stop functioning or defunction 
even in case of rain, winds (up to 160 kmph), storm etc. 

• Capable of communicating the malfunction to control room or providing facility to monitor it from 
control room

• Capable of displaying shapes, video and bilingual message

Testing

One can also make some sort of check lists on the basis of the following

• The actual colour, type, size and spacing of fonts and background if any deviation from as per 
specification than how much?

• Is any distortion or gap between character or word or sentence is occurring

• Check the password, and security features so that unauthorised person cannot change the message

• Accuracy in reporting and recording the log of messages with time, date and place of VMS system 
placement.

• The maximum number of pre-set messages can be stored in this system and the accuracy of these 
messages in displaying in different situations.

• The repair or cleaning process of sign board does not interrupt the traffic and safety measure are 
available (physical test for strength like weight test) for crew as well as motorist as per contract

• Accuracy in duration of displaying rolling message, fixed message, flash message as per contract

• Actual time taken in refreshing the message and any deviation from specification.

• Automatic power backup and the minimum reported duration of working of signage (in case of portable 
VMS system the duration for vehicle lighting, additional lighting and PA system should also be taken). If 
there is any deviation, then how much, it would?  

• Even if power fails then actual time taken in shifting to standby message or blank and its accuracy 
in displaying the standby message is also to be seen. If power is restored, then how does it come 
back? Or in which mode or message? Time taken and scope of running the self diagnostic routine and 
communicating the report to control room. Accuracy in keeping log of failures.

• Tolerance limits against voltage fluctuations. Automatic switch to local or safe mode in case of under 
or over voltage.

• In case of communication failure, what would be time taken in shifting to local mode or on standby 
message mode or blank face. Accuracy of display of standby message. At the restoration of 
communication system than sending a diagnostic report or time taken in running of self diagnostic 
routine and sending the complete report to control room. Accuracy in keeping log of failures.

• Accuracy in automatic flashing of fault indicators lamp at associated box in case of fault (subject to list 
of faults), so that anybody (concerned crew team) can take notice of it and act accordingly.
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• Actual time taken in regular running of self diagnostic routine as per time table.

• Confirmation of displayed message (activation of lanterns if attached) in control room. Numbers of 
times fail in confirmation.

• The government certificate for type of material, functionality, installation and strength (load factor) etc 
for pivots, bearing, housing, screen, electrical wiring, earthing, communication system and structure 
to withstand and do not deteriorate against wind (up to 160 kmph), storm, heavy rain etc. 

• Distortion in message or sifting to safe mode (time taken) at the time of voltage fluctuation (limits of 
fluctuations) or any malfunction of any part (subject to list of which parts) or in rain or in time of dust 
and storms. 

• Legibility  and clarity of message  (as per sight distance fixed) in night time or at low visibility time by 
driver of normal vision 

• Legibility  and clarity of message  (as per sight distance fixed), when sun is facing the font or sun is in 
the back side of font and when sun is at the top of board by driver of normal vision.

• Check that the whole system whether it is safe for pedestrian and cyclist from current leakages even 
in rainy time.

• If flashing lanterns are provided with signage, then it’s perfect synchronisation with main signal/ 
message. The lanterns should not function if there is blank message/ signal. Number of times it fails. 

• The intensity of light output (increase or decrease) as per the ambient light conditions (as per contract) 
– level of intensity to be provided.

• Accuracy in automatic reporting to control room in case of failure in dimming or illumination property, 
photocell failure, lantern failure, heater or ventilation failure, pixel failure and message failure. 

• Quality/ clarity (in multi colour also) of symbols, shapes, figures and video displayed in different sun 
conditions and in night by driver of normal vision

• Display of bilingual and multi colour message and its clarity.  

• Is the system’s location as per norms (i.e. distance between incidence place and VMS system) with 
respect to incidence spot, static signage? 

• Are the drivers getting sufficient time to manoeuvre their vehicle (can be tested using opinion survey). 
On the average how many times, it fails to take action.

• The distance between two VMS system is as per norms/contract, if not then why?

• Is the actual vertical and lateral clearance available as per contract?

•  Is the VMS be sited along roadway with a grade less than 4%.

Evaluation 

The number of parameters can be used to evaluate the impact of any VMS system. The number of 
parameters cannot be evaluated directly and for some parameters, one requires to do opinion survey to 
get the correct picture. The parameters may be

Performance and Evaluation 
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• What is the percentage of drivers take second best action (changing the route etc.) on the basis of 
information seen

• The percentage of drivers acknowledges the usefulness of information given

• Has this system help in improving the level of service of concerned corridor.

• Decrease in number of accidents 

• Decrease in number of challans. 

• Decrease in air and noise pollution

• Improvement in journey time 

• Improvement in speed. 

On the basis of above performance indicators, the system can be evaluated. If results are not positive then 
the whole process should be checked from designing stage to implementation stage 

7.2	Maintenance	of	data	base	for	ITS	tools	based	project	
Whenever any project is propose or implemented, one must maintain or collect the following data on 
regular basis so that the justification or real benefit of project can be quantified. This fact is also true for 
non-ITS based project. The following set of data is suggested to maintain  

Network characteristics: The detail description of network is very essential as a part of apparition of the 
site related issues. The network of adjoining area should also be analysed separately in order to access the 
impact of proposed system on adjoining network.  

• The corridor length, available ROW and CW, number and type of junctions, transport infrastructure at 
road sides etc should be studied 

• Major network related problems must be listed from that study 

• The conflict points and major bottlenecks. 

• The sections where the level of service is poor

• What are the design and existing capacity and level of service of road?

• Where ITS tool’s infrastructure cannot be installed?

• The tentative locations for installing the ITS infrastructure and its logic

• Where the other measures (like engineering measure) are also required along with ITS tools  

Traffic and travel characteristics: The analysis of traffic flow characteristics can help to quantify the real 
benefit of ITS system? The traffic and travel data should be collected to produce the analysed report 
answering that……

• What is the existing traffic composition? 

• What is the journey speed and running speed on the network? 
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• What is the waiting time at junctions?

• What is the queuing length at junctions 

On the basis of above two characteristics one should able to develop the level of service map and map 
showing speed variation on network. 

For example if major component of traffic consisting of slow moving vehicles or carrying capacity of roads 
reached at saturation level, then the ITS tool - ATC may have limited impact in comparison to engineering 
or enforcement measure. 

So the traffic and travel characteristics along with network characteristics determine the limitations and 
expected benefits of ITS tools.

Accident data: this is other set of data that is used for viewing the benefits of the system. Through accident 
data one should able to develop the black spot map and following type of reports.

• The reason of accident and location

• Type of vehicle involved

• Type of accident (fatal/ non-fatal)

• Time, weather condition at the time of accident

Economical impact: it is advisable to show the economical benefit of that project. The economical benefits 
may be shown using NPV, IRR or EIRR. 

Do-nothing scenario: if no action is taken then what will happen should be shown as a part of project. In 
that case also one requires to maintain the city data. For example, if ITS tools are not implemented, then 
one should specify the status of following in present scenario as well as with respect to future demand. 

• Traffic composition

• Journey speed/ running speed 

• Level of service

• Travel time

• Accidents

• Incidents

• Vehicle operating cost

• Value of time

• Pollution level (air/ noise)

• Queue length at junctions

• Waiting time at junction

Performance and Evaluation 
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7.3 Post evaluation
It is very important that after the project implementation one should evaluate the benefits in post scenario. 
For that purpose one is required to evaluate the benefits using the parameters as shown above. 

On the basis of results one can find out how much improvement in those parameters for which the ITS 
project is implemented.  

7.4	The	challenges	in	ITS	tools	for	TMS	-	Why	“ITS”	benefits	derail	
– Word of cautions

There are number of reasons that derail the benefit of ITS project. 

1. Saturation in traffic flow: if level of services (LOS) reaches at “F” (i.e. traffic volume is greater than 
capacity of road) then the ITS tool ATC will not work at all. It depends on growth of traffic on network. 
If rate of growth is high that is it is approaching to LOS at “F” fast in that case one should think for other 
solutions for traffic management.

2. Incomplete database or database not updated regularly: the success of traffic rules enforcement system 
like e-Challaning system, stop line violation system, red light violation system and speed detection 
system is highly dependent of updated database of driving licenses and registration certificate. If 
database is incomplete or not updated regularly then its impact will be very limited. In that case ITS 
tool is little bit better than of manual system. Even in today circumstances if these databases are 
not supported by some support system (like linking with Aadhar cards for address and other details 
verifications) then the driver of other states will have driving license of other states, which is difficult 
to verify or capture them. Vehicle owner will register on dubious addresses. Then it is very difficult to 
capture the real culprits. So main databases must be supported by support database.

3. Communication or bandwidth limitations/ network problem: even the database is updated regularly 
but the field units and system fails to remain connected continuously or there is communication 
congestion then also the main benefits of traffic rules enforcement system (like capturing stolen 
vehicle, repetitive offences etc.) will not be taken

4. Software problem or poor quality software: these Tools are highly dependent of IT based solution. In 
which the poor designing of application software will be big hurdle in proper and timely execution of 
commands. 

5. Slow hardware: the hardware is one of the biggest obstructions in applying ITS tools. If capacity or 
configuration of hardware is not as per system design then again the working of whole system suffers. 
It means either there is problem in hardware or problem in system design.

6. Lack of data sharing: the success of ITS tools is dependent of databases. For example one want to 
keep track on vehicles that are not getting checked pollution test regularly. In that case the database of 
pollution checking unit has to share with traffic police data to capture those vehicle violating pollution 
norms. Similarly the databases of insurance companies should be share with traffic police database in 
order to check the fugue or fake documents. This is very important for safety for all road users. 

7. Lack of capability in making DPR; basically ITS tools involved the expertise of number of disciplines 
like IT, Communication, Transport planner, Transport engineer, Hardware, Civil etc. If project team 
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is not having some basic knowledge about these sciences then it is not easy to draw the project 
specifications. This will have impact on the output of system.

8. Funds estimation: sometimes the estimates for fund are not proper. There is also an issue of continuity 
in funds. Similarly one fails to estimate for maintenance funds. All these contribute in failure of project

9. Lack of ITS policy: if city is not having any policy about how to use these tools or implementing the 
tools in piece meal manners then proper benefit cannot be gained.  

10. Lack of trained manpower: if organization is not having proper trained manpower (or not given any 
training or not having any mechanism for training) the any best system will not work for long time. 

11. Capacity building: the capacity building must be part of any project. If regular upgrading and training 
program for employees is not in place then system will not work in long run. Whenever any new 
member joins then those persons should be trained first and then given the responsibility. 

12. Monopoly of technology: if the technology cannot be transported to other platforms then one has to 
suffer in the hands of vendor in long run.

13. After sale service or poor maintenance: number of vendors supplied the solution but they are not 
having any infrastructure for providing after sale service or not having proper maintenance skill/ 
manpower or infrastructure. This point itself ruins the whole benefit of any system. Thus one should 
have maintenance policy and preventative maintenance policy. If possible one can also maintain 
minimum inventory of spare parts so that system repair time is minimum. 

14. Wrong estimation/ forecasting: it also happens the user is not able to estimate the problems correctly 
(either under estimation or over estimation) and not able to do forecast properly. In that situation the 
proper ITS tools and its capacity may not selected.

15. Poor vision: if department is not having vision for future expansion then piece meal approach may not 
give desired benefits in long run

16. Technology support: it also happens that the technology becomes outdated and supplier is not 
supporting it or not updating it. In that case the whole investment suffers.

17. Procurement system: in government of India purchases, users are required to procure the system that 
is offered at minimum rates. In that case number of times the superior technology/ system cannot be 
procured. In that case it is better to use Quality cum cost base method for procurement. 

18. Lack of standardization: In India still no standards are available for lot of equipments. In that case the 
user has no idea about the quality, efficiency and capacity of those equipments. This reduces the life 
time of system

19. Continuity of officials: in Indian offices, most of time one officer who conceive the project and he is 
transferred. Then second officer make procurement and then transferred and finally somebody else 
will take care of operations. The biggest failure of any project in India in due to non-continuity of same 
officer on a project. Number of times an officer is given extra charge and due to that the officers are 
not able to devote requisite time and effort to a project.   

20. Not involving O&M: number of times it happens that one vendor installed a system but the project 
is maintained and operationalize by some other vendor. Number of times it creates mismatching in 

Performance and Evaluation 
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services conceived and services received. This is other issue that reduces the benefit of system. Hence 
it is very important to design the service level agreement.

21. Phase wise implementation: it is advisable to start implementing any system in phase manners. On 
the basis of lesson learnt and experiences of implemented technology is acquired then it may be 
extended to rest of area. For example for traffic enforcement system one can start with red light/ 
stop line violation detection system. Once the staff and user understand the working completely and 
experience with vendors and system is comfortable then other system can be added. 

Hence one requires keeping in mind the above issues for success for any project and have above stated 
word of cautions.
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8.1 Introduction
As a part of the development of ITS toolkits, it is felt that there is a need to demonstrate the application of 
“ITS” toolkit in real situation. A Case Study of Delhi-Gurgaon Expressway was taken to show the benefits 
and procedure for implementing ITS project. In the following case study an attempt has been made to 
demonstrate how these kind of live projects can be handled using the ITS toolkits.

Delhi- Gurgaon expressway corridor as 
shown in the following Figure 8.1, which is 
fully access controlled corridor is one of the 
recently developed toll expressway carrying 
traffic volume of more than 1,80,000 PCU’s/
day through a 6 lane and 8 lane divided 
carriageway. This entire corridor spanning a 
length of 27.7kms connects capital city Delhi 
and the Millennium City Gurgaon. Over a 
period of time, it is increasingly experiencing a 
number of traffic problems such as long queue 
length of vehicles resulting in enormous delay 
to the vehicular traffic and frequent occurrence 
of road accidents.

This expressway travel corridor was selected 
as a demonstration project to solve the traffic 
problems with the help of traffic management 
techniques through the use of ITS. 

It consists of three toll plazas including the one 
which is Asia’s second largest and 

India’s largest toll plaza. This BOT toll corridor consists of 22.3 Kms of 8 lane road & 5.4 Kms of 6 lane road. The 
service road is running on both sides. The right of way varies from 45m to 76m. The corridor has commercial 
and residential land use on both sides. The expressway consists of 9 flyovers, 4 underpasses, 2 foot-over 
bridges. There are 23 entry/ exit points on the expressway.

At present, Electronic Toll Collection technique is used at the toll plaza operating with 8 lanes out of 32 
lanes vehicles use smart tag to pass through the toll plaza. There are 24 SOS phone booths present at 
every 2 kilometers for emergency and incident management.

Figure 8.1: Shows the connectivity of the expressway 
between Delhi and Gurgaon

Chapter 8

Demonstration of one project
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As shown in previous section, the first step is to find out the various issues or problems related to the 
project area using map and through the collection of primary and secondary data.

As discussed in selection of ITS tool section, the following primary survey and secondary data is collected

1. Network characteristics and visual inspection; these data either can be taken from authority that is 
maintaining /constructing this corridor) or conduct primary survey to show the detailed alignment 
of network on map. This map provides us with the width of carriage way, right of way, entry and exit 
points’ etc. on the corridor which will be used for the design capacity of the roads. The visual inspection 
is used to check any physical obstruction on this corridor. This map can also be used as reference for 
marking the locations for ITS equipments and also can be used for locating the engineering problems 
on the corridor. 

2. Speed and delay data; this data is again can be collected by conducting primary survey. This data is 
required to study the speed of the corridor? 

3. Accident data; this has to be collected as secondary data from traffic police department. This data 
guides to find out any issue related to safety on this corridor. 

4. Delay or queues length survey at toll plaza: As there is no intersection on this expressway with traffic 
lights, this data is again advisable to be collected from primary survey. 

The network characteristics map also helps to find out whether there any physical bottlenecks exist? In 
that case, one should handle that issue first. If it is temporarily bottleneck, then it is an issue of traffic 
monitoring.   

Other supporting data like landuse data should also be collected (either from primary source -preferably 
or from secondary source) in order to understand the corridor characteristics in better way. This map also 
helps to add any engineering solution (if required) along with ITS solution. 

8.2 Network Characteristics
It shows the complete engineering details of the project area. The details of the right of way/ carriage 
way width will provide the design capacity of corridor. It also helps to identify the problem areas or the 
locations for installing equipments for TMS. The corridor commences from the road which intersects the 
neat end of Dhaula Kaun and Vasant Vihar and carries local traffic & Airport destined traffic in the Delhi 
urban area and finally links to Gurgaon Millennium City near Manesar Border as it can be seen in the 
following Figure 8.2. 

8.3	Transport	Network	of	Adjoining	the	Corridor
One should also check the adjoining network, the Old Delhi- Gurgaon road (MG Road) runs parallel to the 
expressway corridor. The roads intersecting the expressway corridor are Rao Tula Ram Marg, Dwarka road, 
Link Road, Mehrauli – Najafgarh road, Jwala Mill road, Akashaneem Marg, Shahid Ripon Katiyal Marg, MG 
Road, Jharsa road, Sohna road (SH-13), Khandsa road. This map can generally be used for studying non-
ITS based solutions such as any diversion strategy. This map is useful when any diversion plan has to be 
communicated to drivers using ITS solution like VMS.
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Figure 8.2: Detailed Alignment of the Expressway

8.4 Land Use
The landuse map is meant to see how development is around the corridor and if some engineering 
intervention is required along with ITS solution. Then how can this be addressed? A lot of developments 
have been made along the expressway and it’s a preferred destination for Residential purposes, by IT and 
ITS/BPO companies. There are around 260 large and medium scale industrial units and 8000 small-scale 
units spread over an area of 370 sq km. Major industries in Gurgaon related to engineering and automobile, 
chemicals and pharmaceuticals, plastic and rubber, leather and leather products, textile and handloom, 
readymade garments, food processing and agro based, electrical, electronics and telecommunication are 
growing very fast resulting in the generation of high travel demand which has a significant bearing on this 
corridor. 

Our study shows that some non-ITS solution along with service lane (like widening of service lane and 
better intersection geometry at feeder roads) is required in order to protect the character of expressway. 
As it is not in the scope of this toolkit objective so it is not elaborated further. Visual survey shows that 
2-wheelers and three wheelers enter and leave the expressway and vehicles are stopped near entry/ exit 
points.

Figure 8.3. Land Use along the Delhi – Gurgaon Expressway Corridor

Demonstration of one project
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8.5 Spot Speed
The spot speed survey is other way to study the speed profile on a corridor. This data is collected at two 
locations,(i) one on Delhi side and (ii) second on expressway. The results of speed of vehicular traffic 
are presented in the Table 8.1 demonstrating maximum, minimum and mean speed of different types of 
vehicular traffic.  

Figure 8.4: Spot Speed Location near Shankar 
Vihar and Rajiv Chowk

Max. Min. Mean

85th 
Percentile 

Speed Max. Min. Mean

85th 
Percentile 

Speed
Small Car 61 98 52 70.7 73.6 54 86 47 67.5 72
Big Car 78 108 49 73.8 81.4 51 81 47 67.5 69.2

Auto 28 52 27 42.5 43.8 13 59 33 46.5 52.6
Two Wheeler 27 81 40 58.9 67.4 16 70 37 60 63.5

Bus 32 78 35 56.1 61 40 80 25 45.1 50.8
HCV 64 64 34 51.3 56.5 13 57 27 42.3 52.6
LCV 27 76 33 48.3 51.9 22 66 32 45.5 48.7

Small Car 75 98 55 76.8 85.2 73 94 52 69.9 78
Big Car 47 110 49 74.4 93.7 102 110 45 74 81.4

Auto 6 60 36 46.7 55.3 15 53 35 45.3 47.2
Two Wheeler 14 73 60 66.8 64.9 11 85 45 61.8 61.9

Bus 20 73 44 61.5 65 16 71 35 59.1 65.8
HCV 47 97 33 55 62.4 78 75 25 47.8 54.7
LCV 52 77 37 60 76 92 87 35 53.1 56.2
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Location Vehicle 
Type

Spot Speeds on NH-8 Access Controlled Highway by Vehicle Type

Sample 
Size

Sample 
Size

Speed(kmph) Speed(kmph)
Delhi to Jaipur Jaipur to Delhi

Table 8.1: Spot Speed on NH-8 near Shankar Vihar and Rajiv Chowk

Source: CRRI
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Maximum speed of small cars 98 & 86 kmph in both directions

• Maximum speed of big cars is 110 kmph

• Speed of HCV : 97 & 75 kmph in both directions

• 85th percentile speed of big cars are 81kmph and 93 kmph from Jaipur - Delhi  and Delhi-Jaipur on 
expressway and 69 kmph and 81 kmph from Jaipur – Delhi and Delhi-Jaipur on Delhi side

• Recommended speed limit in: Delhi = 70 kmph

                                                      Gurgaon = 80 kmph

Similarly one should collect speed data for other major points on the corridor. It clearly shows the issue 
related to over speeding mostly on expressway side. 

8.6	Accident	Data	
Accident data for Black Spot Identification: The accident data will show us about the problem from safety 
point of view. 

Secondary data of the road accidents for the year 2010 was collected from Delhi Traffic Police (for only 10 
Kms of Delhi region of the expressway) as presented in Table 8.2. 

     Table 8.2: Accident Data, 2010, Delhi Traffic Police

Location Total Accidents Fatal Accidents Injurious Accidents

Shankar Vihar 16 7 9
Mahipalpur 36 12 24
Shiv Moorti 11 4 7
Rajokri 34 15 19

TOTAL 97 38 59

The above table shows that 40% of accidents occurred at Mahipalpur followed by 32% at Rajokri. The 
Table 8.3 presents time and occurrence of road traffic accidents. 

     Table 8.3: Showing the time and occurrence of accidents, 2010

Time of Accident Number Percentage
UNKNOWN 1 1
0000 - 0100 3 3
0100 - 0200 2 2
0200 - 0300 7 7
0300 - 0400 4 4
0400 -0500 3 3
0500 - 0600 5 5
0600 - 0700 4 4

Demonstration of one project
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0700 - 0800 3 3
0800 - 0900 3 3
0900 - 1000 5 5
1000 - 1100 2 2
1100 - 1200 2 2
1200 - 1300 8 8
1300 - 1400 6 6
1400 - 1500 2 2
1500 - 1600 2 2
1600 - 1700 4 4
1700 - 1800 4 4
1800 - 1900 2 2
1900 - 2000 4 4
2000 - 2100 6 6
2100 - 2200 6 6
2200 - 2300 5 5
2300 - 2400 4 4

TOTAL 97 100

This table shows that the maximum number of accidents occurred in the afternoon from 12- 1 pm with 
8% and in the night from 2 to 3 am with 7%. The main reason for this is high speed of vehicles due to less 
traffic in the afternoon and during night. 

Table 8.4: Victim vs Vehicle at fault

HTV/ GOODS TEMPO S/C & M/C PVT CAR TAXI TW CYCLE PEDESTRIAN UNKNOWN MILITARY TRACTOR BUS OTR TRL/CON DELIVERY TOTAL
HTV/ GOODS 2 2

TEMPO 2 1 1 4
S/C & M/C 0
PVT CAR 1 2 4 1 1 1 10

TAXI 1 1 1 3
TW 3 3 2 12 2 15 1 1 1 40

CYCLE 2 2
PEDESTRIAN 1 2 6 10 2 8 1 2 32
UNKNOWN 1 1
MILITARY 0
DELIVERY 0

TOTAL 8 9 8 29 4 0 0 0 27 1 2 3 1 2 94

VICTIM 
VEHICLE AT FAULT

                                                                

The above table shows that 43% of victims are two- wheelers and 34% are pedestrians and the maximum 
number of vehicles at fault is unknown and private cars.
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Accident Occurrence

         Table 8.5: Total Accident Occurrence Duration

Day 51
Night 45

Unknown 1

The above table shows that 53% of accidents are occurred during day time.

Accident Type

    Table 8.6: Total Accident Type

FATAL 38
SERIOUS 58

NON - INJURIOUS 1

The Table 8.6 shows that 60% of accidents occurred are serious in nature.

This data shows the issue related to safety especially during day time. 

8.7	 Survey	at	Toll	Plaza
The queue length survey at toll plaza and visual survey on corridor was carried out and following results 
were obtained. 

A diversion for two-wheelers and light commercial vehicles (3w) is made before 300 meters the toll booth

• A restricted/dedicated entry to smart tag line is provided 200 meters before the toll booth

• Each vehicle takes approximately 20 seconds at the cash counter for giving cash and receipt 
collection.

• Each vehicle has to wait for 8-9 minutes in a queue length of 230 meters to cross the toll booth.

• Maximum queue length is about 450 - 500 meters from 9:30 - 10:30am in morning and 6:30 - 7:30 
pm in evening.

• Vehicles have to wait approx. 20 – 25 minutes during peak hours in morning and evening when 
queue length is 400 - 500 meters.

• Non smart tag users and those not having balance in smart tags also enter the tag lanes and pay 
cash at the counter and each wrong car entered in this lane consumes time of 6-7 cars  i.e. 20 
seconds.

• Vehicles change lanes while standing in queue which further causes jam.

• On whole corridor, the two and three-wheelers are entering into expressway

• Vehicle stopped mostly at entry and exit points that creates the bottleneck 

• The left turn and subways are poorly design and that affects on merging traffic in service lanes 
(traffic coming out from expressway with traffic of service lane)

Demonstration of one project
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8.8	 Identification	of	problem	or	issues
The above surveys shows that on this corridor

1. Two and three-wheelers are entering into expressway

2. Stopped (illegal perking) vehicles near entry and exit points

3. Over speeding and crossing speed limit barrier.

4. Accident rate is high in day time. (only Delhi Data is used)

5. At toll plaza the waiting time is much higher and queue length is considerable

6. Use of e-transaction is not much and cash payers are obstructing the way of e-payers.  

8.9	Area	of	problem/	delineation	of	project	area
The biggest problem occurs around toll plaza is due to excessive time taken for the toll collection. In rest 
of the corridor, the major problems are of over speeding and vehicles stopping on roads (illegal parking). 

8.10 ITS tools selection
1. There is not much problem of traffic congestion (except at toll plazas) on this corridor and it does not 

have any traffic signal system. Further this expressway provides different entry and exit points that 
does not constitute any junction. So area traffic control system has no relevance in this scenario.

2. There is an issue of traffic management near toll plaza; to address this issue, engineering interventions 
are required (that is not in the scope of this work). But by increasing the number of smart tag lanes, the 
delay can be reduced to large extent (not completely)

So recommended tool is e-payment/ smart tag

3. The next issue is of over speeding, accidents and stopped vehicles. This is the problem of traffic 
surveillance and monitoring. 

So the recommended tools are traffic surveillance and monitoring system and traffic rules enforcement 
system. (That should include stopped vehicle detection system, wrong way vehicle detection system and 
speed detection system etc.). For traffic rules enforcements system e-Challaning system is required. The 
e-Challaning is the subject of traffic police and it is not under the control of expressway authority. But 
the expressway authority can use automatic number plate recognition system (ANPR) at toll plaza for 
reduction in time for toll collection and for capturing rule violators and to communicate enforcement 
agencies.   

It is therefore imperative to adopt traffic surveillance and monitoring system and smart tag based system 
for this corridor. The smart tag system is again dependent on driver’s choice which can be offered but not 
forced. So here at the most, the authorities can force to use smart tag. 

Further, the benefit of this system increases if variable message sign system is also installed to provide 
proper information to drivers. 
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Thus the suggested system/ ITS tools may be 

• CCTV system  (with and without ANPR system) which can take care of automatic incidence detection 
system, Automatic speed detection system, Automatic number plate recognition system, Journey 
time monitoring system, Red light violation detection system and Wrong way vehicle detection 
system 

• VMS system which can take care of speed limit signage, lane control signage, no-entry signage and 
traffic regulating signage.

8.11 Scope of work
The scope of this project to provide traffic surveillance and monitoring system along the corridor to capture 
the over speeding vehicle, stopped vehicle detection, non-authorized vehicle entering the expressway and 
incidence management. For providing proper/ relevant information, the VMS system can also be provided. 

The aim is to reduce the accidents as well as to ensure disciplined movement of traffic without any 
violations of traffic rules.     

8.12	Procurement	of	ITS	tools
As decided above for this corridor, traffic surveillance and monitoring system is chosen (that should cover 
the scope of work). For installing this system the following equipments will be used.

1. CCTV system (without ANPR facility) for surveillance system

2. CCTV system with ANPR facility

3. VMS system

4. Control room (server, communication system, work station, printer etc.)

5. Manpower

6. Cabling work and miss. work  

On the basis of functional specification, the following equipments are suggested. Their technical details, 
costing and where to install is discussed in followings.

CCTV-Camera System: 

Proposed CCTV Camera (Dome Type) as shown in  following figure to be placed on the Expressway Corridor 
(based on Delhi Traffic Police standard). 

Demonstration of one project
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Figure 8.5 : Proposed CCTV Camera (Dome Type)

Product Details – Dome Type Camera 

• Place Of Origin: Guangdong, China

• Brand Name: MYTECH

• Model Number: MY-60-S

• Type: CCTV (Type: IP Camera)

• Style: Dome 

• Technology: Pan/Tilt/Zoom

• Price: US $ 150 - 200 / Piece 

Specifications/ Features of dome camera

• Auto Control: white balance, exposure, color/brightness adjustment, sharpness, contrast light 
source

• 1 way on/off alarm input and 1 way relay alarm output

• WEP,WPA and WPA2 WIFI Encrypt

• Motion Jpeg Video Compression
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Technical specification of Dome type camera

Demonstration of one project

Camera with ANPR - Automatic Number Plate Recognition Camera (ANPR)

License number Plate Recognition Camera as shown in Figure 8.6 have been proposed on the expressway 
at certain distances (based on International and Delhi Traffic Police Standards) for recording the number 
plate of the vehicle in case of over-speeding, accident and incident on the road.

Figure 8.6: ANPR camera

Product Details for License plate recognition camera

• Place Of Origin : GUANGDONG, CHINA

• Brand Name : DEESTO/OEM

• Model Number : DST-H6860H

• Type : Video Camera (Type: IP Camera)

• Style : Shell Waterproof Camera

• Technology: Pan/Tilt/Zoom

• Price : US $ 288 - 350 / Piece 

• Technology : AUTO IRIS

• Max speed for capturing : 160 kmph

• Lens: 10 - 40 mm
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VMS system: Based on Delhi traffic police standards the following type of VMS is suggested (used in 
Japan)

              Figure 8.7: VMS board

Technical specification for License plate recognition based camera
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Product Details of VMS
• Place of Origin :Zhejiang, China

• Brand Name : WOT

• Model Number : W101003

• Color : Amber or Optional

• Waterproof: Moisture Proof

• Corrosion-Proof: Shockproof

• Price : Us $ 300 - 2,000 / Square Meter

• Pixels: 16mm 

Features of VMS
• Quick and easy to change the message and sign

• The brightness is adjustable

• Any size or display content available on request

Technical specification of VMS

Demonstration of one project

Now the next step is to define, where these equipments will be displayed and should be shown in map.

Proposed Location of VMS:  
In following table the proposed locations for VMS based on International standards, EN 12966 and partially 
as per Delhi Traffic Police are shown. As per Indian condition, it may be on higher side with respect to 
quality and cost, but still for demonstration purpose, these guidelines are advocated.  
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Table 8.7 below shows the location of proposed VMS boards along the corridor from Delhi to Gurgaon and 
location of proposed VMS boards along the corridor from Gurgaon to Delhi

Table 8.7: Location of proposed VMS boards along Delhi to Gurgaon Corridor & vice versa

S.No. Chainage Difference 
(in metres)

1 14.145
600

2 14.745
535

3 15.28
800

4 16.08
800

5 16.78
700

6 17.6
850

7 18.455
850

8 19.305
800

9 20.1
800

10 20.9
750

11 21.65
500

12 22.15
500

13 22.65
939

14 23.589
500

15 24.083
700

16 24.783
788

17 25.571
600

18 26.171
600

19 26.77
676

20 27.447
700

21 28.147
683

22 28.83
400

23 29.23
847

24 30.077
600

25 30.677
560

26 31.237
483

27 31.72
865

28 32.585
571

29 33.285
526

30 33.811
700

31 34.511
500

32 35.011
700

33 35.711
889

34 36.6
700

35 37.3
700

36 38
700

37 38.7
650

38 39.35
500

39 39.85
500

40 40.35
750

41 41.1

S.No. Chainage Difference 
(in metres)

1 41.92
820

2 41.1
750

3 40.35
500

4 39.85
500

5 39.35
650

6 38.7
700

7 38
700

8 37.3
700

9 36.6
889

10 35.711
700

11 35.011
500

12 34.511
700

13 33.811
526

14 33.285
700

15 32.585
865

16 31.72
483

17 31.237
560

18 30.677
600

19 30.077
847

20 29.23
400

21 28.83
683

22 28.147
700

23 27.447
677

24 26.77
599

25 26.171
600

26 25.571
788

27 24.783
700

28 24.083
583

29 23.589
900

30 22.6
450

31 22.15
500

32 21.65
750

33 20.9
900

34 20
695

35 19.305
850

36 18.455
855

37 17.6
820

38 16.78
700

39 16.08
800

40 15.28
535

41 14.745
600

42 14.145
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Table 8.9 On Outer Ring Road shows the chainage of proposed VMS boards on Outer Ring Road before the 
starting of expressway from Gurgaon towards Delhi and Delhi towards Gurgaon, 

Table 8.9: Location of proposed VMS on Outer Ring Road

VMS Boards before Starting of the Expressway Corridor: 

Table 8.8 shows the chainage of proposed VMS boards on Ring Road before the starting of expressway 
from Gurgaon towards Delhi and Delhi towards Gurgaon.

From Gurgaon to Delhi               From Delhi to Gurgaon

From Gurgaon to Delhi               From Delhi to Gurgaon

S. No. Chainage (in km) Difference (in m)
1 0.7  
  700
2 1.4  
  800
3 2.2  
  500
4 2.7  
  400
5 3.1  
  300
6 3.4  
  800
7 4.2  
  800
8 5  

S. No. Chainage (in km) Difference (in m)
1 0.54  
  660
2 1.2  
  400
3 1.6  
  400
4 2  
  1600
5 3.6  
  800
6 4.4  
  600
7 5  

S. No. Chainage (in km) Difference (in m)
1 0.6  
  600
2 1.2  
  1000
3 2.2  
  500
4 2.7  
  700
5 3.4  
  800
6 4.2  
  900
7 5.1  
  700
8 5.8  

S. No. Chainage (in km) Difference (in m)
1 0.54  
  760

2 1.3  
  800
3 2.1  
  600
4 2.7  
  400
5 3.1  
  600
6 3.7  
  800
7 4.5  
  600
8 5.1  

Demonstration of one project

Table 8.8: location of proposed VMS before starting Expressway Corridor
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Proposed locations for CCTV system: 

As per ITS design manual of Wisconsin department of transportation, USA – the suggested corridor spacing 
requirements are - 1 mile (1.6 Kms) spacing which is typically used in urban areas, where full freeway or 
arterial coverage is desired. The following tables show the locations for installations of VMS. 

    Table 8.10 Location for installation of VMS along Delhi to Gurgaon

S.No. Chainage Difference 
(in metres)

1 41.1
750

2 40.35
1000

3 39.35
1350

4 38
1400

5 36.6
889

6 35.711
700

7 35.011
1200

8 33.811
526

9 33.285
700

10 32.585
1340

11 31.237
1160

12 30.077
1240

13 28.83
1380

14 27.447
677

15 26.77
1200

16 25.571
788

17 24.783
1280

18 23.5
900

19 22.6
950

20 21.65
750

21 20.9
1590

22 19.305
1700

23 17.6
1520

24 16.08
800

25 15.28
1130

26 14.145

S.No. Chainage Difference 
(in metres)

1 14.145
1130

2 15.28
800

3 16.08
1520

4 17.6
1700

5 19.305
1590

6 20.9
750

7 21.65
950

8 22.6
900

9 23.5
1280

10 24.783
788

11 25.571
1200

12 26.77
677

13 27.447
1380

14 28.83
1240

15 30.077
1160

16 31.237
1340

17 32.585
700

18 33.285
526

19 33.811
1200

20 35.011
700

21 35.711
889

22 36.6
1400

23 38
1350

24 39.35
1000

25 40.35
750

26 41.1
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Similarly 5kms before the Starting of the Expressway Ring Road and before Chainage 13.943 (towards 
Dhaula Kuan). Table 8.11 below shows the chainage of proposed CCTV cameras before the expressway 
corridor on Ring Road on Delhi – Gurgaon expressway 

Table 8.11 - Change of Proposed CCTV cameras before the Expressway Corridor on Ring Road 
on Delhi-Gurgaon Expressway

S. No. Chainage 
(in km)

Difference 
(in m)

1 0.54
600

2 1.3
1000

3 2.1
500

4 3.1
700

5 3.7
800

6 5.1          

S. No. Chainage 
(in km)

Difference 
(in m)

1 0.54
660

2 1.2
800

3 2
1600

4 3.6
1400

5 5

  From Delhi to Gurgaon                      From Gurgaon to Delhi

S. No. Chainage 
(in km)

Difference 
(in m)

1 0.6
600

2 1.2
1000

3 2.2
500

4 2.7
700

5 3.4
800

6 4.2
900

7 5.1
700

8 5.8

S. No. Chainage 
(in km)

Difference 
(in m)

1 1.4
1300

2 2.7
400

3 3.1
300

4 3.4
800

5 4.2
800

6 5

From Delhi to Gurgaon               From Gurgaon to Delhi

Table 8.12 below shows the chainage of proposed CCTV cameras before the Expressway Corridor on Outer 
Ring Road on Delhi – Gurgaon (Outer Ring Road, before Chainage 14.145 - towards R.K. Puram)

Table 8.12 - Chainage of proposed CCTV cameras before the Expressway Corridor on Outer 
Ring Roadr

Demonstration of one project
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In same way, the proposed locations for ANPR based camera is shown below in Table 8.13  

     Table 8.13 Locations of proposed ANPR
S.NO. DELHI - GGN GGN - DELHI

1 14.145 41.1
2 15.28 38
3 17 35.711
4 18.455 33.811
5 20.1 32.585
6 21.65 30.677
7 22.6 28.83
8 24.083 26.77
9 26.77 24.083
10 28.83 22.6
11 30.677 21.65
12 32.585 20.1
13 33.811 18.455
14 35.711 17
15 38 15.28
16 41.1 14.145

8.13 Costing 

The model details, technical specification and proposed locations of these equipments are discussed. The 
details of the above equipments have been expressed in terms of cost as given under:

For VMS: As per US rates the price of VMS system is US$ 1000/ Sq. M. So if one takes 1 US$ = Rs 50. Then 
the price of VMS per square meter is 1000*50 = Rs 50,000. 

The dimension of proposed VMS is size 7.2 * 3.2 = 23.04 square meter. Hence the cost of VMS is 23.04*50000 
= Rs 11,52,000

Locations No. of VMS From 
Delhi to Gurgaon 

 No. of VMS From 
Gurgaon to Delhi 

Total number of 
VMS units

Total cost (rate per 
unit Rs 1152000)

On expressway 41 42 83 Rs 9,56,16,000
Route 5 km before 
expressway

8 8 16 Rs 1,84,32,000

Outer ring road (till 
R.K. Puram)

8 7 15 Rs 1,72,80,000

Total 57 57 114 Rs 13,13,28,000

For CCTV: As per US rates the price of CCTV system is US$ 200/ piece. So if one takes 1 US$ = Rs 50. Then 
the price of CCTV per piece is 200*50 = Rs 10,000. 

Locations No. of CCTV From 
Delhi to Gurgaon 

 No. of CCTV From 
Gurgaon to Delhi 

Total number of 
CCTV units

Total cost (rate per 
unit Rs 10,000)

On expressway 26 27 53 Rs 5,30,000
Route 5 km before 
expressway

8 6 14 Rs 1,40,000

Outer ring road 
(till R.K. Puram)

6 5 11 Rs 1,10,000

Total 40 38 78 Rs 7,80,000
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For ANPR based CCTV: As per US rates the price of CCTV system is US$ 300/ piece. So if one takes 1 US$ = 
Rs 50. Then the price of ANPR based CCTV per piece is 300*50 = Rs 15,000

Locations No. of CCTV From 
Delhi to Gurgaon 

 No. of CCTV From 
Gurgaon to Delhi 

Total number of 
CCTV units

Total cost (rate per 
unit Rs 15,000)

Overall in project 
area

16 16 32 Rs 4,80,000

Total 16 16 32 Rs 4,80,000

Total project cost: The tentative overall cost is presented as under.

• Investment cost of VMS and CCTV cameras = 13,13,28,000 + 7,80,000 + 4,80,000 = Rs 13,25,88,000

• Maintenance cost, (let us take maintenance cost as 7% of Investment cost) = 0.07 * 13258800 = Rs 
9,28,11,160

• Let us assume that cost of setting up a Traffic Management Centre = Rs 60 crores (approx) 

• Approximate land acquisition cost for Traffic Management Centre = Rs 20crores (approx

• Cost incurred due to salary of employees = Rs 1.5 crores (approx) per annum.  

• Cost incurred for cabling = Rs 0.35 crores (approx)

• Miscellaneous cost = Rs 54 crores (approx) 

• Therefore, Total Investment Cost = Rs 150 crores (approx)

Hence in the first year the total investment cost will be Rs 150 crores (approx). The yearly running cost 
will depend on some assumptions about the maintenance cost and salary of employees. On the bases of 
secondary data it is observed that the Modal share of cars at toll booth is 47% so the total number of PCU’s 
= 1, 80, 000/ day

If the above scope of work is restricted to traffic surveillance and monitoring system and limited enforcement 
system (excluding toll collection system) then one small room with necessary facilities and limited staff are 
sufficient to run the application. In that case the limited use of VMS system will be sufficient.

• Investment cost of VMS and CCTV cameras = 13,13,28,000 + 7,80,000 + 4,80,000 = Rs 13,25,88,000

• Maintenance cost = 7% of Investment cost = 0.07 * 13258800 = Rs 9,28,11,160

• Cost of setting up a control room = Rs 0.20 crores (approx)

• Cost incurred due to salary of employees = Rs 0.20 crores (approx)

• Cost incurred for cabling = Rs 0.35 crores (approx)

• Miscellaneous cost = Rs 0.10 crores (approx)

• Therefore, Total Investment Cost = Rs 23.5 crores (approx)

Demonstration of one project
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8.14	Financial	and	Economical	Evaluation	of	Project
There are number of traffic parameters, which are required to be evaluated? These are namely accident 
cost, delay cost incurred by vehicle users at different types of lanes and their values of time.

Accident Costs: 

The following parameters were considered for calculating the accident and cost of Fatal Accidents:

• Gross loss of future output 

• Notional value for pain, grief and suffering 

• Hospital expenditure 

• Court expenditure 

• Expenses of police, insurance companies 

All the above mentioned parameters amount to a Total = Rs 10, 00,000 (approx)

The following points are considered for calculation of Cost of Serious Injury: 

• Total of all types of hospitalization charges 

• Court expenses, lawyer fee etc 

• Expenses of police, insurance companies etc.  

• Monitory value of loss of future output due to permanent disability 

All the above mentioned parameters amount to a Total = Rs 1, 00,000 (approx)

The following table shows the total accidents caused in Delhi region in the year 2010, and the accident cost 
is calculated accordingly. 

Table 8.14.  Accident Cost for Delhi region in Delhi- Gurgaon Expressway, (Source: Accident Data, Delhi Traffic 
Police, 2010)

LOCATION TOTAL 
ACCIDENTS

FATAL 
ACCIDENTS

SIMPLE/ 
SERIOUS 

ACCIDENTS

COST DUE 
TO FATAL 

ACCIDENTS (Rs)

COST DUE TO 
SIMPLE/ SERIOUS 
ACCIDENTS (Rs)

TOTAL 
ACCIDENT COST                                  

(Rs)

Shankar Vihar 16 7 9 70,00,000 9,00,000 79,00,000

Mahipalpur 36 12 24 1,20,00,000 24,00,000 1,44,00,000

Shiv Moorti 11 4 7 40,00,000 7,00,000 47,00,000

Rajokri 34 15 19 1,50,00,000 19,00,000 1,69,00,000

TOTAL 97 38 59 3,80,00,000 59,00,000 4,39,00,000
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Table 8.14 shows that Rs 4.39 crores will be saved (in Delhi region of expressway corridor, considering 
no accidents to occur) after the implementation and proper usage of its techniques and will be provided 
safety to the road user.

Now let us see the evaluation in financial terms. Here we are only comparing on Delhi region analysis due 
to availability of accident data of Delhi region.  

Let take that the ITS application is implemented in Delhi region so the scope is also limited. In that case, one 
control room is sufficient for that application. In this case we take the second assumption of infrastructure 
cost related to Delhi side only, hence the VMS, CCTV cost of Delhi region is taken. The total cost of system 
is: 

Items No of units Cost per unit Total cost
VMS only in Delhi Region 31 (it is luxury as per site 

needs) 
11,52,000 3,57,12,000

CCTV in Delhi region 25 10,000 2,50,000
ANPR 16 (32 for whole project 

area but for Delhi only 16 
are sufficient) 

15,000 2,40,000

Control room creation 20,00,000
Salary of employees 20,00,000
Cabling charges 35,00,000
Miss. Charges 10,00,000
Total 4,47,02,000

Assuming that the recurring cost in next year’s will be calculated on assumption that the maintenance cost 
will be in second year is 7%, 8 % in third year, 9% in IVth year, 10% in Vth year and 11% in VIth year. Salary 
will increase @ 10% per year and misc. Cost remains same as of first year. Such cost table is:

Year after
Maintenance 

cost Salary
Miss. 
Cost Total

Accident 
cost saved

Net saving in 
financial means 

At establishment year 4,47,02,000 4,39,00,000 -802000
1 (@7%) 2534140 2200000 1000000 5734140 4,39,00,000 38165860
2 (@8%) 2896160 2420000 1000000 6316160 4,39,00,000 37583840
3 (@9%) 3258180 2662000 1000000 6920180 4,39,00,000 36979820
4 (@10%) 3620200 2928200 1000000 7548400 4,39,00,000 36351600
5 (@11%) 3982220 3221020 1000000 8203240 4,39,00,000 35696760

The above calculations are in ideal conditions. On this basis of above table, one can calculate NPV and IRR 
values to show the economical benefits. However these calculations are demonstrated for complete set 
up of ITS tools and it will reduce the delays at toll plaza. Its impact will be seen in reduction of vehicular 
delay at toll plaza. Finally this will have an impact on delay cost. All cost calculations are based on car traffic 
(if other traffic is also included then the cost may be much more) 

Demonstration of one project
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Delay Cost: 

Using salary based method the earning for each person is,

• Average salary of people crossing toll booth : Rs 50,000

• Therefore, salary per day = 50000/30 = Rs 1666.66 = Rs 1667/day

• Considering, 8 hours of working/day = 1667/8 = Rs 208.37/hr

• Per minute earning = 208.37/60 = Rs 3.47 = Rs 3.5/min

The results of data collected from cash Lane, based on primary survey:

• Queue length: 230m

• Day: Thursday

• Time: 5:45 pm

• 22nd Car in the queue took 9 minutes to cross the cash counter of toll plaza

• Therefore, on average, each vehicle take = 40 Sec

• After application of ANPR technique, reduction in time = 8 Sec

• Therefore, 1 vehicle now will take = 32 Sec

• That is, 22nd car will then take 7 minutes to clear toll plaza

• Therefore, 2 MINUTES SAVED

Based on the proposal from Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, it is expected that after using ITS 
tools, there will be saving of 5-6 minutes per vehicle. Since, 5 minutes are saved, therefore, saving = 5 X 
3.5 = Rs 17.5 each side,   that is,   Rs 35 for Both Sides/Day

• Considering, 26 working days in a month, Then = 26 X Rs 35 = Rs 910/month = 910 X 12 months = Rs 
10,920/ year.

Now,

• Considering average occupancy per car =  2

• Therefore, cost saved per car = 10920 X 2 = Rs 21840/yr/car 

Or  = 910 X 2 = Rs 1820/ month/car

Or  = 35 X 2 = Rs 70/day/car

Similarly for Smart Tag Lane, based on primary survey:

• Queue length  : 150m

• Day : Friday
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• Time :11:30 am

• 20th Car in the queue took 3 min18 sec to cross the cash counter of toll plaza

• Therefore, on average, each vehicle = 16 Sec

• According to NHAI, DSC: Each vehicle having smart tag should take 3 sec to cross cash counter of toll 
plaza

• Therefore, 12 sec delay/ vehicle

• So, 20th Car will SAVE 4 MINUTES 

As per proposal from Ministry of Road Transport and Highways, 6 minutes will be saved, therefore, saving 
= 6 X 3.5 = Rs 21 each side,   that is,   Rs 42 for both sides/day

• Considering, 26 working days in a month, 

Then = 26 X 42 = Rs 1092/month = 1092 X 12 months = Rs 13,104/ year

NOW,

• Considering an average occupancy per car = 2 

• Therefore, cost saved per car = 13104 X 2  =Rs 26,208/yr/car

= 1092 X 2    = Rs 2184/ month/car

= 42 X 2        = Rs 84/day/car

Value of Time (VOT) 

The value of time is again computed on basis of salary of person.

• Considering 3 different scales of salaries of Rs 1 lakh, Rs 50,000 and Rs 40,000 of people crossing the 
Delhi - Gurgaon toll plaza.

• Generally, people having salary of approximately Rs 1 lakh are the ones who use smart tag lane.

• In- vehicle time taken at toll booth for waiting in the queue: 9 minutes (primary survey)

• Average occupancy per vehicle: 2

• Therefore, average value of time (VOT) comes out to be :152.4 Rs/ hr

Demonstration of one project
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MODE MONTHLY 
SALARY 

(Rs/
Month) 

(a)

SALARY per 
minute = (a)/ 

(8hrsX 26daysX 
60mts) 

(b)

IN-VEHICLE 
TIME 

(MINUTES)   
( c)

OCCUPANCY 
(d)

VOT (Rs/min) 
= SALARY 

per minute /
OCCUPANCY 
(e)= (b)/(d)

TOTAL 
VOT FOR 

JOURNEY = 
(e) X (c )

VOT (Rs/
hr) = (e) 

X hr = (e) 
x 60

CAR 100000 8.01 9 2 4.01 36.09 240.6
CAR 50000 4.01 9 2 2.01 18.09 120.6
CAR 40000 3.2 9 2 1.6 14.4 96

Total 457.2
Average 152.4 Rs/

hr

It is estimated (on basis of survey) in a day, there are 36493 cars passing the toll plaza. Therefore in one 
year it will be 36493 * 365 = 13,319,945 cars. If these 9 minutes are saved on the toll plaza (with double 
occupancy) than the total value of time saving in year only on account of car traffic is = 13319945 * 152.4 
= 2,029,959,618 = 203 crores Rs (approx). Using the above stated cost, the computation of NPV and IRR 
value is shown in Table 8.15. 
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9.1	Models	used	for	financing	
Intelligent transport system (ITS) financing has become quite complex in developing countries. Even in 
the developed countries, it is sometimes difficult to finance ITS due to shortage of funds. The situation 
is more complex and aggravating in developing countries and has come to a position where ITS projects 
are not being able to be implemented due to resource crunch. As a result of this shortage of funds, plan 
preparation for provision of ITS facilities has tended to become a mere academic exercise. 

Thus the important step for implementing any project is to see what are funding options are available. The 
major goal in choosing funding option should be such that the part of revenue generated from the system 
may go for running of system and part may go in clearing the borrowings. There are a number of different 
funding options are available.

Normally the following three models are used for financing

• Government funding

• Corporate funding

• Public – private partnership

In government funding, the whole project is financed by government. Even in government funding projects 
the scope of revenue always exist. In corporate funding, the private companies invest the money mostly 
for sake of profit. In the public private partnership model, the investment and revenue both are shared 
between government and private company. Number of time the group of companies make a consortium 
for particular project that make use of best experience and expertise of different companies in a project.     

9.1.1 Government funding

in number of ways the government is providing fund for any project like

• The government provide fund from its own budget 

• Government funding through national financial institutions or public sector organisations

• Government providing funding through international financial intuitions  

• Government providing fund using special taxes

The government provide fund from its own budget:

In this method the finance ministry make a provision in national budget for national level very important 
projects. It is not easy to make provision for every project. In this method only those projects or scheme 
are covered which are related with defence, security or for masses. So one has to go for other options

Chapter 9

Financing Options
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Government funding through national financial institutions or public sector organisations: 

In this method government provides funds through national financial institutions or public sector 
institutions or public sector banks.

In this method these institutions either provides funds through their own or finance the project by 
collecting money using following methods.

• Equity finance/ share capital; in this method the company/ institutions floats the share (at the 
fixed rate) in open market. The investors buy the shares and receive the profit or dividends when 
the company starts getting the profit. In this process the company collects public money using its 
credentials. Any investor can buy any number of shares. In case of over subscription or as per policy 
the company can restricts the number of share to each individuals. The value of share increase 
or decrease as per institution/company performance. If value of share increase, in this case the 
investor can earn handsome profit by selling those shares. In that process the investor gets more 
benefits in comparison to other type of investments. At the same time it is also possible that the 
value of share decreases or remains constant at low level. In that case the investor is on loss. It is a 
risky financial proportion from investor point of view. On other hand if investor is well versed with 
share market then the investor sells the shares when the value of share is suppose to be maximum. 
In that case investor can earn maximum profit in comparison to any other method of investment.  

• Debentures (debt finance); in this method the institute /company issues debenture of fixed values 
for fixed period. The investors can buy debentures and at the end of specified period the investor 
receives the principal amount along with interest (as fixed by company earlier). In this method the 
fixed return is assured. From investor point of view the debentures are less risky then shares. In 
share method the exact return is not assure (it is possible sometimes there is no return). Debentures 
are also of two types, convertible and non-convertible debenture. The convertible debentures can 
be transferred to other user while the non-convertible debenture cannot be transferred to other 
user. The rate of return in case of convertible debenture is less in comparison to non-convertible 
debenture.

• Issuing long-term bonds/ tax – free bonds /tax – free infrastructure bonds; in this method the 
institutes are allowed to issue long term (5-10-15 years) bonds of fixed value and for fixed period. 
It is also risk free method from investor point of view. The investor can buy bonds and after the 
maturity period the investor receives the fixed amount (principal plus interest). This method also 
allows the investor to claim the income tax rebate in that financial year in which the bonds are 
purchased. Normally the interest earn on these types of bonds after certain limit is also taxable. 

Government providing funds through international financial institutes: 

In this case government assist or provides fund through international financial intuitions. The major 
international financial instates are

• World bank

• Asian Development bank

• International institutions like Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

These institutes are having their well defined policy and procedure for providing finance for any project. 
For example the funding pattern uses by Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation is given Figure 9.1.
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        Figure 9.1: Funding options for KSRTC (www.ksrtc. in)

However Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) is funding a number of projects in India. JICA is 
Japan government’s official development assistance and world’s largest bilateral donor agency. India is 
JICA’s largest partner in the world. In India, JICA has provided maximum loan in the area of transportation 
i.e. 47%. JICA is also providing technical support especially ITS related projects. Presently JICA is supporting 
Delhi Metro, Delhi-Mumbai freight corridor, Hyderabad outer ring road project and ITS development for 
Hyderabad city. The company provides loans using following steps as shown in the Figure 9.2.

Figure 9.2: Process for approving loan from JICA (Ref JICA) 

The JICA provides loan with the following rates and options

Financing Options
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Figure 9.3: Terms and condition of loan from JICA (Ref JICA)

For example the Delhi Metro arranges funds from Central Government, State Government and JICA. 

Government providing fund using special taxes: 

Government also provides fund for very specific projects by raising money from following methods/ taxes.

• Cess; in a historic decision, the Government of India introduced a Cess on both Petrol and Diesel. 
This amount at that time (at 1999 prices) came to a total of approximately Rs. 2000 crores per 
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annum. Further, Parliament decreed that the fund so collected were to be put aside in a Central 
Road Fund (CRF) for exclusive utilization for the development of a modern road network. Today, the 
Cess contributes between Rs.5 to 6 thousands crores per annum towards NHDP.

• Congestion charges; this is other source for fund raising. In this method the charges are collected 
from vehicle owners whenever the vehicle is entering in congested area (normally it is CBD). This 
charge helps in preventing the vehicular traffic in busy area. It also helps in reducing the vehicular 
pollution in that area. Money generated from this source can be used for road projects.

• Special parking charges; this method is used for collecting parking fee from vehicles that are parked 
in public places (even in front of own house). So the vehicle owner should have own garage to park 
the vehicle otherwise the parking fee is levied for using public place. This method can generate a 
huge amount on regular basis.

• Surcharge on sale tax/vat/service tax/entrainment tax/ development charges/ vehicle registration 
and transfer charges; number of times government imposes surcharge on different types of revenue 
generation sources in order to raise fund.     

9.1.2 Corporate funding

In this method the corporate houses invest their own amount on the project. It is very much clear that 
the corporate world does investment mainly for profit purposes. Sometimes the corporate houses 
invest in hospitals, educational project for charity purpose. The corporate houses also uses the following 
instruments for raising funds for their project

• Equity finance/ share capital; this time the companies are using this method for raising funds for 
their projects.

• Debentures (debt finance); similarly this technique can also be used by private companies 

• Issuing long-term bonds/ fixed deposits; companies also launches number of schemes for fixed 
deposits with higher rate of interest in comparison to public sector institutions to raise more funds. 

• Borrowings/ loans from financial institutions; the companies are also borrowing money or taking 
loans from banks and other financial institutes for their projects. The loan is provided to company on 
the basis of project detail/utility and revenue generation mechanism. The loan is provided against 
assets or inventory owned by company.  

• Bank overdraft/ short term loan/ mortgage of assets/ loans against equipments; for short term 
purpose the banks provides the short term loan (against the companies deposits) or provide loan 
under some social scheme to company. Similarly banks also provide facility of overdraft against 
the assets and inventory maintained by the company. In some situations funds are generated by 
mortgaging the company assets for short period. In Indian history, the Indian government mortgage 
the national gold for maintaining the level of foreign currency. Companies also get loans against the 
new machinery or equipments purchased for project. 

• Hire purchase; generally this method is used for vehicles. In this method the loan provider purchases 
the equipments/ vehicles and gives to company. In lieu of this the company is paying instalments on 
monthly/ quarterly basis till the loan is repaid.  

Financing Options
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• Trade credits: for short term purposes the supplier use to give the items and equipments on credit 
basis. In this way the company use to maintain cash flow for their project.

• Special loans: as per social commitments the government/ financial institutions offers loans on low 
rate of interest to those companies that are working for new technology or for social cause.     

9.1.3  Public private partnership (PPP)

“Public-Private Partnerships” is big policy decision for any government. Government decide the sectors in 
which the PPP model should be adopted. No government can open all sectors for PPP model of financing 
due to number of reasons. However the PPP financing model encourages the private enterprise to 
contribute in national growth.   

‘PPP’ refer usually to collaborative or contractual arrangements between the government and one or 
more private parties. The basis of the relationship clearly identifies the joint rights and responsibilities, 
which comprehensively covers risks allocation, and the sharing of costs or assets. The strength of PPP’s is 
derived from leveraging respective strengths of the partners to create synergy in order to attain common 
goals. In this model, generally the government provides the licence, facilities and concession to company 
and company is investing its resources and money in the project. The PPP model is of following types

• Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) Toll basis. This method works in the following manner: In BOT (Toll) 
Model, the concessionaire (private entrepreneur) is required to meet the upfront/construction cost 
and the expenditure on annual maintenance. The concessionaire is allowed to recover the entire 
upfront construction cost along with the interest after the complete implementation and working of 
project. The concessionaire is allowed to collect fee/ toll on daily/ weakly/ monthly basis to recover 
its investments along with interest. From this fee/ toll the running cost is also met. As per contract, 
after period of time, the concessionaire is required to transfer the whole project with all assets to 
government. This period of time may spread over the period of 20 or 25 or 30 years. It is expected 
that concessionaire will have recover the whole investment along with interest and good profit 
within that time period. Generally this method is highly applicable for highways projects.    

The viability of the project greatly depends on the traffic (i.e. toll). However, with a view to bridge the 
gap between the investment required and the gains arising out of it, i.e. to increase the viability of the 
projects, capital grant is also provided by government as a special cases (up to maximum of 40% of the 
project cost has been provided under NHDP).

• Build Operate and Transfer (BOT) Annuity basis. This method works in the following manner: This 
is slightly different than BOT model. The model takes into account annuity to be paid to the client. 
In BOT (Annuity) Model, the concessionaire (private sector) is required to meet the entire upfront/
construction cost, running cost and the expenditure on annual maintenance etc. The concessionaire 
recovers the entire investment and a pre-determined cost of return out of the annuities payable by 
the client every year. The selection is made based on the least annuity quoted by the bidders (the 
concession being fixed)

The client (Government/NHAI) retains the risk with respect to traffic (toll), since the client collects the toll.

• Special Purpose Vehicles (SPV) basis; this method works in the following manner: It involves very 
less cash support from the government in the form of equity/debt as the rest of the funds come 
from Ports/Financial Institutions/Beneficiary organizations in the form of equities/debts.
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The amount spent on developments of roads/highways is to be recovered in prescribed concession period 
by way of collection of toll fee by SPV.

• Design-Build (DB): Traditionally, transportation projects were first designed and then built under a 
separate bid. Under design-build programs, a single team submits a plan based on technical factors 
and price. It controls with a single team for design and construction. The designing and construction 
by same team saves lot of precision time for implementing a project. This promotes efficiencies and 
speed for starting a project. Construction can commence as soon as the design details are finished. 
Government pays for whole work and take over the project to start it. 

• Design–Built-Operate (DBO): The private sector designs, builds and operates a new facility under 
an outsourcing arrangement. The finance is provided by government. The government retains 
ownership of the infrastructure asset.

• Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO): Under this arrangement, the designing, building, operating 
and financing of the asset is undertaken by the private sector usually under the term concession 
agreement. The private sector operates the asset during the term of the agreement and transfers 
ownership at the end of the lease.

• Design-Build-Operate-Own (DBOO): In this variant of partnership agreement, besides designing, 
building a financing, the private sector owns and operates an infrastructure asset indefinitely or for 
a fixed period.

9.1.4 Other ways to encourage private players in projects

There are number of ways the government encouraging the private sector to participate in projects of 
national importance. 

With a view to attract private investment in road development, maintenance and operation, National 
Highways Act (NHAI Act) 1956 was amended in June 1995.

In terms of these amendments, the private persons can invest in the NH projects, levy, collect and retain 
fee and is empowered to regulate traffic on such highways in terms of provisions of Motor Vehicle Act, 
1988. From this Act of amendment, the Govt. of India launched major programme of road development 
such as Golden Quadrilateral, Road Development programme from North-South and East-West Corridors.

As a result of this initiative, a large number of private entrepreneurs have come forward and provided a 
major impetus for road development programme in terms of strengthening and widening national and 
state highways.

Government also provides number of incentive for road projects like 

• Government to bear cost of Project Feasibility Study

• Provide land for the Right of Way and Way side amenities

• Agreement to help for shifting of utilities

• Environment clearance, cutting of trees etc.

• Foreign Direct Investment up to 100% in road sector

Financing Options
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• Provision of subsidy up to 40% of project cost to make projects viable. The quantum of subsidy to 
be decided on a case-to-case basis.

• Concession period allowed up to 30 years.

• Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 based on UNICITRAL provisions.

• 100% tax exemption in any consecutive 10 years 

• Declaration of the road sector as an industry

• Easier external commercial borrowing norms.

• Right to retain toll – Toll rates are indexed to the wholesale price index.

Special incentives are also provided to do project in backward areas in form of complete tax rebate and 
giving land on lease on low rates for long period. 

Along with providing land on lease basis, the government also provides land to private concessionaire to 
develop the land for commercial purposes. From this commercial use the concessionaire earns the profit 
to compensate the investment made by concessionaire.   

The Mumbai authority thinking for following model.

      Figure 9.4. Funding options for MMR transport project (Ref Smt. Vijaya lakshmi)

Hence one can also use a combination of various funding options as per state policy.
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ITS infrastructure operation, maintenance, upgradation and evaluation

The successful implementation of ITS applications requires collective effort of involve staff and different 
agencies committed to their own objective and role. Implementing any system is not a difficult job, if funds 
are available along with supplier’s support. The major responsibility to run and maintain the system is a 
real challenge. So it is advisable to have a dedicated trained team to look after the operation, maintenance 
of the whole system. This team would be responsible and accountable for agreed results, data input, data 
security, management and maintenance of all hardware, software, workforce, resources, funds etc.  The 
team must be trained in some basic operation of technology, management, finance, law etc.  Although 
the operation, management and maintenance are the subject of management degree courses, hence it is 
not possible to include each aspect in the scope of this work.  But here some basic points are highlighted, 
which, one should know in order to ensure for operation and management of the system.

9.2	Operations	Management
Operations management is not a single man job. One cannot supervise, control, monitor or look after 
everything alone without the help of the following

• Technology: like CCTV monitoring, Enterprise Resource Planning package etc (actually ERP is more 
important to Maintenance unit).

• Team: a trained team comprising of multi disciplinary branches

Generally the operations management unit lead by a senior officer (also called as Operation manager) of 
the organisation along with team of designated manpower. The role of this team to

• Make effective use of results

• Use resources efficiently, optimally with minimum waste or loss.

• Develop (or as approved) and follow strategies/ tactics  to handle unwanted situations 

• To ensure uninterrupted work flow 

• To keep watch on sensitive inputs at different stages

• To ensure the regular and timely supply of all types of input

• To ensure validated output to reach timely at desired destinations

• To keep watch on maintenance, procurement, storage, safety, processing, output delivery team for 
smooth functions of system 

• To ensure all safety, secrecy, license clauses, quality norms at different stages as per need

• To keep watch that the defined (approved) process is applied or followed at all stages and suggest 
action in case of non-compliance of approved process

• Well aware of capacity, limitations, self-life and life-cycle of all resources

• Understand the importance, limitations, challenges of integration of different process

Financing Options
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• To keep watch or ensure that the policies are followed at all stages

• To ensure that the law of lands related to different activities carried out in agency must be followed. 
Action needs to be taken in case of violation.

• Ensure that system should not go out of control (or breakdown or collapse) and capable to take 
necessary preventive measures to maintain the system working

• Should have backup system/ backup plan/ substitution plan in case of breakdown

• Understand the different types difficulties of working of all teams and suggest (take) necessary 
actions to reduce them – able to manage, understand and provide solution to problems of 
multidisciplinary team 

• Should have knowledge of different types of techniques (like OR techniques, HR tool, technology 
tools - ERP etc.) to increase the efficiency of system

• Should able to assess the capabilities of different process and able to suggest improvement in them 
(upgrading equipment, training to manpower etc.)

• Encourage that all members participate in betterment of working and build a habit of working as 
team member 

The job of operations manager is most crucial job in whole process because he is supposed to make best 
use of available resources to get the maximum output, so he should also have following capabilities

• Capable of handling unwanted, undesirable situations in holistic way

• Capable of analysing the situations/ work/ process in rational manner

• Capable of using skill of team members to get the best from them

• Have creativity and commonsense 

• Have working knowledge of most of the stages (at least crucial stages) of the processing

• Capable of evaluating the system (may be at basic level) 

• Capable of understanding psychology and attitude of human being

• Bold enough to suggest the other alternatives/ design/ process to achieve the same or better goal 
with less resources

After the operations and management, the other most important function is the maintenance management 
for smooth and uninterrupted functioning of system. Actual the maintenance management is the backbone 
of operations of the whole system. 

Maintenance management: The main objective of maintenance management to provide or maintain all 
equipment/ process in working conditions so that work can be carried out uninterrupted manners. In 
order to have effective maintenance system, it is important to have maintenance policy. The maintenance 
policy usually addresses the following. 

• Uniform (or at individual equipment/ process based) maintenance strategy or maintenance system 
or maintenance options for involved equipments/ process
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• In-house/ on-site repair guidelines

• Call basis or annual maintenance contract

• Backup or standby strategy

• Storage of spare part  

• Retention period of spare parts

• Inventory control and management

• Assets control and management

• Replacement strategy – life cycle of equipments

• Outsourcing of maintenance / in house team

• Safety standard for each equipment/ process

• Maintenance record management

9.3	Maintenance	strategy
the maintenance strategy guides and deals with the maintenance schedule in terms of its frequency, 
time interval and types of maintenance to be carried out. With every maintenance activity, some cost is 
associated, so one has to consider the maintenance option as whole or at individual equipment level. The 
most common available options can be mentioned as under 

• Maintenance at the time of breakdown known as breakdown maintenance

• Preventive maintenance 

• Condition based maintenance

Breakdown maintenance is being carried out as soon as any equipment or process stops working the 
maintenance team tries to rectify the fault as early as possible. Actually nobody can predict when an 
equipment or process develop snag. Some equipments or process are (known as sensitive equipments 
or process) so important such that as soon as snag develops in those process/equipment, the whole 
system collapse. For these types of equipments/ process, the maintenance management team used to 
do preventative maintenance so that situation should not worsen and system should not collapse at all. 

The maintenance team is assigned to maintain a maintenance schedule for preventive maintenance. 
This maintenance schedule is prepared on the basis of equipment/process role (dependency level), 
equipment/process working, expert’s opinion and user’s feedback. The preventive maintenance helps to 
reduce unexpected breakdown

For sensitive or costly equipments/ process, the condition base maintenance is also advisable. This system 
does not wait for preventive or breakdown maintenance. In this the equipment/ process is monitored 
continuously by user or maintenance team. As soon as any working/ performance index / parameter of 
equipment/process crosses or touches defined threshold value,  the maintenance team immediately takes 
action and tries to find out problem and tries to solve it. The examples can be cite as

Financing Options
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• Some time equipment/ process does not operate at as desired speed (in software case may be  
virus) or 

• Temperature of equipment increase unnecessarily etc.

So the agency has to decide which equipment/ process will be covered under preventative maintenance 
or which will be under condition- based maintenance because each decision will have its implications on 
its own cost.

In-house/ on-site repair guidelines: the maintenance policy also guides about which type of process/ 
equipment has to be repaired by in-house engineers/ staff due to sensitiveness of the concerned area. 
Some information/ process/ equipments are so sensitive and in interest of company’s trade secrets, it is 
not desired to call staff from outside for repairing. In that situation, the companies/ agencies maintain 
in-house staff not only for routine but also for specific maintenance. In order to have or maintain in-
house engineers/staff for maintenance purpose is a costly affair. It is also possible that company can afford 
to have in-house maintenance staff but for number of reasons, the company/ agency opts for on-site 
engineer/ staff for routine or specific maintenance. So it is the policy that decides about which method 
should be used for which type of equipment/ process. 

Call basis or annual maintenance contract (AMC): Depending on nature of work, the company can go for 
call basis maintenance scheme or for annual maintenance contract (including all or partial list of spare 
parts). In call basis method, company calls for repairing services as and when needed. One has to pay on 
call basis. While in AMC method, one has to pay one time on annual basis. The service provider has to 
attend each and every call. This is a company maintenance policy which guides to decide for different type 
of equipments/ process.         

Backup or standby strategy: Back up policy is of two types, one is related with equipments/process, and 
second is related with records and data, depending on the functioning of the company. The basic purpose 
of backup system (related with equipments/process) is to take over the main system as soon as any snag 
occurs in the main system. But it is not necessary that the backup system take over main system instantly 
(if it takes over instantly, it is named as system redundancy). The backup system is supposed to provide 
the same level of functionality or output as of main system. The standby system is a substitute for main 
system but normally it is designed to work as a complete replica of main system. Standby option is mainly 
designed to serve essential functionality and output of main process. What so ever decision one take it has 
a correlation with the availability of fund.

Storage of spare part /Retention period of spare parts: The crucial point in any maintenance policy to 
guide is in relation to type spare parts and how much quantity an agency should maintain for reducing the 
breakdown time. The lifecycle or retention period of a particular spare part is also important for deciding 
about storage. Normally, decision in this regard depends on the input from domain experts or business 
model of an agency. If agency uses AMC concept or onsite engineer concept, it is the responsibility of the 
service provider to maintain at least bare minimum inventory in the agency premises.

 Inventory control and management: Inventory control and management is a much specialised job and 
it is the backbone of any production/ processing company. The maintenance policy guides to ascertain 
what should be the reorder level (ROL) for each equipment/ process. The fixing of ROL of any equipment is 
highly correlated with its dependency on overall output and availability of funds. Hence, the ROL has to be 
decided in consultation with processing team and marketing team. The tracking of spare part, purchases 
are also an important part of inventory management bearing an impact on ROL.
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Assets control and management: The main functioning in asset management is to keep proper 
records related to each and every equipment/process like equipment’s detail specifications, operating 
specifications, date of purchase, guarantee details, warranty details, life cycle of equipments, maintenance 
history, etc. The asset management also keeps a track of the operators who uses those equipments.  Asset 
management also is meant to keep a track of location of fixed as well as movable assets and movement 
history. The maintenance policy also guides the recording mechanism of the assets. 

Replacement strategy: Life cycle of equipments: the maintenance policy also decides which equipments 
or process are to be replaced after fixed duration or after breakdown. This fixed duration is decided on the 
basis of life period of that equipment as provided by equipment’s manufacturer or domain expert’s opinion. 
Certain equipments that may still in working condition may be required to replace as per maintenance 
policy. This is known as compulsory replacement. The compulsory replacement is essential for life saving 
process/equipments.

Safety standard for each equipment/ process: The maintenance policy also empowers the maintenance 
team to enforce safety norms for use of each and every equipment. The maintenance team has to ensure 
that all the safety precaution must be maintained as per equipment’s need.

9.4	Maintenance	Unit
The one of the major responsibility of maintenance unit is to keep record and all type of details of each 
and every equipment. This unit is supposed to develop a mechanism so that all the available resources 
should be available in working condition most of the times. The other important responsibility of this unit 
is to reduce the breakdown period. The other job of this unit is to help in installing and inspecting the 
working of new equipments/process. The unit has to maintain pre defined maintenance schedule in case 
of preventive maintenance. The unit must be capable of handling unexpected breakdown and conditional 
maintenance. The unit must be well versed with the operational/functional manuals of each and every 
process/equipment. This unit is responsible for inventory management as well as ROL. The maintenance 
unit should well be versed with the capacity and limitations of each and every equipment. This unit is 
required to work/take care of all the aspects of maintenance policy as discussed above. The unit must 
have contingency/emergency plan in case of eventuality. It is also advisable that some reserved resources 
should be provided at the disposal of maintenance unit in order to keep uninterrupted working of the 
system. The maintenance unit must keep themselves updated with latest technology, safety norms and 
management tools. 

Hence the operations and maintenance management is very important functional arm of any successful 
agency/company. The business school trained their graduate very well to handle these units. However for 
knowledge sake one of the software based tool is discussed as a part of maintenance management, which 
helps the operations management and maintenance management job smooth and easy. The software tool 
is called ERP – Enterprise Resource Planning. The well known ERP packages are SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft etc. 
the ERP is nothing but advanced level of MIS - Management Information System 

9.5 Software Tool 

The ERP software tool helps in increasing the performance by monitoring, tracking the operations and 
maintenance function in an agency. It also helps in coordinating finance, manufacturing, purchase, HR with 
operations and maintenance activities. Through this the management can control in-house operations 
effectively. If ERP system is coupled with CRM – Customer Relationship Management and SCM – Supply 
Chain Management, it becomes most effective management system for managing any agency / company. 

Financing Options
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e-Governess/ e-commerce and e-tendering further strengthen the working of ERP system. If the scope of 
ERP is expended by adding the use of web based system, on-line transaction, e-commerce etc, it is termed 
as ERP II or ERS – Enterprise Application Suit.

9.6	Post	Evaluation
The evaluation of any system is an important part of success of any system. The post evaluation of system 
is carried out after a period of time after the successful implementation of that system. Actually before 
implementing any project, it is evaluated on a number of grounds like

• Financial basis; it is necessary to see that the project is worth with reasonable investment.  In that 
process, the complete cost-benefit analysis is carried out, as demonstrated in earlier chapter.

• Utility basis; is it useful economically (may or may not be financially) and beneficial to target users/area 
or not? And how much?

• Technology basis; is it technologically safe for users, environment? Is it latest or old technology? Is it 
possible to maintain that technology and maintenance cost? Is it monopoly technology? Can it be used 
for other uses also? Is this technology upgradable?

One can also have a number of more grounds before implementing any project. But once the project is 
installed and operationalize, the evaluation can be conducted on the basis of certain parameters called 
performance parameters or on some defined performance scale. The financial basis of post evaluation is 
to be carried out when the whole system works with its full capacity for considerable period of time. That 
evaluation decides the financial worth of that project. Similarly to evaluate the real benefit from the user 
point of view, it can only be carried out after considerable time passed with the implementation of project. 
The technologically evaluation is based on technological parameters as per design manual.   

However the overall system evaluation is carried out using performance parameter, which should be 
defined at the designing stage of project. But it can also be defined subsequently after studying the 
benefits, utility and working of various components of system. Some performance parameters are already 
discussed in previous chapters. So readers can refer to it. The evaluation process is important to ensure 
the following

• Check whether the system is performing or producing output as planed or not

• To expand the presence system

• To replicate the same system at other site

The evaluation of working system is an essential part to check the health of system. The evaluation report 
justifies (or not justify) the investment in the system. It also gives a chance to review the whole system. 
One can find out that either the system is working as per expectation or not. If system works as per 
plan/ expectation then how one can improve the system further. If system does not work as per plan/ 
expectation, then what steps should be inducted and at which stage to bring the functioning of system as 
per plan. 

Similarly if agency wants to expand the scope of system further, it is very essential to check the performance 
of that working system. If utility of system is visible then it is worth to expand it further.
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At the same time, the lessons/ experience learnt from working system helps to rectify/ modify the 
proposed new system at other site.  Hence the evaluation of system is very important part of existence of 
any system. 

Now the question is when one should do the evaluation. The system designer used to set the evaluation 
schedule on the basis of scope of the work. There is no hard and fast rule to fix the evaluation schedule for 
all system with one methodology. It is advisable to do first evaluation after successful implementation of 
system as soon as the all the components start functioning after ironing out the teething problems. One 
should not club this phase with inspection phase or testing phase which is usually carried out after the 
installation of system. The objective of the inspection and testing phase is mostly concerned with accuracy 
of working and integration of all components individually and together.  The evaluation is concerned mainly 
with the utility of output. Even system is working as per plan but it is not necessary that the net output 
gives/shows the usefulness of that system. Evaluation of system throws a light to ensure what should be 
done to make output more useful. This forms the bases to ascertain the reasons for non-performance 
that becomes the main focus of evaluation process. Hence one can take corrective action in beginning 
itself, so that whole investment is not wasted. Here one can ask how the system can show its utility in the 
beginning. The best thing is, if users of those output are mostly satisfied (although it is very subjective but 
it is assumed that user understand very well what is useful or what is not? Satisfied means able to use 
that output), one can say with confidence that the system passes the first evaluation test.    Some of the 
suggested guidelines can be referred as

• Whenever any system is designed it has some concept of capacity on which it works optimally. It is 
better to evaluate when it reaches at its half the capacity and then near to design capacity.

• To evaluate as soon as design capacity crosses continuously at least for pre-defined time limit.

• To evaluate the system in extreme conditions   

The evaluation reports give the actual performance of that system. It also tells about any deviation in 
performance in comparison to expected performance. On the basis of deviation, one can state about the 
real utility of the system. 

9.7	 System	Backup	Policy
Here system backup demonstrates two meaning; one is related with backup of system (discussed in above) 
and second is related with information technology systems. The huge data and record, instant/ on-line 
data, frequent data retrieval, on-line report is one of the bases to use information technology tools in any 
application. With understanding the dependence of whole system on data (or the usefulness or utility or 
role of data – records), only then one can decide about system backup policy. The system backup policy 
are concerned with

• Which type of data/ data files, records should be preserved 

• Permanent or temporary period of storing data and for temporary period, up to when the backup is to 
be maintained 

• Testing or regular checking of backup data and the procedure

• Hard copy is to be maintained or not and if yes then up to when?

• Preserving the data from all types of threats like fire, virus, earthquake, flood, terrorist attack, war etc.   

Financing Options
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Hence it is very much essential to have data backup policy for those systems, which are using information 
technology tools.

9.8	 Systems	Upgrade	Policy	–	Replacement	policy
Once again the systems upgrade is related with equipments/ process and information technology tools. 
There is a difference in replacement policy and upgrade policy. The following are the most common 
practice of replacement policy used in industry for process 

• As soon as maintenance cost crosses the running cost of process or not remain financial feasible 
to run that process

• Output start decline or

• Breakdown/ repair time affect the output delivery or

• Difficult to maintain or acquire spare parts or

• Life-cycle (as per design manual) of process is over or

• Operating that process start creating threats to safety or

• Generated output is not as per norms or as per legal/ industry standards or 

• Not able to cope up with demand even working with full capacity  (scale of operation changes) or

• Not remain as energy efficient  

Any economics/ operation research book can referred to read more on replacement theory and when one 
should replace the system. 

Upgrade is one step before replacement. In upgrading one adds more features/components or replace 
some components (with higher capacity/version or capability) of existing working process in order to save 
from total replacement of process. As far as equipments are concerned, it is related with maintenance 
system (cost) used for those equipments or increase in demand for more output from those equipments. 
Further equipments related up-gradation is also related with running cost. However the information 
technology based system requires defined up-gradation policy due to

• Difficult to continue with older versions

• Incompatibility issues (especially after adding new systems in process), problem of handling 
multiple versions

• Information sharing issues with different user groups

• Access to latest technology specially internet based

• Security 

• Support cost to maintain 24 x 7 working

• Energy saving solutions
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A numbers of studies are carried out on this topic as every up-gradation adds cost to whole system 
considerably.

The Office of Financial Management of State of Washington, USA developed an upgrade policy (see in 
annexure) on the basis of experiences collected from different departments of USA. As per their study, the 
life-cycle of software upgrade is 18 months. 

The report also suggests that when replacement cost reduces life-cycle cost by optimising support cost, 
it is better to go for replacement instead of upgrading. So one has to trade – off between upgradation or 
replacement of process. 

That report recommended the following replacement cycle for different components of information 
technology based systems like

• For desktop three year replacement cycle

• For laptop, notebook two – three year replacement cycle

• For server toe  to seven years depending on its utilisation and applications running on it

Although they have not specified about routers, switch and bandwidth issues because there are mostly 
dependent on number of users and speed of desired output. 

9.9	 System	Redundancy
This provides the duplication or triplication of system. It is used for mission critical system like high-
end security systems. As soon as any process fails then within no time, the second system takes over 
the operation so that there is a minimum loss (or no loss) of output/ work.  A crude example can be 
cited. In electricity supply system in home, the automatic generator system (even on-line UPS, inverter) 
(assuming to take complete load of home) may be treated as system redundancy while manual generator 
system may be treated as system backup (assuming to take complete load of home) and battery based 
system as system standby (assume to take limited load or for service for limited duration). In computer 
processing the parallel processor is the example of system redundancy and disk mirroring is an example in 
case of software (particular data).  It is also possible that some critical components are placed in system 
redundancy to ensure the uninterrupted working of main functioning of the process; it is also called 
redundant component and process as partial system redundancy. 

The system redundancies ensure that the process will work even some components of process or main 
process fails. This increases the cost of project. Hence depending on the scope of project, one can decide 
about system redundancy.
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A. Survey Performa 

A1. Sample survey Performa for traffic volume count as used for studies in SPA

Annexure
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A2. Sample survey Performa for speed and delay survey used by SPA  
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A3. The road network inventory Performa used by SPA

Annexure
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As per IRC the road network inventory Performa 
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A4. Capacity and speed designed for Indian Urban Roads as per IRC codes. IRC-106-
1990: Guidelines for Capacity of Urban roads in Plain Areas

Or 

Recommended Design Service volumes (PCUs per hour) (as per IRC-106-1990)

Designed speed for different types of roads

Type of Road ROW (m) Max. Speed (km/hr.)
Arterial 50 – 60 80
Sub arterial 30 – 40 60
Collector 20 – 30 50
Local 10 - 20 30

IRC-86-1983: Geometric Design Standards for Urban Roads in Plain

Annexure
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Recommended PCU factors for various types of vehicles on urban roads (as per IRC-106-1990)

B.	Status	and	experience	of	ITS	applications	in	India		
The role of traffic signals is well established tool for managing traffic at intersections as a part of traffic 
system management in the world. In India, the first traffic signal was installed on 1st June 1955 in Mumbai 
at CTO junction between Church Gate and Flora Fountain of Mayo road and Veer Nariman Road.  When 
the volume of road traffic crosses the certain limit at any intersection (depending on road geometry) then 
traffic signals fail to serve the purpose. In that situation, the other traffic engineering techniques of TSM 
are used. Generally capital intensive solutions take sufficient time for ensuring safe and efficient operation 
of traffic. At the same time modern traffic control system provides fast and easy method to ease the 
problem. 

Delhi is a city where vehicle population is maximum all over India. The large number of vehicles in a city 
increases the congestion on network which also contributes in increasing the air pollution. At same time, a 
large number of traffic also creates lot of noise pollution. In light of these problems The Hon’ble Supreme 
Court of India in M.C. Mehta Vs Union of India and others case directed the traffic authorities for proper 
management and control of traffic in National Capital Territory of Delhi. This direction paves the path of 
modernization of traffic control system in India. 

New Delhi

Delhi is located at 28.61oN, 77.23oE, and lies in the northern part of India and spread over an area of 
about 1,484.0 km2 (573 sq mi). Out of this, about 783 km2 (302 sq mi) is rural area and 700 km2 (270 sq mi) 
is urban area. The length and width of Delhi is 51.9 km (32 mi) and 48.48 km (30 mi) respectively. Delhi 
comprises of three statuary bodies namely Municipal Corporation (now it is further divided into three 
municipalities East, North and South) covering 1,397.3 km2 (540 sq mi), New Delhi Municipal Corporation 
covers 42.7 km2 (16 sq mi) while Delhi Cantonment Board covers an area of 43 km2 (17 sq mi). Delhi falls 
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under seismic zone-IV, making it vulnerable to major earthquakes, so any infrastructure project created in 
Delhi (like Delhi Metro) is suppose to take care of this fact. Delhi experiences the third highest tree-cover 
among cities in India. 

The Delhi population as per census 2011 is 16,753,235 exhibits the decadal growth of 20.96%. As per 
the census of 2001 the population was 13,782,976. One of the major factors of population growth is the 
migration from other states. People are migrating from other states for better job, education opportunity 
and Delhi is considered as the second largest metropolitan city of India after Mumbai. Delhi also experiences 
one of the highest road densities in India.

The vehicle population in 1981 was 5.31 lakhs and in 2001 it was 32.38 lakhs and it has recorded about 67 
lakhs in 2011. The rate of increase of vehicle population in Delhi is one of the fastest in India. The private 
vehicles population in Delhi is having major share in vehicle population of Delhi in almost all times.

Responsibility of managing traffic and enforcing the traffic rules lies in the hand of Delhi Traffic Police. So 
Delhi traffic police is one of the most important agencies in Delhi to experiment the various options of 
traffic management to manage traffic in Delhi.

Delhi Traffic Police: Delhi has witnessed several modernization techniques used by Delhi Traffic Police and 
Delhi Government for urban traffic control system. This has provided an impetus for smooth flow of traffic 
over a long period of time (two decades). Some of them are as follows (description is based on as per 
documents, literature, discussion held with various authorities of Delhi Traffic Police, Delhi government, 
and number of companies providing ITS based solutions) 

Delhi Traffic Police used as well as using the following solutions for traffic control system in Delhi urban 
area.

• Urban traffic control system using Area Traffic Control (ATC) system 

• Traffic Monitoring System/ City Surveillance System

• Variable Massage Sign

• Red Light Speed Camera

• Interceptors/ Mobile Law Enforcement Van

• Simputers

• On-line Prosecution system

• Accident Crash Lab

• Compounding amount collection system

• Short Massage Services

• Web site/ face book account

a. ATC: In 1989 the real time traffic control system was initiated by the Delhi traffic Police for the first time 
in India. Delhi traffic police organized/ supported number of seminars and studies related to modernization 
of urban traffic control system in Delhi. The first step in that direction initiated by Delhi Traffic Police (DTP) 
was to have Area Traffic Control (ATC) system for Delhi (and first time in India) as pilot project for 44 
intersections with 36 traffic controllers. It is to be noted that the ATC system was already implemented in 
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Beijing, Lahore, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Hong Kong, Brazil, Mexico etc before Delhi. Not only that the 
computer controlled traffic responsive, real time ATC system was in use since 1970 worldwide. More than 
200 systems are working in more than 90 countries around the Globe. 

The trial run for ATC started in 2001. The pilot project area covers where slow and fast moving transport 
modes are using the network bounded by Connaught place area, Mathura road, Ring road, Jawaharlal 
Nehru road and Ajmeri gate area. The whole area is divided into 9 regions. The traffic control room for ATC 
project was created at Traffic Lines at Teen Murti Traffic Lines. The system was installed in collaboration 
with CMS Traffic Systems Ltd.  The following equipments were installed in control room.

i. Digital Alpha computer, spool printer, dot matrix printers. 

ii. The alpha is connected through Ethernet network with communication system

iii. 250 number of system flow detectors

iv. SCOOT software

v. 12 pairs of telephone cables are provided to control room; out of this 11 pairs are further multiplexed 
to cover remaining 35 controllers.

The area covered under the ATC project in Delhi is shown as under

      Figure 1: Area covered under ATC project in Delhi

The Delhi ATC system selected the SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimization technique) system after lot of 
discussions and deliberations. The other available system is SCATS (Sydney Actuated Traffic System). The 
SCATS is developed by RTA - New South Wales Australia along with Australian signal companies. The SCOOT 
is developed by Transport Research Laboratory, UK along with British traffic signal control companies. It is 
primarily based on TRANSYT (Traffic Area Network Study Tool) model. But in SCOOT, the system assesses 
the actual real time traffic data collected from road side vehicle detectors. On that basis it recalculates the 
optimum signal timings. The SCOOT uses three types of optimizers for signal timings settings.
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• SPLIT Optimiser

• CYCLE TIME Optimiser

• OFFSET Optimiser

SCCOT uses the cyclic profile of road side detector occupancy (which is the proportion of the cycle during 
which the detector is occupied by vehicles) for all its calculations. On these bases, it estimates queue 
length at each links, number of stops and degree of saturation. These estimates are used in its optimizers. 
This is also known as performance index (PI). If PI is more, then it means the efficiency of system is low. 

As per document of Delhi Traffic Police, the main features of SCOOT are 

- Public transport system can get priority on road network, provided Automatic Vehicle Detection System 
is also used 

- On-line model storing and updating information on traffic flow profile, queue length data, degree of 
saturation and congestion level.

- Three optimisers: Split for relative stage duration’s, offset for improving coordination along links and 
Cycle time for region which is updated every few cycles.

- Complete road side detector monitoring

- Numerical and graphical output on delays, queues, traffic flows etc for each link, node and at region 
level.

- Online SCOOT parameters changes

- Full utilization of stop line information for a link for accurately prediction in system

- Status of traffic lights is fed back into SCOOT system to facilitate the use of demand dependency within 
SCOOT.

The SCOOT system is available since 1982 and installed in more than 40 towns and cities around the World. 
The company claims that there is 12% and 32% reduction in delays in comparison to up-to-date fixed time 
plan and isolated junction control system. Following figure shows the flow information in SCOOT system.

  Figure 2: The Flow of Information in a SCOOT system

The school of Planning and Architecture, Delhi conducted impact assessment study of this ATC system by 
collecting speed and delay data, traffic volume data in ATC area before and after installation of ATC system. 
The results showed that on an average, there was an improvement in journey speed of 9.8% and reduction 
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in delay up to 36% per vehicle. The total fuel consumption by vehicles was reduced by 20.2%. The average 
saving in value of loss of time found to be of 11.54% in a day (16 hours). On the basis of pilot project the 
ATC area was increased up to 100 intersections grouped in 12 regions. But slowly and slowly, the whole 
system losses its attraction without mentioning any official reasons.

b. Traffic Monitoring System/ City Surveillance System: keeping the aim of an aid to enforcement and 
regulation of traffic using latest and scientific technology, the Delhi traffic Police started the “Traffic 
Monitoring Systems” in Delhi for on-line monitoring of traffic situation and also for first time in India. 
The system is designed to carry out following functions and generate reports, give alarms in case of any 
problems.

• Real time incident detection system on selected locations 

• Snap shot of the scenes.

• Stopped vehicles in surveillance area.

• Red light violation alarms

• Vehicle counting

• Lane discipline specially by HTV

This system consisting of 10 PTZ & 26 static cameras, fixed at 9 locations, Vishav Yuvak Kendra, Rajghat, 
DDA Vikas Minar, Shakarpur Chungi, CGO complex (SCOPE building), Akshardham Chowk, Statesman 
building at Bara Khamba Circus, ITO (‘A’ point) & PHQ and “W” point. 

This system consisting of following equipments and infrastructures

• High resolution remotely controlled I.P. PTZ cameras and fixed cameras with PAN, Tilt, Zoom facility 
with provision of day and night monitoring features.

• Cameras housing is weather and vandal proof.

• Virtual Private Network, network for 100% uptime for entire link and provision of alternative 
network control units.  

•  Data is transferred through high bandwidth Optical Fiber based network to control room

• Server capable to expand up to 300 cameras and integrated with National Informatics Center (NIC), 
Delhi Web server, computers, printers

• Video incident detection software, digital video recording system with advanced video contents 
analytics including motion and abnormal event detention, intrusion detection and stationary vehicle 
detection system. 

• Software for reconstructing the situations for further analysis, software for controlling and 
monitoring video as per pre defined priorities at control room.

• Facility of auto-archiving, searching of archived data based on different parameters like time, date, 
range, location and type of incidents.

• Facility of I.P based announcement system (mikes) at the cameras locations locally as well as from 
control room.  
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c. Variable Massage Sign: the fixed and mobile variable massage system is/ was also used by Delhi Traffic 
Police to provide advance information and advice to road users about diversion and other precautionary 
massages. The system is GSM based and massages can be changed from control room at Teen Murti Traffic 
Lines. The mobile VMS system is fitted on multi utility vehicle which can be deployed at any place in Delhi 
as per requirement. The fixed system is installed at 

• On Ring Road at Nizamuddin Khatta

• On Ring Road near Moti Bagh flyover

• On Rani Jhansi road near Jhandewalan Mandir. 

It was also proposed to expand this system in other parts of city. 

d. Red Light Speed Camera: these special cameras are installed at 9 intersections to capture the red light 
violations. This system detects automatically the red light violation and over speeding using sensors and 
digital images of vehicles. The data is stored in computer system at control room and using software the 
Challans and notices are issued instantly. These cameras are installed at

• Sardar Patel Marg – Kautilya Marg traffic signal

• Prithvi Raj road – South end road traffic signal

• Lodhi road – Aurobindo marg – T point traffic signal

• Bhisham Pitamah marg – Lodhi road

• Shankar road traffic intersection

• Rajghat traffic intersection

• Samachar apartments

• Bagwan Dass road

• Ram Nath marg

The following shots were captured by red light speed camera for vehicles that are violating the red signals 
or over speeding and communicated to control room along with violation details

  Figure 3: Red Speed violation print out (Ref. photo from DTP sources)

Annexure
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These photos were used as proof in traffic court for challaning the traffic rules offenders. 

e. Interceptors/ Mobile Law Enforcement Van: Delhi traffic police also uses mobile law enforcement van 
(called interceptor) to detect lane violation, overtaking, dangerous driving and other visual violations. The 
van comprises of following equipments 

• Laser based speed measuring device

• Overhead camera

• Breath analyzer for alcohol checking

• Laptop

• Recording and printing facility

• DVD system

• PA system

• UPS 

The project was started with 9 interceptors with one each for 9 districts. For speed violation, Delhi traffic 
police is also using Doppler RADAR system (with camera and small LCD system) for capturing the over- 
speeding vehicles with speed, date and time data. Some systems are also equipped with facility of taking 
pictures, recording and printing. 

f. Simputers: Delhi traffic police also used “Simputers” (PDA) (Of AMIDA make) for prosecuting traffic 
violators and also creating on-line data bank. This system saves paper work, manpower and time. The 
Simputers were attached with portable compact printers for printing challans on the spot. This system 
helps in generating number of useful reports at notice branch level, traffic circle level, individual level and 
produce comprehensive report in centralized form. But this system did not stay for long time and now 
once again Delhi Traffic Police is going to introduced e-Challaning system using latest technology. The 
details of that system are presented separately.

g. On-line Prosecution system: this is another good attempt by Delhi traffic police to book the traffic 
rules violators. In this system the police personnel were given specially designed booklet in which the 
policeman note down the vehicle number, vehicle color code, vehicle code, violation code etc for traffic 
violators without stopping or questioning that vehicle/ driver. This hand written slips then scanned/ 
read by computers which convert into computer readable format. Using the database of vehicle owner/ 
registration number of vehicles, the challans were printed automatically describing the complete details 
like vehicle number, violation type, compounding amount, the details of vehicle etc. In case of Court 
Challan, the details related to court, court appearing date is also printed. These notices were sent by 
post to the traffic violators and advice them to pay the compounding amount by due date at mentioned 
places. If someone missed the date then the case is refer intelligently for further legal action. Somehow 
this beautiful system also loses its attraction. The printed booklet used by Traffic Policeman as shown in 
following
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Figure 4: Printed booklet used by Traffic Policeman for recording traffic violations Ref photo  
from DTP source

The following figure shows the print out of challan that was sent to driver/ vehicle owner

Figure 5: print out of challan (Ref photo from DTP sources)

h. Accident Crash Lab: another professional and scientific approach was used by Delhi traffic police to 
analyze the road accidents data using “PC Crash” software. Through this software, the road accidents are 
reconstructed virtually using Indian models of vehicle and environment. The system skid marks, positioning 
of vehicles and other related road side evidences and clues helps in the reconstruction of the accident 
virtually. This helps to study the causative factors for occurrence of accident. On the basis of finding, the 
remedial measures are formulated for that type of scenario.   

i. Compounding amount collection system: Delhi traffic police installed cheque depository machines at 
7 places so that the traffic violators can deposit the cheque equal to compounding amount using touch 
screen of computers. This method helps to update the data on-line and as well as one can also find out any 
notice pending against him or his vehicle. Similarly one can also deposit the amount in cash at prescribed 3 
places. Ultimately this system provides up to date information about pending notices and settled notices. 

j. Short Massage Services: If anybody registered with particular SIM number of Delhi traffic police then he 
will get information through SMS services of Delhi traffic police automatically regularly about the following 
aspects

Annexure
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• Traffic situation

• Diversions

• Traffic problem in any area

The information about 

• pending Challan/ notice against particular vehicle

• details of prosecution 

• ownership of the vehicle registered in Delhi

• information about accidents

• information about the towed vehicle and where it will be available 

is also available through this system. Using this system one can also lodge a complaint against Auto 
rickshaw drivers of following types

• Refuse to go at particular destination

• Overcharging

• Misbehavior

• Harassment

One can also register the complaint for non functioning of traffic signals at particular intersections. The 
suggestions or complaints related to traffic can also be forwarded using this system. 

The system architecture of SMS system is shown in following figure 

           Figure 6: System architecture used for SMS services

            Ref photo from DTP sources

k. Web site/ face book account: another highly successful service provided by Delhi traffic police is the 
use of face book account. Using this account anybody can lodge the traffic violation complaints even 
with photograph of rules violating vehicles. This system helps to take prompt action by traffic police. This 
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system removes the fear of general public and they are lodging complaints fearlessly. Through this even 
VIP and VVIP are also booked for traffic rules violations. Its impact in Delhi is highly visible. Now the red 
beacon is only used by those who are entitled to use it. The rest of them has removed the red beacon 
willingly because they know that now it is very difficult to hide their mistake. Similarly the Delhi traffic 
police web site is also equipped with details of traffic rules, new traffic schemes and advisory. One can also 
e-mail to concern person using this web site.

DIMTS (Delhi Integrated Multi Modal Transit System Ltd.: DIMTS is a joint venture (an urban transport 
and infrastructure development company) company set up with 50% equity, each, of the Government of 
National Capital Territory, Delhi and the Infrastructure Development Finance Company (IDFC) to build and 
deliver quality infrastructure. This company is supported by multi-disciplinary team of professional from 
the area of transport planning, public transport, engineering, IT, construction and project management. 

Besides providing its services in areas of feasibility studies, transaction advisory and loan syndication, 
bid process management, operation and management and consultancy, DIMTS also provides ITS based 
solutions to Delhi. (The description given below is based on as per documents, literature, discussion 
held with various authorities of Delhi Traffic Police, Delhi government, DIMTS’ officials and number of 
companies providing ITS based solutions)  

• Intelligent Signalling Systems (ISS)

• Automated Vehicle Location system (AVLS)

• Automated Fare Collection System (AFCS) (Smart Card based)/ electronic ticking machines (ETM) 

• Passenger Information System

• End – to – end e-governance solution integrated with n-tier web based systems

• Smart card based driving license, PSV badges

• Smart card based permits for three- wheeler scooters rickshaws (TSR)

• BRT / Bus Concession (BS) operations

• ATC on BRT corridor

• Traffic monitoring on BRT corridor/ incident management system

a. Intelligent Signalling Systems (ISS): this system is installed at various intersections on Ambedkar Nagar- 
Moolchand section of BRT corridor for efficient and smooth dispersal of vehicles. It works by optimizing 
signal timings using radar – captured vehicle volume data. The system helps in reducing the vehicular 
delays and also ensuring safe and convenient movement for pedestrians and non- motorized modes of 
transport. Priority of mass transit on this corridor (using ISS) can also be fixed so that people carrying 
capacity of the system is optimized. The people carrying capacity means the system estimates (on the 
basis of field data received) total number of passengers in all Buses at the intersection and compare with 
the estimated numbers of travelers of all other mode on that intersection. Wherever the numbers of 
passengers are more than the priority of signal is fixed accordingly. So here the weight age is given on 
the basis of cumulative estimated total of bus passengers’ verses estimated total number of people by all 
other modes. On the basis the traffic signals are controlled. This function benefits the maximum number 
of passengers using public transport. The video data (through 360 degree rotating camera) is continuously 
transmitted in real-time to the control room, if any intervention required (for traffic control, incident 
management, change in signal timing, etc.), it can be implemented remotely from control room. 

Annexure
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The various functions of ISS system can be controlled by control room as described as under

• Incident management

• Efficient and effective use of traffic signals

• Fault management system (fault related to various equipments)

• Daily signal plan/ holiday signal plan/ pre-fixing signal plan for one year

• Changing signal plans

• Providing green wave throughout corridor in case of emergency/ VIP movement

• Providing priority to buses

• Detecting traffic violation in real time and capturing number plate of violators as evidence for 
prosecution

• Capturing and monitoring the real time traffic data through various cameras installed on the corridor

b. Automated Vehicle Location system (AVLS): this system is implemented by DIMTS for tracking the 
cluster bus service to get real-time information of its locations. Each vehicle is mounted with GPS-enabled 
system, which is transmitting its coordinates in real time to the control room of DIMTS. The AVLS system 
helps in

• Monitoring the number of active trips

• Monitoring delayed/ missed trips/ skipping of bus stops

• Monitoring route violations/ deviations/ over speeding etc.

• Displaying live tracking of vehicles on map

• Generation of management information system reports of various types

• Expected time of arrival (ETA)/ passenger information system (PIS) information in real time

• Providing real –time passenger information to commuters at bus queue shelter, internet and mobile 
phone

• Helps in scheduling for buses in better way and maintaining punctuality

• Direct communication between drivers and control room 

• Help in quick removal of buses on corridor in case of break downs

• Better utilization of fleet

The backbone of this system is communication servers, DB servers and Map server. The data provided by 
this system is used to predict the expected time of arrival of bus and the processed information of same 
is communicated to passengers through information display boards (type of VMS) at bus queue shelters, 
internet and mobile phones. This system is useful to judge the performance of different fleet operators 
and drivers. This helps in maintaining the quality of service to passengers. One can also monitor the buses 
which are regularly over speeding or not stopping at bus stops or breaking the traffic rules or not providing 
service as desired. This information helps to take action against those type of drivers which ultimately 
helps in improving the safety of passengers and as well as road users.   
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c. Automated Fare Collection System (AFCS) (Smart Card based)/ electronic ticking machines (ETM): in 
this system, passengers are using smart card based bus passes at the time of alighting and boarding. They 
are validating it through smart card validators fitted in buses. The fare is automatically deducted and up 
dated in these smart passes. Any passengers without smart pass can buy ticket in bus dispensed from 
electronic ticketing machines. 

The main point of these two systems is that both of them are equipped with GPRS through which the fare 
transaction details are transmitted in real time to control room. This saves a lot of time of conductors and 
account department. Not only this, it also provides very reliable data for passenger’s trips for different 
origin- destinations.  This becomes a good and reliable source for transport planning.  

d. Passenger Information System: the data provided by automatic vehicle location system is processed using 
separate server and the information about expected time of arrival is disseminated through information 
display boards installed at various bus queue shelters. The facility is also available to disseminate the 
information on internet (using web site www.  dimts. in/ passengerinfo. html)and also on mobile phones 
through SMS. 

Figure 7: Photo of Passenger information system at bus queue shelter (taken from DIMTS web-site)

e. End – To – End e-Governance Solution integrated with n-tier Web Based Systems: DIMTS proposes to 
provide the passenger information system using its web site through which one can see the movement of 
bus on the network. 

f. Smart Card Based Driving License, PSV Badges and Smart Card Based Permits for Three- Wheeler 
Scooters Rickshaws (TSR): The government of National Capital Territory (NCT) of Delhi entrusted the job 
of computerizing the learner license test, operation and management of the issue of smart card based 
driving license to DIMTS.  Using Sarathi software, DIMTS successfully implemented the on-line learner test 
and provide smart card based driving license to drivers at all 13 zonal office of Department of Transport. 
The system is also re-verifying the applicant identity using finger print system. With the help of centralized 
database, now anybody can renew their license from any zonal office. 

DIMTS also provides the complete knowhow and helps transport department of Govt. of NCT in issuing 
the smart card based PSV badges and smart card based permits to three wheelers and commercial vehicle. 
These smart cards are embedded with temper proof electronic chip. This chip stores the complete details 
of driver, finger prints, badge/ permit details etc. This card is also capable of storing the details of Challan 
related information. This system can be used to control the fraud/duplication/ misuse of driving license and 
permits. In this way, it helps in increasing the safety of road users indirect way and helps in enforcement 
of law. DIMTS assigns the responsibility of delivering these cards to the owner after checking/ verifying 
the users using biometrics technique. Delivery of these cards through post is also being trusted to them. 

Annexure
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Figure 8: Photo of smart card based license (Taken from DIMTS web site)

g. BRT / Bus Concession (BS) operations, ATC on BRT corridor, Traffic monitoring on BRT corridor: The 
Government of Delhi has given one of the major responsibilities to DIMTS to manage the operation 
and maintenance of the Delhi’s first BRT corridor.  The responsibility of monitoring the BRT corridor 
also includes the traffic management services. The whole operations are being watched and supervised 
through big video wall installed in the central control room of DIMTS. Using ISS, radar based on-line road 
side data, CCTV camera coupled with incident detection software with compatible hardware are the major 
equipments used for this purpose. Installation of ATC system as used by Delhi traffic Police on BRT corridor 
showed more positive results. One of the officers handling the system on the basis of his experiences and 
observations claimed that the ATC system on BRT corridor reduces the waiting time at signals by 26%. 

DIMTS is also managing and monitoring the cluster buses using GPS and GPRS based vehicle tracking 
system. These cluster buses owned by the concessionaire in private sector. In future it is expected that 
DIMTS will handle approximately about 11000 buses. Ultimately these services provided by DIMTS use 
ITS tools as discussed above. The major components of DIMTS services related with this type of work (as 
mentioned in their literature) are as under

• Collection and compilation of daily reports on BRT

• Monitoring the efficiency of service staff on road side duty

• Incident management on BRT corridor

• Exchanging the reports, and information between stake holders

• Real-time monitoring of traffic in 24 x 7 modes.

• Real time monitoring of bus operation from depot level to terminal level.

• Maintenance of database, analyzing it and report generation on daily/ weekly/monthly basis as 
required by all state holders.

• Management of revenue and concession agreements.

Bangalore

Bangalore is one of the city, which is adopting the ITS based solutions for traffic management very 
fast and ready to take first place in this direction. Bangalore authorities not only using the solution 
provided by companies but also using local IT talent for their projects. The Bangalore city has a total 
road length of 11,000 Kms of road with more than 330 signalized intersections along with 120 roads 
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enforced with one-way system. The city experiences about 38 lakhs vehicles out of which 70% are two-
wheelers. In comparison to population growth (4.8%) the growth of vehicles registers for 25%, which is 
5 times higher. The city is served by about 3000 officers of traffic department. The population growth 
coupled with economic growth has resulted in frequent traffic congestion on most of the arteries in the 
city. But transport infrastructure and parking facilities has not increased in commensurate proportion in 
comparison to vehicular growth. All these contribute in heavy traffic congestion, road accidents, air and 
noise pollutions. Due to lack of traffic planning, the Bangalore city suffered a major setback in terms of safe 
and efficient movement of traffic. Thus Bangalore city is the one of the best place to implement ITS based 
solution towards improving Bangalore city traffic management system. The Bangalore has already added 
feature to its cap by developing one of the best ITS based project known as

B-TRAC

This is intelligent transport system designed for city traffic management. The main focus of this work is on 
traffic congestion and safety. (The following discussion is based on the presentation given by Bangalore 
authorities, Bangalore traffic police). The main components of B- TRAC system are

• Intelligent transportation system
o Automated signaling system

o Vehicle actuation

o Signal processing

o Area traffic control system

• Surveillance / enforcement system
o Surveillance/ enforcement camera system

o Mobile Surveillance/ enforcement system - interceptors

o Traffic scanning and traffic automation centre

o Monitoring of BMTC buses

o Blackberry based e-challaning system

• Information dissemination system (also For Parking information system)
o VMS

o FM channels

o SMS base dissemination system

• Public interface
o Bangalore traffic police Web-site

o Bangalore traffic Facebook account

o IVRS

o Education/ awareness and capacity building

a. Intelligent transportation system: the intelligent transport system in Bangalore is provided using vehicle 
actuation, signal processing and area traffic control system technique. For implementing this system, the 
new traffic signals are installed and old ones are upgraded almost at 330 locations. For using the vehicle 
actuation system, the inductive loops are placed below the road surface. What so ever vehicles are passing 
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over it, the data is transferred to road side controller. The controllers are also sending the data to control 
room. These hidden loops are also coupled with CCTV camera system in order to serve traffic surveillance 
and enforcement system. If no vehicle passes the loop for 4 seconds then the corresponding signal turned 
red. This system helps in fully utilizing the green time of signal.   

The coordinated signal provides continuous movement of vehicles along an arterial or throughout network 
by minimizing the red time i.e. delays at junctions. The system is implemented at 24 corridors. The following 
are the photos showing the inductive loops placed below the road, junction signal time monitoring at 
junction, the control room and graphical monitoring of junction connectivity. (Ref Photo Sood)

          Figure 9: Loop detectors for vehicle detection (Ref Photo Sood)

                       Figure 10: Photo of control room for corridor management (Ref Photo Sood)

The ATC system provides the facility of monitoring, operating and controlling traffic lights through computer 
(basically using advance algorithm like SCOOT etc.). The system uses the data received from field and on 
that basis, it decides using software the signal timings in order to have minimum delay on whole network. 
In all 14 corridors are under the ATC system

It is claimed by the authorities that on about 85% of the junctions show the average saving in time to the 
extent of 15%. The average journey speed is increased from 18 Kmph to 23 Kmph.  

b. Surveillance / enforcement system: the surveillance and enforcement system in Bangalore comprises 
of surveillance and enforcement system, Mobile Surveillance/ enforcement system – interceptors, Traffic 
scanning and traffic automation centre, Monitoring of BMTC buses and Blackberry based e-challaning system. 
There are 179 number of traffic surveillance camera are installed that collect real time video data using Pan 
Tilt Zoom (PTZ) dome camera, which  transmits the image to traffic control room through an IP network. 
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                       Figure 11: Photos of dome type PTZ camera and red-speed camera

 
There are 5 number of enforcement camera (also call red light violation camera / red-speed camera). 
This camera also capture the over – speeding and signal jumping vehicle and transmits the same to traffic 
control room. Even the data received through constables the automated enforcement centre generate 
the computerized challans and send to the offenders. The traffic police force is equipped with Blackberry 
based e-Challaning system. At present 746 Blackberry systems 

  Figure 12: Blackberry based e-challaning system in Bangalore

along with wireless printers are given to traffic sub-inspectors and inspectors. Using this system the repeat 
offender are identified and accordingly dealt as per law. The backbone of this system is the registration 
database of transport department, which helps in identifying the vehicle details, ownership details etc. 
Similarly the mobile surveillance and enforcement system are implemented using vehicle mounted with 
360 degree roof mounted cameras, laser speed gun and alcometers. The van is also equipped with laptop, 
printer etc. These vans are called interceptors. 

           Figure 13: Interceptor vans of Bangalore Police. (Ref Photo Sood)
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 Figure 14: Web based vehicle monitoring system

 

The BMTC buses are also monitored at control room as well as through web-site. The buses are mounted 
with GPS based system that is transmitting its position continuously to control room. Thus using the traffic 
surveillance and enforcement system, the Bangalore traffic police is in position to manage the traffic at 
junction level, manage the traffic flow on the network, check the incident and take necessary action. Not 
only that the traffic rules enforcement becomes easier. Further one can see the traffic flow on web site as 
well as see the traffic situation at various junctions on which the CCTV are installed. It is claimed by the 
authorities (on the basis of statistics, Ref Sood) that road accidents are reducing after BMTC implemented 
the ITS based surveillance and enforcement system. 

Similarly the fine collected by the traffic police is also increased as presented in the following table.

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
No. of cases registered 1340056 1784590 2310479 2999303 3177992
Total fine (Rs. in Crores) 19.91 29.51 37.62 47.56 50.56

c. Information dissemination system: the information about traffic situation, advisory message, and 
regulatory messages including the information about parking system is disseminated through VMS, 
SMS, Web-site, Facebook, FM radio. At about 20 locations VMS system is installed. The VMS systems are 
connected with control room and messages are transmitted in real time through control room. These 
systems are related to following measures.

• Road incidents

• Diversions

• Speed restrictions

• Safety messages

The information about available parking lots in city is collected in control room in real time and then the 
same is transmitted to road users via VMS, Internet, SMS. Similarly radio jockey of FM radio station are 
informing to their listeners about latest traffic situations on the basis of information received through or 
directly from traffic control room. 
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d. Public interface: one of the important aspects of any traffic management scheme is to educate the road 
users and have constant touch with public. Bangalore traffic police is also using a number of methods using 
IT based methods. The methods used by them are

• Bangalore traffic police Web-site

• Bangalore traffic Facebook account

• Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS)

• Education/ awareness and capacity building

Bangalore traffic police’s Web-site is containing a lot of information useful for road users of Bangalore city. 
Not only that the Facebook account is also maintained to remain in touch with public 24x7 mode. One 
can view the status of complaint on web site and also lodge it there itself. The interactive voice recording 
system is also available to lodge any complaint. The passengers of auto rickshaw can lodge complaint 
about auto rickshaw through SMS. The Bangalore traffic police started citizen’s forum in 39 traffic police 
stations in order to have direct interaction with public.

Pune 

Pune is situated in Deccan Plateau (Sanhyadri Hills/Western Ghats) between 18o 32’ North latitude and 72o 
51’ East longitudes, increasingly becoming as one of the important cities of Maharashtra states of India. It 
is spread over 700 km2 (270 sq mi). As per 2001 census the population of Pune was 23 lakhs and in 2011 it 
is about 33 lakhs.  There are more than 12.5 lakhs registered vehicles in Pune as on date. 

Pune Municipal Corporation (PMC) and Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, 
Thiruvananthapuram (C-DAC) jointly developed a number of ITS based solutions for managing traffic for 
Pune city. Most of these systems are implemented through Keltron also. The project is funded by the 
Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology. The ITS 
based application for Pune city is named as CGRAPS as described below

CGRAPS

This includes the combination of the following sub systems.

Critical public place surveillance system (CPPSS) + Garbage/ Octroi vehicle management system (GVMS) 
+ Red light violation detection system (RVDS) + Area Traffic Control System (ATC) + Passenger information 
system for BRTS corridor (PIS) + Speed limit violation detection system (SVDS)

Hence the numbers of sub systems under this project as provided or implemented by Pune municipality 
are (the below description is referred from the literatures/ presentations of V. Muralidharan of C-DAC and 
presentation of Isac Newton Robert of Keltron)

• Area Traffic Control System (ATC).

• Camera Surveillance System/ critical public place surveillance system (CPPSS).

• Service Crew Monitoring System (SCMS).

• Garbage/ Octroi vehicle management system (GVMS)

• Red light violation detection system (RVDS)

• Passenger information system for BRTS corridor (PIS)

• Speed limit violation detection system (SVDS)
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• Intelligent parking lot management system (IPLMS)

• Variable Message Sign (VMS)

The system architecture for this application is shown in following figure

Figure 15: System architecture for ITS services used in Pune City (Photo Ref. Isac.)

The above is the system architecture of application of ITS for various services as mentioned above at Pune.

a. ATC/ Camera Surveillance system/ SCMS/ VMS: all these systems are integrated together to make 
urban traffic control system for Pune city. This integrated system provides much better and efficient ATC 
system for a city. This system provides real time control over traffic fluctuations and better management 
of traffic signal timings. It reduces stops and delays of vehicular traffic in the area and saves fuel as well as 
helps in reducing noise and air pollution. The real time reliable data provides an opportunity to transport 
and town planners to make better plan for the city. 

The physical/ system architecture of ATC system is shown in the figure

Figure 16: The physical/ system architecture of ATC system (Ref photo Muralidharan)
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The major components of ATC are

• Vehicle detectors; the inductive closed loops (2 meter x 4 meter) are buried under the road approximately 
at the depth of 3-6 cm. These loops sense the vehicles and sent the data to control room via controller. 
In following the camera based detection system is shown. In this system a virtual loop is created and as 
soon as any vehicle cuts the loop then it creates a signal. On the basis of these signals the vehicle are 
detected. 

• ArTIC and communication network; it is area traffic control compatible intersection controller meant 
for controlling the traffic signal and is based on timings generated by ATC system. ArTIC determines 
the stage timing for each approach based on the average vehicle occupancy at the stop line. These 
stage timing are sent to the control room at the termination of each stage, for audit and update via 
communication link consisting of leased line network (MLLN) of 64 kbps speed. These communication 
links are maintained by BSNL. There are 38 ArTIC controllers and 38 Routers attached with each ArTIC 
installed in the area. The main features of ArTIC are as under

o It is fully microprocessor based, fully solid state system

o GPS based real time clock

o Programmable Intergreen, red extension, starting amber, minimum green, all red stage, night flash

o Green- green conflict monitoring 

o Lamp burnout monitoring

o Microcontroller watchdog

 And its mode of operation is

o Fixed time

o Vehicle actuation with all stage preemption

o Vehicle actuation with fixed cycle time

o Full ATCS

• Control Room; the control room manages the whole traffic in the experiment area with following 
hardware

o 2 HP server, 3 operator console, one LCD projector, one 3- in- one laser printer

o one core router,

o one 24 port manageable switch

o 38 MLLN hardware

 And following software

o Oracle RDBMS

o Window O/S

o Vehicle tracking software

Annexure
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o Video recording software

o HMI software for viewing the status of network, junction traffic flow animation, saturation level, 
on-line time- space diagram etc.

o CoSiCoSt (Composite Signal Control Strategy) (developed by C-DAC) software used for controlling 
the road traffic network and optimizing traffic flow. It controls the traffic flow based on average 
vehicle occupancy data. CoSiCoSt provides special filters for addressing high heterogeneity and poor 
lane discipline. It is basically built on VA platform which offers high scalability. The main features of 
this software are as under

• Bi- level Split optimization

• Area optimization

• Offset optimization

• Stage time update in every cycle

• On-line priority route identification

The ATC system is coupled with 

• Camera surveillance system: in the ATC, area the cameras are installed at 2 junctions to capture the 
online traffic and its video can be seen in control room. The cameras are equipped with the facilities 
such as Pan, Tilt, and Zoom. This video can be analyzed in future also.

The monitoring of camera in central control room is shown in following photo

 Figure 17: Monitoring through video images at control room (Ref photo Isac)

 Service crew monitoring system (SCMS); it is a type of Probe vehicle. In this system the vehicles of traffic 
signal services crew are fitted with vehicle tracking system and their movement is continuously monitored 
in GIS map on-line. The data generated by these vehicles give the traffic profile on the network which is 
stored in database for further analysis. 
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• Variable Message Sign (VMS); similarly the VMS are installed at 2 junctions to display any emergency 
message or any advisory message. These display boards offer GSM interface. 

One can generate various reports on stage switching, mode switching, cycle switching, error logs, network 
performance etc. Pune Municipality also got impact analysis of this new system conducted by independent 
consultant company. The major benefits (Ref. Muralidharan, Isac) comes out are as under

• Average travel speed increase as 2% - 12%

• Reduction in average delay is 11% - 30%.

• Estimated annual fuel saving is about Rs 4.77 crores in the year 2006

• Estimated annual time saving benefits in the year 2006 is about Rs 0.83 crores

• Total saving is in form of Rs 56 million per annum.

b. Garbage/ Octroi vehicle management system (GVMS): In this system, the garbage and Octroi vehicles 
are fitted with GPS based vehicle tracking system. Wherever these vehicles are moving on the network, the 
same is recorded in the control room. The concerned department and officers can watch the movement 
of these vehicles on Pune map through Web site. Number of reports like the road network on which the 
vehicle operated number of stops on the network, total distance traveled. Total travel time vehicle wise 
and ay wise. These reports help in monitoring the performance of drivers and whole system.   The web 
based tracking of Garbage and Octroi vehicles on Pune map.

           Figure 18: Web based monitoring of Garbage and Octroi vehicles (Ref photo Isac)

c. Red light violation detection system (RVDS)/ Speed limit violation detection system (SVDS)/ Automatic 
number plate recognition system: at about 31 locations approximately 100 cameras are installed in Pune 
city to detect the red light violation and speed limit violations. The data of traffic rule’s violators captured 
through cameras is transmitted in real time to control room. Using automatic number plate recognition 
system, the number plate of vehicle is identified. Then the challans are prepared using the already created 
database of RTO of vehicle owners that describe the vehicle type, ownership details, and type of violation 
etc and dispatched to them. The major challenges for this system are
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• Poor lighting/ night time problems
• Heterogeneous traffic
• Multiple violations
• Lane indiscipline
• Rainy conditions
• Different types of fonts and sizes
• Regional language number plates
• Untidy and exotic number plates

But the system is capable to meet the challenge in most of the cases.

Below is the scene where these types of camera are installed for capturing the proof of red light violation 
along with challan preparation

Figure 19: Photo of vehicle violating the red light along with violation details (Ref  Photos Isac and 
Muralidharan)

This system generates the complete details of violation, vehicle details and vehicle’s owner details along 
with image proof 

d. Passenger information system for BRTS corridor (PIS): the passengers are getting the information about 
the buses through display boards fitted at bus queue shelters on BRT corridor as shown in the photo.

Figure 20: Photo of display of PIS (Ref  Photos Isac and Muralidharan)
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e. Intelligent parking lot management system (IPLMS): In Pune the intelligent parking lot management 
system is implemented at Haribhau Car parking near Narayan Pett. This parking lot is designed with a 
capacity of 192 cars covering 6 levels along with its roof top. The major objective of this system is as under

• Availability of parking lots

• Informing about empty lots at local place as well as at remote locations using VMS

• Parking lot guidance system at each level

• Parking charges on the bases of lot occupied by the vehicles on time basis 

• Information about parking lots and advance booking of parking space through internet and SMS

The main features of this system are as under

• Pre-trip parking information

o Location of all parking lots on map

o Help in identifying the nearest parking facility

o Parking lot capacity

o Working hours and tariff of parking lot

o Advance booking

• Driver information system

o Display boards at various location in city, entry gates 

o Driver guidance and parking bays navigation system using LED indications, sign boards

• On-line operator information

o Status of vehicle occupancy level wise

o Number and places of empty bays available at each level.

The system architecture of this system is shown as 

Figure 21: System architecture for Intelligent Parking Lot Management System (Ref Photo Muralidharan)
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This system also provides different types of reports (like parking load, parking efficiency, average occupancy, 
statistics of peak/ low parking) to analyses the efficiency and revenue generated over the different time 
periods. The typical system is consisting of following components

• Parking area system

• Entry/ exit gate system

• Driver information system

• Bay navigation and driver guidance system

• Communication system

• Control room with APP and database servers

• Related application software.

Figure 22: Photo showing Bay sensor and Bay indicator lamp (Ref photo Muralidharan)

Kolkata

The Kolkata metropolitan area is spread over 1,886.67 km2 (728.45 sq mi) and comprises of 3 municipal 
corporations (including Kolkata Municipal Corporation), 39 local municipalities and 24 panchayat samitis, as 
of 2011. The population of Kolkata in 2001 was 13,205,697 and in 2011, it is expected to reach 14,112,536 
as per census of India. The Kolkata police implemented the following ITS based solution for Kolkata

Keltron implemented another project in Kolkata for Kolkata Police is IGVTDC. The project is named as

IGVTDC

This includes following components

Integrated GIS based automatic vehicle tracking and Traffic management + Distress call response 
management + Critical public place surveillance system
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The system architecture for this system is shown in following figure

Figure 23: System architecture for IGVTDC system of Kolkata (Ref photo Isac)

Basically this system consists of following systems with integration on GIS map of Kolkata. The map is 
created with 1: 1000 scale. 

• Automatic vehicle tracking system (AVTS)

• Area traffic control system (ATC)

• Surveillance system (CCTV)

• Red light violation system (RLVS)

• Variable message system (VMS)

• Distress call management system (DCMS)

In comparison to Pune city, two different systems are implemented here and the rest of the system 
implemented in Pune is almost same. For example, the ATC system is implemented in Kolkata at 95 
junctions. The ATC system implemented in Kolkata is using the same CoSiCoSt based software as used in 
Pune. The same system is also implemented in Ahmadabad at 93 junctions and in Jaipur at 14 junctions 
and also at Surat. So in following the discussion is related to only those systems, which are not discussed 
earlier. So here now we will discuss AVTS and DCMS systems.  

Automatic vehicle tracking system (AVTS)/ Distress call management system (DCMS): using this system 
the Kolkata police is monitoring the police vehicle. This system is highly useful to watch the movement 
and deployment of police vehicle. This system also helps the control room to dispatch the police vehicle 
at desired (from where complaint is received) location. Thus the same system also works for distress calls. 
Once a call is received the caller position is located on GIS based map in control room. The tracking can 
also be monitored through web site.   The system architecture of this system is shown in following figure
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              Figure 24: The System architecture for AVTS in Kolkata

                Figure 25: Web based Vehicle Monitoring system in Kolkata (Ref photo Isac)

Mumbai

The total area of Mumbai is 603.4 km2 (233 sq mi). Of this, the island city spread over 67.79 km2 (26 sq mi), 
while the suburban district spread over 370 km2 (143 sq mi). Together it accounts for 437.71 km2 (169 sq 
mi) under the administration of Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC). The remaining area belongs 
to Defence, Mumbai Port Trust, Atomic Energy Commission and Borivali National Park, which are out of 
the jurisdiction of the BMC. As per 2011 census, the population of Mumbai is 12,479,608. 

The Mumbai Area Traffic control (ATC) is a part of traffic management of the city. The details of this system 
are shown in following figure.
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  Figure 26: The System Architecture of Mumbai Area Traffic Control

Features of ITACA (Intelligent Traffic Adaptive Control Area 

• Adaptive system capable of controlling and collecting data from 500 signals junctions.

• The controller – checks the data in every 0.01 sec

• Data received in the control centre every 5 sec

• System stores traffic volumes in intervals of 5 minute for every detector, along with calculation of 
flow, occupancy time and load.

• The area under the ITACA is divided into sub – areas of junctions with similar traffic behavior.

• The number of sub-areas that can be defined is unlimited

• The GUI(Graphic User Interface) of ITACA is user friendly

Major Benefits of the System

• Reduction of signal cycle time (180 sec average to 120 average)

• Improvement of speed – about 10% increase in traffic speed in the milestone 

• Reduction of stopping delay on the network about 17% 

• Energy saving about 30-40% due to reduced power consumption of LED signal heads as compared 
to the incandescent signal heads.

Ahmadabad

The city of Ahmadabad is seventh largest city in India. It is second biggest trade centre of Western India and 
commercial capital and growth engine of Gujarat state. As per Forbes Magazine, 2010, the Ahmadabad 
is the third fastest growing city in the world with 2 million vehicles: 2 wheelers - 73%, 8 Lakh Bicycles, 
70,000 3-wheelers. Every day 400 vehicles are added in vehicle population. Ahmadabad has 6 ring roads 
and 17 well developed radials. The average trip length is about 5.5 km in Ahmadabad (Bangalore–11 km, 
Hyderabad–8 km).
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To upgrade the overall mobility of the city a bus rapid transit (BRT) system was implemented. The following 
ITS services are implemented along with BRT corridor

• Public Information System (Next bus/Next stop) 

• External Ticketing, Smart Cards, 

• Automatic vehicle location system (AVLS)

• Automatic Ticketing

• Area Traffic Management for Bus Priority & Minimise wastage of GREEN TIME (ATC)

• Vehicle dispatch and scheduling system (VDSS)

• Depot management system (DMS)

• Automatic doors operations - wirelessly Controlled by the driver using Secure RF Technology, it can 
be operated only when the bus aligns at designated location

             Figure 27: Use of the RFID Technology in the BRT System

The RFID system ensures safe distance alignment with station doors and once the bus is aligned with the 
tag placed on the driver door, audio-visual indicators through beeps and red light enables driver with the 
decision to operate door. Wireless switch using RF wireless connected with RFID based controller interface 
to the bus door and station door is placed on the dash board of the bus. 

          Figure 28: Driver Controls
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Bus and bus station door controlled through Radio Frequency wireless switch operated by the driver

Automated Fare Collection System (AFC) facilitates purchase of pre-paid tickets and their subsequent use 
through electronic systems to permit access to/ from the transit stations and buses. Smart cards have 
been in use since January 2011 

       Figure 29: The Bus Station Overview

System architecture of Integrated Transit Management System is shown in following figure0.

Figure 30: ITMS Integrated View
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Bus equipment overview is depicted in following Figure 

   Figure 31: Bus Equipment Overview

Impact of Improved Public Transit in Ahmadabad

• Improvement in travel speed: Peak hour speed- 24kmph as opposed to 16-18 kmph of Ahmadabad 
Municipal Transport service. 

• Mixed Traffic Speeds are also matching with BRTS 

• Dependable Service/Reliability: Over 95% of departures are on time (+/- 90 sec time).

• Safety: Major reduction in accidents on the corridor has been observed. 

• Mode Shift: Modal shift in favor of BRTS (shift of passengers from motor cycles, cars and 3-wheelers, 
which is about 50% of the total BRTS users) 

• User Satisfaction: BRTS got average rating of 8.9 out of 10 in the 23th month from its users

• Ridership Increase: Ridership has increased consistently through eleventh month by 756%. Ridership 
has gone up to 1,20,-1,35,000/day.

• Information Availability: Real Time passenger information is made available at the stations with in 
form of electronic signs that show next bus arrival. Announcements in English and Gujarati. 
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C.	Certificate	showing	the	accuracy	of	Automatic	Vehicle	Count	and	Classification	
(AVCC)	 system	 produced	 by	 Australian	 company	 CEOS	 industry	 -	 TIRTL	
equipment
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D.	Technical	specification	for	ITS	tools
The authors are not in favor of mentioning of technical specification due to one fundamental reason that 
the technology is changing so fast that today specifications becomes irrelevant at the time of project is 
initiated. So these are generic one and users are required to go through the market and search for new 
equipments before finalizing the technical specifications. 

Actually it is recommended the user must mention the scope and functional specifications and on that 
basis the user should ask for expression of Interest and then vendors or supplier come up with a proposal 
containing technical details, architecture, complete set of equipments and subsystem required to fulfill 
that scope of work.  Here some technical specification collected from number of sources mainly Delhi 
Traffic Police, C-DAC and number of suppliers are listed for ITS tools discussed in main document. 

1. e-Challaning System

For hand held device

1. 3.5” or better, VGA or better with backlit, color TFT, minimum 240x320 resolution or better

2. Water and shock proof with drop resistance of 1.5 meter.

3. GPS enabled, navigational, user friendly control in operation

4. Clear visibility and legibility under direct sun light for normal vision person 

5. Sufficient memory (preferable 512 MB/ 1 GB on board memory and expandable up to 8 GB using SD 
card) to run application software and hold minimum 500 challans using secondary/ extended memory

6. Easy to carry with weight not more than 750 grams.

7. Having belt to hook with belt or easy to wear on neck to protect it from falling 

8. Battery life to work continuously for 8 hrs.

9. Minimum 2” or better inbuilt printer and print on paper should be permanent to last at least for 5 years. 

10. 1.3 or better mega pixel inbuilt camera

11. Software should be GUI based and may be touch screen based for fast and easy operation.

12. Software should be capable to handle or use database the NIC managed “Sarthi” and “Vahan” database 
of driving license and vehicle registrations. 

13. USB port with data cable for Data transfer from hand held device to workstation or server.

14. Can operate between 00 to 500 degree and in 5 to 90% level of humidity.

15. Manual for operating device and application software

16. Capable to have mobile/2G/3G/GPRS/ GSM connectivity. May be supported by Bluetooth technology 
for data transfer.  

Servers, workstations, storage devices, UPS, network devices (routers, switches, VPN system, firewall, 
antivirus, load balancer), cabling and printers 
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Use any standard configuration for servers, workstations, storage devices and printers - that is quite 
common, so not discussed here. 

2. Mobile Enforcement and Surveillance System

1. The speed measuring range may be within  5 kmph to 250 kmph

2. The speed measuring accuracy should be between ± 2 kmph

3. The data acquisition time should be 0.3 sec for capturing the speed of 100 kmph 

4. The laser beam width should not be more than 3 meter to 3 meter at the distance of 1000 meter

5. The target distance range should be within range of 3 meters to 1000 meters 

6. The distance accuracy should be within ± 0.5 meter

7. The number plate recognition may be in range of 200 meters in day time and 50 meters in night time.

8. The accuracy of number plate recognition system in day time should be more than 80% in day time 
and more than 50% in night time.

9. Automatic alert should be raised in case of stolen vehicle 

10. Video recording format may be jpeg or other standard format

11. Display view of camera unit should be 5.7” or better.

12. The laser eye safety of type “laser Class-I”

13. Optical zoom of camera should be 37X or better

14. Manual and automatic recording mode for capturing violations.

15. GPS enabled system with or without infrared mode

16. Should able to print the reports and violations as given in scope of work in on-line and in off-line mode.   

Servers, workstations, storage devices, UPS, network devices and communication system, cabling and 
printers.

Use any standard configuration for servers, workstations, storage devices and printers - that is quite 
common, so not discussed here

3. Red Light Violation/ Stop Line Violation and Over Speed Detection System

1. Speed limits should be adjustable/set up from 1 kmph to 200 kmph

2. Speed measuring within range of 200 kmph with tolerance level of ± 2kmph

3. Minimum 3 images should be captured and one of them must show the red light on with vehicle 
violating red light rule

4. The activation time of unit to capture the violating vehicle that crosses the sensors after red light is 
“on” should be 0.1 seconds. This activation time should be adjustable from 0.1 seconds to 5.0 seconds 
in step of 0.1 seconds. 
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5. Software should be GUI based and may be touch screen based for fast and easy operation.

6. Software should be capable to handle or use database the NIC managed “Sarthi” and “Vahan” database 
of driving license and vehicle registrations. 

7. USB port with data cable for Data transfer from secondary storage device to and from workstation or 
server.

8. Can operate between 00 to 500 degree and in 5 to 90% level of humidity.

9. Manual for operating device and application software

10.  Field units can be controlled remotely

11. Resolution of image should be equal or better than 5 megapixels

12. Charged Couple Device (CCD) image format may be 10.2 x 8.3 mm or better

13. Can operate in 24x7 on day and night environment. 

14. Should have auto iris control capability and shutter speed may be 1/1000th sec or better.

15. Unit housing should follow IP 65 standard

Servers, workstations, storage devices, UPS, network devices (routers, switches, VPN system, firewall, 
antivirus, load balancer), cabling and printers 

Use any standard configuration for servers, workstations, storage devices and printers - that is quite 
common, so not discussed here. 

4. Automatic incidence detection system

1. The field unit must able to meet environmental condition as per IP-67 specifications.

2. If microwave radar detection (MRD) system is used then it must compliance with DoT/TEC/WPC 
regulations of Govt. of India. It should not interfere with any known electrical equipments, transmitter 
etc.

3. If MRD system is used then its elevation beam width should be 45 degree with range of 3 to 20 meters

4. The maximum number of detection zones should not be less than 4. The range limits should have 2 
meter resolution.

5. The accuracy for vehicle identification should not be less than 95%

6. The speed measuring accuracy must be above than 90%

7. The range of cyclic data transmission can be adjustable in range of 5 minutes to one hour. The range of 
the aggregation interval shall be adjustable in range of one minute to one hour.

5.  CCTV – Camera system (Traffic Surveillance and Monitoring System)

1. The PTZ camera unit should able to capture or monitor the whole junction and its arms with approximate 
range of 300 meters of stretch from stop line. It may have ¼” imager CCD or better for PTZ and 1/3” 
for fixed camera.

2. The color resolution of 540 TV lines or better for both PTZ and fixed camera.
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3. The minimum color illumination of 0.5 Lux for color 50 (for PTZ-IRE) and 0.005 Lux for black and white 
for deliverance of video capturing by both types of camera.

4. The capability of lens of PTZ to focus on large area to small area to capture unidentified object with 
focal length and optical field of view from 3 degree to 55 degree. The wide focal length of 5 to 50 mm 
or better with auto IRIS for fixed camera.

5. The optical zoom of 30X or better and digital zoom of 10X or better for PTZ camera. The facility of 
manual and automatic auto focusing

6. The range of pan 360 degree with manual controllable pan speed of 60/sec or better, tilt is within ± 600 

with tilt speed of 30/sec. in PTZ camera.

7. The cameras can be programmed for different sites (day and night different settings) with automatic 
scanning setting in PTZ camera.

8. At least 20 preset positions can be set for each PTZ camera with area name display for each setting for 
better recognition of area by operator.

9. The electronic shutter speed of fixed camera in range of 1/50 to 1/125,000 sec with on/off selectable 
and auto in case of PTZ camera.

10. Cameras should able to generate video output and back light compensation off/on in fixed cameras.  

11. The appropriate communication system (GPRS/2G/3G or other method) to transmit on-line video data 
from field unit to control room

12.  The hosing of system should be as per specification of IP66 and it should be vandalism proof.

13. Digital keyboard / joystick and LCD display system for operating PTZ cameras

14. The DVR system should be capable of operating 24x7 as well as of facility of storing with minimum 
capability of 400 frames per second for 16 channels simultaneously. It should also store video data. 

15. The capacity of secondary storage media must be able to store data for at least one month.

16. Facility of standby power backup in case of no power 

17. USB port with data cable for Data transfer from workstation or server to secondary storage media.

18. Can operate between 00 to 500 degree and in 5 to 90% level of humidity.

19. Manual for operating device and application software

6. Variable Message Signs

For Content; Timing:

1. Kricher and Meisser recommend the line of text should be displayed at least for 10 seconds and up to 
20 seconds.

2. Dudek recommends a minimum exposure time of “one second per short word and two seconds per 
unit of information” for unfamiliar drivers

3. Harris and Whitney suggest that in case of scrolling message, the information should be left on the 
screen for at least twice the normal reading time. The recommended streaming rate should be 2.74 
seconds per frame dwell time
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4. As per Delhi Traffic Police the message should remain at least 15 seconds for National Highway and for 
20 seconds for access control expressway.

5. As per RTA (The Road and Transport Authority, NSW, Australia) guidelines, the driver used to take on 
average 3 seconds to screen the complex message. On this assumption, the RTA (RTA guidelines PN 
028/G, TDT 2005/02b) provided the following table for legibility/ sight distance and VMS types. The 
various combinations of approaching speed, offsets and suggested VMS types are shown in this table

Definition of offset

           (i) SDmin  = Minimum sight distance required to sign face (in      

                              meters)
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           (ii) “–“represents that there is no VMS at this offset for this speed

           (iii) Type B VMS has 320 mm character height; Type C VMS have      

                 400 mm character height

The VMS types are shown in following sections

Message unit:

The message consists of units of information. Unit describes one separate piece of data that used by driver 
to take decision. A ideal unit should be of two words but can go up to four words

Ex; A unit of two words - No entry.   Ex; A unit of four words - road closed, take diversion

Ex; message of three units;        No entry

    10.00 am to 12.00 am

                         Take diversion

Message length: 

It is suggested that ideal message length is of 8 words message. Each word may of maximum of 4 to 8 
characters.

Pictogram:

The pictogram should be as per IRC – 67. 

VMS display type:

As per RTA guidelines the Type A and Type B VMS are shown in the following 

  VMS of type A                                                                 VMS of type B
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This is VMS configuration and clearances of Type A. It offers a full graphical capability with displaying 
capability of 4 lines of 18 characters. The character height is of 155 mm.  The dimensions are 124 x 34 
pixels size.

This is VMS configuration and clearances of Type B. It offers a full graphical capability with displaying 
capability of 4 lines of 18 characters. The character height is of 320 mm.  The dimensions are 124 x 25 
pixels size.

VMS of type C

This is VMS configuration and clearances of Type C. It offers a full graphical capability with displaying 
capability of 4 lines of 18 characters. The character height is of 400 mm.  The dimensions are 124 x 25 
pixels size.

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) US provides the following norms like
• That character height should not be less than 255 mm for urban area and 457 mm for highway (high 

speed zone).  
• The width to height ratio should be between 17.78 mm to 25.4 mm
• The font may of 5x7 for uppercase and 7x9 for lowercase
• The text color may be green or yellow
• The luminance in night ; 30cd/m2 and in day; it should be greater than 1,000cd/m2 

• The luminance contrast = (Lt – Lb)/ Lb = 8:1 to 12:1
• The legibility index that is function of letter height and expressed in “feet per inch of letter height (ft/

in)”. The suggested LI is 35 ft/in.
• Inter character spacing should be 25 to 40% of letter height
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• Inter word spacing should be 75 to 100% letter height
• The uppercase or mixed case message is much better for single word and lower case for longer textual 

message. 

The characteristics of cantilever mounted VMS systems as mentioned above are discussed. Some time road 
geometries or need for displaying different messages for different lanes force to use gantries mounted VMS 
system. Especially for more than 4, lanes gentry mounted VMS system is suggested for better effectiveness 
as the cantilever mounted sign take more reading time by drivers driving in extreme opposite lane. It is 
also useful when junctions are too closed. The Wisconsin department of transport provides the design for 
gantry mounted VMS system including cantilever as shown in following

VMS installation as per guidelines of Federal Transit Administration, USA

The Delhi Traffic police suggested following type of VMS for national highway, expressway
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For above the messages should be 
• 2 lines of characters with 12 or 15 characters per line

• Character height of 400 mm (20 pixels)

• 2 amber LED per pixels (minimum)

• Vertical and horizontal pitch spacing of pixels 20 mm

• LED matrix appr. 4800 mm x 400 mm

For pictogram 
• Dimension as per IRC-67

• Line width 60 mm

• 2 LED per pixel, one red and other amber LED (minimum) and ability to be illuminated either in red or 
in amber

• LED panel about 950 x 950 mm

• Edge distance about 480 mm

• Display about 7200 x 2150 mm 

And for urban roads it should be of size 3900 mm x 1500 mm with 
• Two lines of characters, 10 characters per line with distance between lines appr. 182 mm

• Height of character 320 mm (16 pixels)

• 2 amber LED per pixels (minimum)

• Vertical and horizontal pitch spacing of pixels 20 mm

• LED matrix appr. 3200 mm x 840 mm

• Edge distance about 320 mm

The VMS character display standard and pictogram display standard as per Delhi Traffic Police
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The VMS standards in various countries are

Placement of VMS system; after selecting the type of VMS system, the next step is its placement. The 
important point in placement is that it should be legible to road users. It should not obstruct or not being 
obstructed/ hidden by other traffic / other signs, vegetation and street furniture. The location of VMS is 
very important because it should give ample opportunity to driver to take appropriate action (like applying 
break or maneuvering the vehicle or changing the direction etc.) on the basis of message seen as well 
as presence of other signs nearby. One should try to fix it on straight road. If it is not possible, then the 
angle of placement of VMS plays important role (the appropriate angle is specific to road design). The 
VMS system should not be installed near the interchange area, on ramp where lot of merging, breaking or 
weaving movement are occurring regularly. Naturally on high speed roads, the VMS system will be installed 
well before the hazard point, decision point, intersection point or route diversion point in comparison to 
other types of roads. The RTA guidelines suggest the following distance for longitudinal, lateral placement 
and vertical clearance. 

Longitudinal placement; the longitudinal placement is important in the sense that this distance to be 
provided is responsible to convey the message and give chance to understand its meaning by the driver. 
On corridor, there are a number of situations like 

a) Where complex maneuvering is not required then recommended distance between VMS system and 
decision point is

• 30 – 100 meters in business and residential area

• 80 – 120 meters for 60 to 70 Kmph speed zone

• 120 – 180 meters for 80 to 90 Kmph speed zone

• 180 – 200 meters otherwise
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b) Where complex maneuvering is mostly required 

• 300 – 500 meters also for urban arterials

c) For expressway, high speed roads (rural also), highways etc

• 2 to 4 kilometers

If there are other static signs installed nearby, then the distance between VMS system and static sign 
should be about 200 – 300 meters. But usually it is not possible in most of the situations. In that situation 
the following distances, are recommended by RTA guidelines. 

• 30 meters in business and residential area

• 50 meters for 60 to 70 Kmph speed zone

• 60 meters for 80 to 90 Kmph speed zone

• 70 meters otherwise.

Lateral placement and vertical alignment; the VMS system are either installed on the verge of road or 
overhead. In both case it is essential that the necessary lateral and vertical clearance should be available to 
motorist as well as to cyclist and pedestrian. As far as vertical alignment is concerned, the idle placement 
along roadway segments within 1% grade or less are desirable.  But in any case, it should not be placed 
along grades exceeding 4%. 

Spacing between two VMS; there are a number of recommendation made by researchers for proper 
spacing between two VMS system, which are as follows

• 3000 – 5000 meters as per Canadian research

• 700 meters as per European test results

• 900 – 1200 meters as per Dudek (1992)

• In New Zealand, it is suggest that if message were displayed too far, drivers generally ignore it.

RTA suggests the following norms for spacing between two systems

Minimum distance
Between gantries for lane control and diversion 1000 meters
In advance of fixed sign 200 meters
Beyond and on-ramp including auxiliary lane 300 meters

Not only this, the RTA guidelines suggest to take care the aesthetic, safety, urban design and environmental 
considerations before placement of VMS system like

• The placement of VMS system should be in way such that it is easy to maintain, access and safe for 
maintenance crew/ vehicle to repair it while repairing the VMS, it should not pose any type of threat or 
obstruct the safe and smooth movement of pedestrian and vehicle plying under it.  

• The VMS system should not be near to power lines

• The VMS system should not obstruct or interrupt views of a valued landscape or landmark from 
properties and from the road

• It should minimize their silhouette effect against the sky in views from the road and from residential areas
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• It should not block or create detrimental impact important vistas in the landscape, important natural 
or cultural heritage elements and their cartilages.

• It should not be located to minimize clutter.

The Environment Impact Assessment study is also suggested for permanent installation of VMS system. A 
check list can also be prepared to check that the installed system to appropriately located and placement 
as per the guidelines or not

Display unit

1. It must be corrosion proof, water proof and protected from dust, dirt and insects.

2. No interior light should come out from display unit in any case.

3. It should not be affected by any electromagnetic or radio frequencies and should not generate 
electromagnetic interferences. 

4. The unit transmits the status of display unit and any fault in real time to control unit.

5. The unit should do self diagnostic test and send the report to control room.  

6. LED must be of super bright LEDs of pure amber, green and red with no visible difference in the luminous 
intensity of any pixel in the display at any luminance level for given color should be noticeable. LED 
should able to work in range of 00 to 800 temperatures.

7. The LED should be protected by polycarbonate face to prevent damage due to water, dust, dirt and 
insects and have luminance minimum 8000 cd/m2 .

8. The display should not be effected by light from lamp post or direct sun light, night and tree’s shadow. 

9. The optical performance and illumination performance should be as per European standard prEN 
12966 of CEN/TC

10. System can be maintained easily without disturbing the traffic flow.

11. It should able to receive message from ATC system.

7.Control room 

The technical specifications for video wall display system are

1. The mean time between failure (MTBF) must be more than 600,000 hrs or better and mean time to 
repair (MTTR) of chips (should be longer than 10,000 hrs or better. 

2. The size of video wall may be of 9000 x 4000 mm or better (width may be less than 1100 mm or better) 
(depending on number of locations attached and number applications.

3. The aspect ratio may be 16:9 or 4:3. The wall may be consisting of 80” (multiple projections) modules 
(cubes). The wall may have 40 modules with 8 in column and 5 in row fitted in linear or curvilinear 
form. The resolution of module may be 1400x1050 or better with at least 16 million colors (or better) 
and overall resolution 11200x5250 or better. Each module support its own IP address for having direct 
synchronization with operator’s terminal and for remote maintenance to check the status of module. 
Each module must be configured with video wall server.

4. The uniformity in brightness in should be more than 95% and contrast may be 1600:1 or better. The 
luminance should be 110 cd/m2 of single lamp. The inter-screen gap should be less than 0.2 mm or 
better and screen surface should be non-reflective. 

Annexure
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5. The projector should support dual DVI in/out and video controller should support 10 dual channel DVI 
input cards  

6. The video wall controller must be at par with latest industry standard.

7. It should support most of input in different formats at least PAL, NTSC, SECAM, HDTV 720p, 1080p, RGB 
up to 1920x1200 and DVI up to 1920x1200. 

8. The decoder card should support JPEG, MPEG-2,-3,-4,-4.10, SP@L3 and ASP@L5, MJPEG, H.263, H.264, 
H.323, MxPEG protocols and capable to decode at least 4 channels simultaneously. It should show 
simultaneously 48 IP streams in individual windows. 

8.ATC

In this the main components are sensing device and traffic controller system. The sensing device may be 
below ground based or over ground based.  One of the sensing device i.e. CCTV is already given in above.

For traffic controller

1. The CPU may be 32 bit or better

2. It can work also on distributed architecture (1 master with 15 slave controller) and can use 2.4 GHz 
band for transmission 

3. Monitoring system for green-green conflict, lamp status, microcontroller watchdog, input voltage, 
current, inter/ intra group conflict, conditional red, door sensing etc.

4. Memory with build in battery backup

5. Preferably GPS based clock or calendar clock with more than 5 years battery backup 

6. User friendly interface – menu driven, 20X4 Led backlit LCD with 5x4 keypad or better

7. USB port and RS232 debug port

8. 16 or 24 vehicular detectors and pedestrian can be interfaced or better

9. It can operate with vehicle actuated –semi and fully mode, fixed time mode, cable less synchronization 
mode, hurry call mode, flash mode, pedestrian mode, flash mode, lamps off mode, all red mode and 
manual mode

10. It may have signal timing from 0 to 300 seconds with different programmable timing (as per requirement)

11. It may have up to 32 phases, 32 stages, 24 cycle plan, 20 day plan, 4 week plan, 20 special day plan and 
4 hurry calls plan.

12. Should keep log up to 5000 events

For loop detector it is again supplier depended so not discussed in details however some guidelines are

1. Loop may be buried in depth of slot of 3 or 7 or 10 cm depending on material, width of slot 8 – 9 mm, 
edges of slot to be crosscut

2. Teflon coated conductors may be used on loop and slots can be filled with quartz sand.

3. The slots should be sealed with potting compound. 

4. The loops used should take care of contact resistance, leakage resistance, inductance etc. 

5. All cabling in system should as per BIS codes like IS-694, 8130, 5831, 3975, 1554 etc.  
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1. Intelligent Transport System (ITS): It is set of interrelated systems of (IT, Communication, Electronics 
and Electrical) that work together to deliver transportation services.

2. Smart Card (SC)/ Automated Fare Collection System (AFCS): It is microchip embedded plastic card 
used for electronic transactions/payment. It can be used for paying fare for travelling in various public 
transport modes electronically. 

3. Automated Vehicle Locator System (AVLS): It is a collection of hardware, software and communication 
system to track the vehicles to get real- time information of its locations.

4. Global Positioning System (GPS): It is global navigation system that is used mainly for navigation 
purpose. It is a network of satellites that continuously transmit coded information, which makes it 
possible to precisely identify any location on earth. It is also used for managing and monitoring of the 
vehicles and transmitting the related data to traffic management centre in real time.

5. Area Traffic Control (ATC): It is a traffic responsive system that use vehicular data collected through 
sensors/ detectors/ cameras and optimize the traffic signal settings to reduce the overall vehicle delays, 
queue length and stops on road network. 

6. Close Circuit Television Camera (CCTV):  it is a camera (fixed or PTZ) to capture the images in still or 
moving objects within its view range. The CCTV camera is used for traffic surveillance and monitoring 
system, incidence and stop vehicle detection system, journey time monitoring system and wrong way 
vehicle detection system, pedestrian detection system.

7. Variable Message Sign (VMS): It is electro – mechanical system in which the messages, signs, movie, 
photo, symbol are displayed in illuminated form. 

8. Portable/ mobile VMS:  it is a type of VMS that is self sufficient (power supply etc.) and portable/mobile 
system (fitted on vehicle) used for communicating messages to road users at any location on network.  

9. Automatic Number Plate Recognition System (ANPR): This system is collection of laser system, infra 
red system, communication system, hardware, software clubbed as a system together to recognizes its 
number plate of moving vehicle.

10. Automatic Speed Detection System (ASDS): This system is collection of laser system, infra red system, 
communication system, hardware, software clubbed as a system together to measure the speed of 
moving vehicle.

Glossary
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11. Electronic Ticketing Machine (ETM): ETM are the machines to read smart cards and the fare is 
automatically deducted for the travelled journey.

12. Intelligent Signalling System (ISS): It is a type of traffic signal that optimizes signal timings by sensing 
vehicular data and pedestrian data at an intersection. The system helps in reducing the vehicular 
delays and also ensuring safe and convenient movement for pedestrians and non- motorized modes 
of transport.

13. Passenger Information System (PIS): It is a system that provides the different types of information (like 
expected arrival of bus/ train, fare, route etc.) about the transport system (or for different types of 
transport system) to the passengers in various forms at bus stop, metro/ railway station, transit point, 
terminal, home, mobile phone etc. 

14. Interactive Voice Response System (IVRS): It is a technology that provides automatic interaction 
between human being and computerized database using telephone keypad or using speech recognition.

15. Red Light Violation Detection System (RVDS):  It is a collection of hardware, software and communication 
system to capture the evidence (still photo or video based) about the vehicles violating red light at 
intersection in real- time automatically.

16. Stop line Violation Detection System (RVDS): It is a collection of hardware, software and communication 
system to capture the evidence (still photo or video based) about the vehicles violating stop line at the 
time of red light at intersection in real- time automatically. 

17. Wrong way vehicle detection system (WWVDS): It is a collection of hardware, software and 
communication system to capture the evidence (still photo or video based) about the vehicles coming 
in wrong direction (at intersection or corridor) in real- time automatically.

18. Journey time monitoring system: It is a collection of hardware, software and communication system 
to monitor the speed/ journey time of vehicle on a corridor in real- time automatically. 

19. Distress Call Management System (DCMS): This is a system (consisting of hardware, software, 
communication and men/women ware) used by anybody at the time of any incidence / difficulty/ 
accident for getting help. It is highly useful system used to save the lives human being. This system 
also helps the police/ disaster management control room to dispatch the police vehicle/ fire brigade/ 
ambulance at desired (from where complaint is received) location. 

20. e-Challaning: It is a system used for challaning the traffic rules’ violators in real time and on-line. It is a 
mobile electronic (or electro - mechanical) device capable of challaning traffic rules’ violators instantly 
and maintain the integrity of system. 

21. Automatic vehicle classification and counting (AVCC) system: it is a system that automatically counts 
and classifies the vehicles in defined categories crossing in its range.  
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ITS	Toolkit	for	Traffic	Management	System

One of the defining characteristics of modern civilization is the congregation of 
people in urbanized areas. Another characteristic is the need of high mobility for 
people living in these areas. Mobility is needed for the basic purpose of commuting 
from home to work as well as to fulfil a number of other needs, such as, health 
care, recreation, social interaction, and education. Due to lack of public transport 
system in different cities the need for mobility is mostly met by private modes. 
This fact contributes traffic congestion on city network. The traffic congestion not 
only reduces the efficiency and capacity of network but also contribute in vehicular 
pollution. A poor road network is one of the other major factors contributing to the 
rise in traffic congestion. But most cities find it difficult to augment the supply of 
roads or widen roads in built-up areas.

These factors limit the benefits of conventional traffic management system. But, if 
the Intelligent Transport System (ITS) is used then the benefits increases manifold 
times. Not only that the safety is an added advantage of ITS based system.

In light of this fact the “ITS toolkit for traffic management” is designed to provide 
a helping hand to city administrators/ stakeholders to use, select and implement 
“ITS” based traffic management system for their city  of their own


